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Abstract

Neutrinos are expected to be produced in hadronic interactions in the
environment of astrophysical particle accelerators. Searching for point-like
neutrino signals provides a chance of identifying such sites as sources of cos-
mic rays. An established approach to realise high energy neutrino astron-
omy is the observation of Cherenkov radiation from induced muon tracks
in subsurface detectors. The IceCube Observatory is currently the largest
of these neutrino telescopes. Presented here is an analysis based on data
taken with IceCube between 2007 and 2008 in its preliminary configuration
of 22 strings.
Neutrino point source searches had been so far restricted to one hemi-

sphere, due to the exclusive selection of upward going events as a way
of rejecting the atmospheric muon background. This work demonstrates
that the region above the horizon can be included by suppressing the back-
ground through an energy-sensitive event selection. The approach improves
the sensitivity above PeV energies, previously not accessible at all for decli-
nations of more than a few degrees below the horizon due to the absorption
of neutrinos in Earth.
A scan of both celestial hemispheres was performed in this work to iden-

tify neutrino fluxes via excesses of events in individual directions. For a
separate test, a list of specific neutrino source candidates was compiled,
based on model predictions for Active Galactic Nuclei. In an additional
study, data on variable photon fluxes from the blazar 3C279 were used to
define a time-dependent search for short neutrino flares. No significant ex-
cesses above the atmospheric background were found in any of the analysis
parts. The resulting upper limits on neutrino fluxes are the first that cover
point sources in the southern sky up to the EeV energy range. For cer-
tain source candidates, these limits provide the best constraints on models
predicting neutrinos above PeV energies.
Based on the same event sample, a search for correlations between neutri-

nos and the most energetic charged cosmic rays was performed. The arrival
directions of air showers with energies of tens of EeV, reported by the HiRes
experiment and the Pierre Auger Observatory, were used to count coinci-
dences with IceCube data. The result of this study is again compatible with
the background hypothesis.
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Zusammenfassung

In Modellen astrophysikalischer Teilchenbeschleuniger werden Neutrino-
emissionen vorhergesagt. Die Suche nach Neutrino-Punktquellen bietet eine
Möglichkeit, solche Orte als Quellen der Kosmischen Strahlung zu identifi-
zieren. Eine etablierte Methode in der Neutrinoastronomie ist die Messung
der Cherenkov-Strahlung induzierter Myonen in unterirdischen Detektoren.
Das IceCube-Observatorium ist zur Zeit das größte Neutrinoteleskop dieser
Art. Die hier vorgestellte Analyse basiert auf Daten, die mit IceCube in der
Konfiguration von 22 Trossen zwischen 2007 und 2008 gesammelt wurden.
Bisherige Neutrino-Punktquellensuchen waren auf eine Hemisphäre be-

schränkt gewesen, da nur aufwärts laufende Ereignisse betrachtet wurden,
um den atmosphärischen Myon-Untergrund zu eliminieren. Hier wird ge-
zeigt, dass der Bereich über dem Horizont durch eine energieabhängige Se-
lektion miteinbezogen werden kann. Dies erhöht die Sensitivität für Ener-
gien oberhalb einiger PeV, die bisher aufgrund von Neutrinoabsorption ab
einigen Grad unterhalb des Horizonts vollkommen unzugänglich waren.
Zum Nachweis von Neutrinosignalen durch richtungsabhängige Ereignis-

überschüsse wurde eine Musterung beider Himmelshälften durchgeführt.
Für einen separaten Test wurde eine Liste von Quellkandidaten anhand von
Modellvorhersagen für Aktive Galaktische Kerne erstellt. Außerdem dienten
Daten über den Blazar 3C279 als Grundlage für eine zeitabhängige Suche
nach kurzen Neutrinoemissionen. Es konnten keine signifikanten Ereignis-
überschüsse über dem Untergrund beobachtet werden. Daraus leiten sich die
ersten oberen Neutrino-Flussgrenzen für Punktquellen am Südhimmel bei
Energien bis in den EeV Bereich ab. Für bestimmte Quellkandidaten sind
es die besten Einschränkungen für Neutrinovorhersagen bei PeV Energien.
Mit den gleichen Ereignissen wurde eine Suche nach Korrelationen zwi-

schen Neutrinos und den höchstenergetischen geladenen Teilchen der Kos-
mischen Strahlung durchgeführt. Die Ursprungsrichtungen von Luftschau-
ern, veröffentlicht durch das HiRes Experiment und das Pierre Auger Obser-
vatorium, wurden zur Bestimmung von Koinzidenzen mit IceCube-Ereignis-
sen benutzt. Das Ergebnis ist im Einklang mit den Untergrunderwartungen.

Schlagwörter:
Neutrinos, Punktquellen, IceCube, Kosmische Strahlung
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Chapter 1.

Introduction

Past and present endeavours in astronomy are continuing to highlight the enor-
mous diversity of cosmic phenomena and lead to the discovery of new and unfore-
seen astrophysical processes. Such observations have often given rise to questions
about their explanations and thus inspired whole new areas of research, the quest
for dark energy being a recent example. These interplays between astronomy and
research in fundamental physics have been very fruitful in the past. They paved
the way for a deeper understanding of the fundamental physical laws and forces
behind the structures in the universe. This search for knowledge in the depths of
space is a basic motivation for continuously improving and extending astronomical
efforts.
Until recently, nearly all the insights into astrophysical objects and processes

have been obtained based on the observation of photons. Astronomy has profited
from, and itself inspired, many advancements in photon detection. Instruments
are stationed on ground or in space and cover a spectral range from radio waves
to gamma-rays.
Now, after a century of unravelling the physics of elementary particles and their

interactions, another cosmic messenger becomes available: the neutrino. Neutrino
astronomy currently knows only two extra-terrestrial sources, the sun and, flaring
for a short time, supernova 1987A. The pioneering experimental work behind these
discoveries has been recognised with the Nobel Prize in 2002.
With the exception of another nearby supernova, any other astrophysical neu-

trino source is expected to be very faint. Only by looking at very high energies
above 1012 eV (1 TeV), where the background flux of particles produced in the
atmosphere is low, can one expect to observe new neutrino emitters.
Searches for neutrino signals with point-like origins are a particularly promising

way to identify the origins of the enigmatic cosmic rays at the highest energies.
The study of this astrophysical particle flux over the last century has uncovered
a spectrum of ionised nuclei that extends beyond 1020 eV, but the sources remain
unknown. At the moment, some of the best hints for solving this puzzle come from
gamma-ray astronomy, probing the sky at GeV to TeV energies and providing us
with images of various types of cosmic accelerators. Nevertheless, it seems that
for an unambiguous identification of sources of hadronic cosmic rays it is required

1



1 Introduction

to combine the results from different observation channels. A complementary
approach, not only at various photon wavelengths but with multiple messengers
will be necessary to judge which of the proposed models actually describe the
most energetic processes in the Universe.
Astrophysical high energy neutrinos can provide substantially new information

in cosmic ray research, since they are a clear indication of hadronic decays. Com-
pared to protons or other ionised nuclei, they are not deflected on their way to
Earth by magnetic fields. And while for example photons at PeV energies interact
with the cosmic microwave background in e+e− pair production processes, neutri-
nos suffer basically no absorption in astrophysical environments. Thus, neutrinos
even allow to probe the inside of regions opaque to photons and sources up to
large cosmic distances, opening new horizons.
In the search for high energy neutrino sources, the so-called next generation neu-

trino telescopes have begun to take data. They are based on the optical Cherenkov
detection technique that allows observing neutrino-induced charged leptons and
reconstructing their arrival directions. Improvements over the first pioneering ex-
periments are primarily achieved by making things bigger: IceCube, the largest
neutrino telescope to date, has an instrumented volume of 1 km3 when completed,
approximately 60 times that of its predecessor Amanda. The resulting increase
in event rates is crucial for the detection of faint neutrino signals.
One also aims to extend the accessible energy range to obtain a more com-

prehensive picture of the neutrino sky. In this respect, the work presented here
introduces a new methodology for neutrino point source searches. By including
events coming from above the horizon, a previously excluded region of increased
background fluxes, a search can cover higher energies up to about an EeV. The
new approach also overcomes the past limitation of observing only half of the sky.
This thesis gives a full account of the steps taken to perform such an analysis,

based on data collected with the IceCube Observatory in its preliminary configura-
tion operating from May 2007 to April 2008. The results provide new information
and constraints for the discussion of astrophysical source scenarios for neutrinos
and the relation to charged cosmic rays.

Chapter 2 provides a brief overview of the status of cosmic ray studies and the
expectations for neutrino emission in astrophysical environments. Active Galactic
Nuclei are introduced as a promising potential source class. The adjacent chapter
discusses neutrino propagation and interactions and the techniques to detect them
via the optical channel. This is followed by a description of the IceCube Obser-
vatory, its detection medium, geometry and framework for performing a neutrino
analysis. In chapter 5, the methods and algorithms for reconstructing neutrino
events in IceCube are explained, focusing on the directions of induced muon tracks.
This includes a discussion of the performance with respect to angular resolution,
a critical parameter in point source searches. Of fundamental importance in any
neutrino analysis is the background suppression. Chapter 6 gives a detailed ac-
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count of the selection of events from above and below the horizon for a unified
point source search in both hemispheres, which has never before been realised.
The search methods and their application to the sample of neutrino candidates

are the topic of chapter 7. In this context, the discussion on Active Galactic Nuclei
is continued, leading to a theoretically motivated selection of individual source
candidates for dedicated tests of their neutrino emissions. Chapter 8 provides
the results from these point source searches. After accounting for the systematic
uncertainties, the new flux limits are discussed in relation to neutrino source
models. A search for directional correlations between the neutrino candidates from
this analysis and data on charged cosmic rays at ultra-high energies is introduced
in chapter 9. This is the first study of this kind performed on large event samples
from neutrino telescopes and air shower detectors. The thesis concludes with a
summary and outlook on high energy neutrino point source searches below and
above the horizon.
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Chapter 2.

High energy neutrino
astrophysics
This introductory chapter provides an overview of the motivations and expecta-
tions for the search for high energy neutrinos from cosmic sources. Observations
of charged cosmic rays and the question of their origin are introduced as the basic
incentive for neutrino point source searches. Experimental results and general
models of astrophysical particle acceleration and interaction are also summarised.
The second part of this chapter focuses on Active Galactic Nuclei as promising
source candidates and possible scenarios of neutrino emission from them.

2.1. Cosmic rays

2.1.1. Charged particle spectrum
Since the discovery of increasing ionising radiation with rising altitude above the
ground by Victor Hess [Hes12], the flux of particles called cosmic rays has been
studied in detail over an enormous range of energies. An overview of the spectrum
is presented in Fig. 2.1 illustrating the power law characteristics of the differential
flux dN/dE ∝ Eγ, falling steeply as a function of energy. Due to this behaviour
it is only possible in the lower energy part of the spectrum to detect the primary
particles directly with experiments on satellites or balloons, by which means the
flux rate and composition of cosmic rays has been successfully probed up to ap-
proximately one PeV (1015 eV). The flux is composed of ionised atomic nuclei
with relative amounts similar to those found in the solar system, but accelerated
to very high energies. At energies above ∼ 100 TeV (1014 eV), the flux is reduced
too much to be observable with experiments above the atmosphere and indirect
methods have to be used. These rely on the detection of extensive air showers, ini-
tiated by cosmic rays interacting in the atmosphere. For a review of measurements
and analysis techniques see [HRR03].
The overall spectrum appears featureless, but detailed fits reveal localised chan-

ges in the spectral shape. The so-called knee, see Fig. 2.1, is a kink at an energy
of several PeV, where the power law index steepens from γ ≈ −2.7 to γ ≈ −3.1.

5



2 High energy neutrino astrophysics

Figure 2.1.: All-particle energy spectrum of cosmic rays, measured directly with
detectors above the atmosphere and indirectly with air shower exper-
iments. Plot taken from [BEH09].

A further steepening at the second knee and a flattening at the ankle are also
observed. Recent experimental results for energies above that of the knee and
possible explanations on the nature of these features are reviewed in [BEH09]. In
most theories it is assumed that a reduced contribution of cosmic rays produced
inside the galaxy is a major reason for the changes starting at the knee. Proposed
reasons are the limitations of acceleration processes and an increased escape rate.
The ankle could indicate the changeover to a flux dominated by extra-galactic
cosmic rays.
At the highest particle energies above 6×1019 eV, a suppression of the flux

compared to power law extrapolations has been observed by air shower experi-
ments [A+08a, A+08e]. This can be interpreted as the onset of efficient interac-
tions of cosmic rays with photons from the cosmic microwave background, termed
Greisen-Zatsepin-Kuzmin (GZK) cut-off after authors who first discussed this ef-
fect in [Gre66, ZK66]. The few detected events from particles at these highest
energies might be only slightly effected by galactic magnetic fields, so that their
arrival directions point to the source regions. This possibility and the relevant

6



2.1 Cosmic rays

observations are discussed in chapter 9.
There exists wide agreement that the origin of cosmic rays up to PeV energies

can be mostly attributed to electro-magnetic acceleration processes in certain
environments inside our galaxy, some details of which are discussed in the following
sections. For part of the spectrum at greater energies up to the highest measured
values around 1020 eV, explanations are separated into top-down and bottom-up
approaches. The former comprise theories with a wide variety of super-heavy
exotic particles that decay into cosmic rays of highest energies, an overview can
be found for example in [BS00]. Limits on photon fluxes at similarly high energy,
compiled in [A+08f], strongly disfavour these top-down scenarios and they are not
discussed further in this work, since they would not be observable as neutrino
point sources.
The bottom-up explanations postulate extra-galactic objects with acceleration

processes that are based on the same principles as those expected for cosmic
ray production inside our galaxy, but leading to much higher particle energies.
The basic physics behind such scenarios and the possible source candidates are
reviewed in the following sections. Neutrinos at very high energies, produced as
secondaries in interactions of charged cosmic rays near their sources, would be an
ideal observation channel to identify and study these origins. The relevant models
and predictions are the focus of the rest of this chapter.

2.1.2. Astrophysical particle acceleration
Fermi acceleration

A central idea for cosmic ray acceleration in astrophysical environments was in-
troduced by Fermi in [Fer49]. One assumes a particle encounters a region of
moving plasma in the interstellar medium and enters it with the initial energy
E0. Through collisionless scattering on magnetic field inhomogeneities inside this
region, stochastic changes of the direction of the particle occur until it leaves the
region again. Due to the velocity v of the moving environment, there is a gain in
the energy of the particle ∆E = ξE0. In certain configurations, this only appears
as a net gain after several such encounters, En = E0(1+ξ)n. It is shown in [Gai90],
following the derivation in [Bel78], that this acceleration model in general leads to
a power law spectrum, with the number of particles N with energies larger than
E determined by the proportionality:

N(≥ E) ∝ 1
Pesc

(
E

E0

)−α
with α ≈ Pesc

ξ
. (2.1)

Pesc is the probability for escape from the region of moving inhomogeneities in
each encounter. The spectral index α also depends on this probability and thus
on the ratio between the time for one cycle and that of the average time before
escape, which could be the limited lifetime of the accelerating systems.

7



2 High energy neutrino astrophysics

Figure 2.2.: Schematic view of first order Fermi acceleration at a plane shock front
for one encounter.

In the original publication, Fermi considered moving clouds of plasma as accel-
erators. Particles can enter and leave these on any side. The resulting average
energy gain is proportional to the square of the cloud’s velocity as a fraction of
the speed of light c, ξ ∝ (v/c)2, and thus called second order Fermi acceleration.
A more efficient setup is that of a shock front moving at several times the speed
of sound in the medium. If its extension is large compared to the typical cycle
length of a particle, given by its gyroradius in the magnetic field of the medium,
the shock front can be approximated as a plane as illustrated in Fig. 2.2. Particles
are scattered on magnetic inhomogeneities on both sides of the front and can only
escape from this acceleration environment on the downstream side with a probabil-
ity Pesc = 4ud/c, where ud = uf −v is the difference between the (non-relativistic)
velocity of the shock front uf and that of the shocked gas v. Following the calcu-
lation in [Gai90] and averaging over all injection and ejection angles of particles
from the upstream region, their relative energy gain per encounter depends only
on v:

∆E
E0

= ξ ≈ 4
3
v

c
. (2.2)

This is called first order Fermi acceleration due to its linearity.
Inserting these approximations for an infinite plane shock into equation (2.1)

yields the spectral index:

α = 3
uf/ud − 1 ≈ 1 + 4 cs

uf
. (2.3)

8



2.1 Cosmic rays

The final approximation here is based on kinetic gas theory and valid for velocities
uf that are at least several times as large as the sound speed cs in the plasma.
With these considerations, the stochastic shock acceleration leads to a spectral
index γ = −α − 1 ≈ −2 for the differential energy spectrum dN/dE of cosmic
rays. Since this value for the source region is steepened due to leakage of higher
energy particles from the galaxy, it can naturally explain the observed value of
2.7 at energies below the knee.

Acceleration power

Prime candidates for the origin of shock acceleration processes in our galaxy are
supernova remnants. As has been first discussed in [GS64], the energy output
from supernovae well fits the power needed to replenish losses from cosmic rays
escaping from the galactic disk. The required acceleration efficiency is not larger
than ∼ 10%. The maximum energy of particles with charge number Z for this
scenario has been estimated in [LC83] to be around Emax ≤ Z× 3× 104 GeV, and
in a more recent calculation to a larger value of Z × 5× 105 GeV [Ber96].
The mechanism of shock acceleration can also lead to much higher particle en-

ergies. Prerequisites are for example larger magnetic fields, compared to a few µG
for galactic supernovae environments, or much longer acceleration times, com-
pared to ∼ 103 years for supernovae. Extra-galactic environments could feature
such extreme shock processes that would lead to the production of cosmic rays up
to the highest energies observed.

2.1.3. Astrophysical neutrino production
Systems where cosmic ray protons or nuclei are produced are expected to emit also
other high energy particles. These emerge as secondaries from interactions of the
primary hadrons with the surrounding medium. If the matter density in a source
region is relatively high, a beam dump in a particle accelerator is a good analogy
for the interaction scenario, especially since astrophysical acceleration processes
might be limited to a certain opening angle, for example in plasma jets. In such
a configuration, the dominant proton-proton (pp) channels are:

p+ p→
{

π0 + 2p
π+ + n+ p

. (2.4)

For source candidates larger than the stellar scale, low matter densities might
prohibit efficient pp interactions. In this case, photons, either co-produced in
acceleration processes or from external, for example stellar, photon fields, are also
possible targets for protons. The ∆-resonance is then the main pγ interaction
channel:

p+ γ → ∆+ →
{
π+ + n
π0 + p

. (2.5)
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2 High energy neutrino astrophysics

In both interaction scenarios, the corresponding processes with neutrons as inci-
dent particles also lead to the formation of π− mesons. A production of heavier
mesons like K± and K0 is possible, but occurs only at very high energies and is
thus negligible compared to the pion channels.

In basically all astrophysical environments, pions decay before they can interact
with other particles and in this way produce leptons and photons:

π+ → µ+ + νµ → e+ + νe + ν̄µ + νµ

π− → µ− + ν̄µ → e− + ν̄e + νµ + ν̄µ

π0 → γγ . (2.6)

Under the assumption that positively and negatively charged pions occur in equal
amounts the decay chains directly yield the flavour ratio of neutrinos at the site
of origin:1

νe : νµ : ντ = ν̄e : ν̄µ : ν̄τ = 1 : 2 : 0 . (2.7)

Assuming that neutral pions occur as often as both of the charged types, a
calculation of relative energy distribution between the particles was worked out
for example in [Sta04]. The equal partition of energy between the final products
in each of the three decay chains leads to approximately the same amount of en-
ergy deposited in electromagnetic particles as in neutrinos. The precise photon
to neutrino ratio depends on the details of the interaction setup, but the general
correlation suggests that promising neutrino sources are also bright photon emit-
ters. This makes it possible to use gamma-ray measurements to identify neutrino
source candidates, as discussed in chapter 7.

The resulting energy spectra of photons and neutrinos are still likely to exhibit
different shapes. On the one hand, there are more neutrinos generated per pion
than photons or electrons. Consequently, neutrino distributions are shifted to
slightly lower energies. On the other hand, photons and in particular electrons
are strongly affected by further interactions and absorption and thus often exhibit
a softened spectrum compared that of the initial hadronic processes. Astrophys-
ical neutrinos carry this original energy signature since they usually leave the
sources without interference. The assumed underlying proton energy distribution
is therefore a reasonable benchmark for expectations on neutrino spectra, yielding
a power law dN/dE ∝ Eγ with γ ≈ −2 as discussed in section 2.1.2. However,
the distributions and spectra of target photons or nucleons can still change the
details of the spectral shape of neutrino fluxes, producing cut-offs and softer or
harder spectral indices.

1Based on this symmetrical situation for particles and anti-particles, no differentiation between
the two types is being made for discussing source scenarios in this work.
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2.1 Cosmic rays

Figure 2.3.: Hillas plot, showing the relation between size and magnetic field
strength for astrophysical objects in which cosmic rays could be ac-
celerated. Plot taken from [BEH09].

2.1.4. Galactic and extra-galactic source candidates

As well as supernovae remnants, there are several other galactic objects that are
of interest as potential cosmic ray sources, see for example [Bec08]. Rotating
neutron stars that are observed as pulsars form a class of prominent candidates,
primarily because they have very strong magnetic fields on the order of 1012 G.
Other possible sources are binary systems that contain a neutron star or a black
hole as one of the stellar partners. X-ray emissions from such constellations hint
at non-thermal acceleration processes. A particular subclass of such binaries are
microquasars, defined by their visible jets, an overview is given in [Mir07].
In general, the inherent magnetic field strength in a source limits the maximum

energy to which particles can be accelerated. If the gyroradius exceeds the exten-
sion of the object the particles escape, leading to an energy cut-off. This relation
was presented in [Hil84] and is shown in the diagram in Fig. 2.3, called Hillas
plot. It demonstrates that the cosmic rays with the highest observed energies of
up to 1020 eV are likely to originate from extra-galactic objects. In particular,
Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN) with super-massive black holes as central engines
and their kilo-parsec scale jets, the basis for a classification as radio galaxies, are
prime candidates, discussed in the following section.
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2 High energy neutrino astrophysics

Figure 2.4.: Scheme of the generic, cylindrically symmetric AGN structure in the
r-z-plane. Both axes are logarithmic and show length scaled to 1
pc. Different classifications in dependence of the viewing angle are
indicated, with more details given in [ZB02]. Plot taken from [Bec08]

Gamma-ray bursts (GRB) might also feature the conditions for cosmic ray
acceleration to the highest energies. For details on models of neutrino emission see
for example [Bec08]. Due to their transient nature with gamma-ray flux periods
on the order of seconds up to minutes, GRBs require different approaches than
the search method for steady neutrino sources presented in this thesis. For this
reason, GRBs are not discussed here, but recent neutrino flux limits can be found
in [A+10a, A+09e].

2.2. Neutrinos from Active Galactic Nuclei

2.2.1. Generic AGN model
The structure and components that define the generic class of AGN are shown
schematically in Fig. 2.4. A rotating super-massive black hole with a mass M >
108M� forms the centre and is surrounded by an accretion disk. This nucleus is
embedded in a host galaxy, separated by a dust torus which feeds the accretion
disk. Two jets emerge upward and downward along the symmetry axis perpen-
dicular to the disk and transport matter at relativistic velocities through lobes

12



2.2 Neutrinos from Active Galactic Nuclei

extending over kilo-parsecs and are the source of radio emission. These jets are
believed to be formed by magnetic fields near the central black hole, powered by
its rotation.
This axisymmetric model was used in [UP95] to describe a unified picture of

active galaxies featuring various observational signatures in dependence of the
inclination angles under which they are viewed. Apart from the appearance of
the jets themselves, such signatures stem for example from regions of broad and
narrow emission lines produced in different environments along the jet. Also the
accretion disk can be obscured by the torus or visible as a bright source of optical
radiation. These and other aspects are the basis of a detailed classification of
AGN, originally developed before the unified picture emerged. A good overview
over these types is provided in [A+06a], adopting a threefold distinction scheme
based on the host galaxy, the luminosity and the inclination angle.

2.2.2. Blazars
Morphology

Concerning high energy neutrino production in AGN, theoretical and observa-
tional interest concentrates on a sub class of objects called blazars. A blazar
is characterised by its orientation with the symmetry axis pointing towards the
observer. In consequence, the jet itself has only a small apparent length, if it
can be identified at all as an extended structure. The relativistic flow of plasma
accumulations, so-called knots, inside the jet leads to apparently superluminal
motion from the point of view of the observer. This signature makes it pos-
sible to identify blazars, see [Sta04] for details. The moving knots inside the
magnetically contained plasma provide a promising setup for effective shock ac-
celeration as introduced in section 2.1.2. Furthermore, the emitted particles would
be strongly boosted by the relativistic motion of the plasma with typical Lorentz
factors Γ ∼ 10, increasing the observed luminosity.
Blazars are subdivided into two classes based on their radio luminosity. A higher

luminosity object with a small opening angle between jet and line of sight is called
Flat Spectrum Radio Quasar (FSRQ). The name refers to the dominating radio
spectrum from the inner, boosted part of the jet which is flatter than that from
the outer lobes, see [A+06a] and references therein for details. Blazars with lower
luminosities are classified as BL Lac objects, named after the first such galaxy
that was regarded as a separate type.

Spectral energy distribution

Blazars have been studied extensively with photon data at various wavelengths,
so-called multi-wavelength observations. Based on measurements reaching from
the radio to the gamma-ray regime, a generic behaviour of spectral energy distri-
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Figure 2.5.: The SED of the blazar 3C279 as an example for the two-peak struc-
ture. Data points are based on measurements at various dates
from different experiments, with those at highest energies from
Magic [A+08h]. The red lines are fits based on leptonic models,
the moron lines are related to hadronic acceleration scenarios. The
plot stems from [BRM09], where details of measurements and fits are
discussed.

butions (SEDs) for this class of objects was shown and discussed in [FMC+98].
Irrespective of certain characteristic differences between FSRQs and BL Lac ob-
jects, AGN from both classes were used to derive average empirical SEDs for
blazars. These spectra feature a typical structure of two peaks, one at lower pho-
ton frequencies up to the X-ray regime and one in the higher energy part. The
latter extends into the gamma-ray range and can be studied by satellite experi-
ments or, at TeV energies, with Imaging Air Cherenkov Telescopes (IACTs) like
Hess [Hin04], Magic [Fer05] or Veritas [W+02]. Figure 2.5 shows the example
of the FSRQ 3C279, discussed in section 7.3.
The statistical analysis revealed that the two peak positions are correlated and

both shift to higher frequencies for decreasing total luminosities of the objects.
Furthermore, the luminosity ratio between the high and low energy component
changes from a dominance of the former towards equal amplitudes for peaks at
higher frequencies.
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2.2 Neutrinos from Active Galactic Nuclei

The lower peak is supposed to stem from synchrotron radiation from accelerated
electrons. A classification originating from [PG95] divides BL Lac objects into two
classes, Low Peaked BL Lac objects (LBL) with a synchrotron maximum in the low
to high infra-red (IR) range and High Peaked BL Lac objects (HBL) with this peak
at ultra-violet (UV) to low X-ray frequencies. A detailed modelling of individual
blazar spectra in [GCF+98] extends this ansatz to provide a full explanation of
the SED shape. It is based on a scenario of accelerated electrons, which not
only produce the synchrotron radiation in the first peak, but also up-scatter these
synchrotron photons via the inverse Compton effect and thus generate the second
peak. This picture is abbreviated as Synchrotron Self-Compton (SSC) model.
It can explain the data from many multi-wavelengths observations of blazars,

but it would suggest that the major part of the energy emitted by such AGN is not
connected to the acceleration of particles other than electrons. This explanation
severely limits their potential as cosmic ray or neutrino sources. In contrast to
this leptonic acceleration scenario, the following section provides examples for
alternative AGN models that account also for hadronic acceleration of protons or
heavier nuclei, thus providing a framework for the production of neutrinos.

2.2.3. Neutrino production
Hadronic acceleration

The synchrotron emission from accelerated electrons is widely accepted as the
explanation for the peak at lower frequencies in generic blazar spectra. However,
there is no consensus on the question of wether the higher energy peak is also
generally dominated by the contributions from leptonic processes. Hadronic ac-
celeration could play a major role and models accounting for this produce good
fits to the photon SEDs. Often though, they are more dependent on properties
of the environment of the host galaxy, for example radiation fields. The reason
is that the interactions that produce gamma-rays and neutrinos via pion decay
require a target medium, in contrast to the closed system of SSC models. This
dependence is reflected in the fact that a large variety of model approaches focuses
on neutrino production in individual sources.
Here it is not possible to provide a comprehensive overview over all scenarios,

hence only a few general models are presented in the following. Some details on
individual source predictions are discussed in the context of selecting promising
candidate objects in chapter 7 and the interpretation of the neutrino point source
search results in chapter 8.

Neutrinos from AGN cores

In a generic AGN, the regions considered for hadronic interaction processes stretch
from the very core near the accretion disk up to the outer lobes of the plasma
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jets. In case of models that focus on the core, the first calculations of individual
and diffuse neutrino emissions from AGN were presented in [SDSS91]2. There it is
assumed that protons are accelerated in accretion shocks of matter falling into the
black hole as described in [KE86]. UV photons, stemming from a characteristic
thermal disk radiation observed in many AGN, serve as seeds for pγ interactions
which lead to neutrinos according to equation (2.6).
Other models assume beamed hadronic acceleration in the emerging jets, still

inside the core region. There, matter densities might be high enough to allow neu-
trino production in pp interactions of accelerated particles scattered back towards
the accretion region, as discussed in [NMB93].
The model from [NSAK02] also relies on proton acceleration at the base of

the jet but predicts neutrino emission from pγ processes in the ambient photon
field, dominated by ‘soft’ optical or UV radiation from the disk. In a study
of the resulting secondary gamma-ray fluxes in relation to the required photon
densities and the jet orientation, basic conditions for increased neutrino output
are derived in [NS02]. In particular, blazars with large TeV gamma-ray fluxes
as those detected by IACTs are disfavoured in this framework. The escape of
these high energy photons hints at low optical depths and thus reduced proton
interaction rates. The list of the most promising objects for neutrino emission
compiled in [NS02] is discussed in the context of point source search results in
chapter 8.
A similar approach deals specifically with FSRQs as a blazar subclass that

exhibits bright photon fields. These could serve as external targets for protons
accelerated in rather compact jets inside the inner host galaxy [AD04]. The so-
called broad line regions observed in certain AGN, assumed to originate in fast
moving gas clouds within a parsec of the black hole, would provide such photons.

Neutrinos from AGN jets

Apart from the dense core region, the full length of the plasma jet can be con-
sidered as a possible neutrino production site in AGN. Relativistically boosted
inhomogeneities move through a jet and produce shocks which then cause Fermi
acceleration of electrons and protons. This inclusion of hadronic processes can
also explain the typical synchrotron radiation features of AGN [BS87] and several
detailed approaches to understand the properties of such high energy processes
are reviewed in [Man97].
A generalised attempt to explain the two-peak structure in BL Lac objects in

a hadronic framework is discussed in [MP01, MPE+03], called the synchrotron
proton blazar model. Assuming larger magnetic field strengths than necessary
in purely leptonic models, protons in the jet are accelerated to sufficiently high
energies to generate synchrotron radiation. This component provides a major

2The quantitative predictions of neutrino fluxes proved to be too optimistic and were revised
in an update in [Ste05].
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contribution to the SED at energies from GeV to TeV and can explain the higher
frequency peak in HBL spectra. Given the low overall luminosities observed for
this BL Lac subclass, pγ interactions would be suppressed due to insufficient pho-
ton targets and consequently not produce large neutrino fluxes. For LBLs, on the
other hand, the synchrotron proton blazar model predicts a significant gamma-
ray component in the SED that stems from the decays of π0, generated in in pγ
photo-production. The charged pions from the same processes would not only
lead to further synchrotron contributions from the emerging muons and electrons,
but also yield a flux of neutrinos.

A general caveat to hadronic models is the typical time scale necessary to guar-
antee acceleration of the heavy protons to high energies. This is in contrast to
the fact that very short periods of variability, on the order of hours or even less,
have been observed in AGN. However, as argued in [Sta04], a more complex sce-
nario than only one zone of shock acceleration could generate such fluctuations,
for example several plasma knots overtaking each other at different velocities.
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Chapter 3.

Neutrino astronomy
This chapter provides an overview of the physics concepts and detection methods
of very high energy neutrinos. The first section deals with the propagation and
interaction of neutrinos between source and detector. It also covers the production
of induced muons and their optical detection. In the second part, the past and
current efforts of high energy neutrino astronomy are briefly summarised, followed
by an overview of important concepts and point source search strategies. A new
approach to extend the reach of such searches is introduced in the final section.

3.1. Neutrino propagation and detection

3.1.1. Neutrino oscillations
The phenomenology of neutrino oscillations has been studied in experiments with
neutrinos produced in the sun, the atmosphere, fission reactors and accelera-
tors, for a review see for example [STV08]. The 3 × 3 Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata-
Pontecorvo (MNSP) matrix U [MNS62, GP69] allows expressing the flavour eigen-
states να (α = e, µ, τ) as a superposition of mass eigenstates νi:

|να〉 =
3∑
i=0

Uαi |νi〉 . (3.1)

For propagation over a distance L in vacuum, the resulting probability to observe
flavour β as a final state of a neutrino with initial flavour α and energy E is:

P (να → νβ, L) = |〈νβ|να(L)〉|2

=
∑
j,k

U∗αjUβjUαkU
∗
βk exp

(
−i

∆m2
jkLc

3

2E~

)
. (3.2)

Here, ∆m2
jk are the differences between the squared neutrino masses.

To calculate oscillation effects for neutrinos from distant astrophysical objects,
one can assume propagation through the vacuum. Matter effects leading to en-
hanced flavour oscillations for neutrinos have been excluded to play a significant
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role for the environments surrounding source candidates like AGN and GRBs as
well as for propagation through our galactic halo [LS00].
When we extract the length of one oscillation period from (3.2),

Ljk(E) = 4πE~
∆m2

jkc
3 = 2.48m

(
E

MeV

)( eV2

∆m2
jk

)
, (3.3)

it becomes apparent that it is small compared to astronomical distances between
source and detector. Even at EeV energies, intergalactic space provides a baseline
much longer than Ljk. Thus it is possible to average over rapid oscillations,
simplifying equation (3.2) as in [AJY00] to:

P (να → νβ;L→∞) =
∑
j

|Uαj|2|Uβj|2 . (3.4)

The neutrino flavour ratio at a generic source was motivated in section 2.1.3 to
be νe : νµ : ντ = 1 : 2 : 0. The calculation in [AJY00] makes use of basic
experimental knowledge about the properties of the MNSP matrix to show that
the probability for individual flavour transformations, equation (3.4), then leads
to a cosmic neutrino flux at Earth with a flavour ratio 1 : 1 : 1. It is crucial
to consider this change in the composition of a cosmic neutrino flux when one
wants to study the relation between measured or excluded neutrino emissions
from astrophysical sources.
A possible transition to a ratio 1 : 1.8 : 1.8 for very high energies due to

a deviation in the initial composition at the source is proposed in [KW05]. For
atmospheric neutrinos, discussed in section 3.1.4, flavour oscillations only play a
role at lower energies than those relevant for the work presented here. At 10 TeV
and above, the oscillations over lengths on the order of the Earth radius are
suppressed in equation (3.2).

3.1.2. Neutrino interactions

Neutrino cross sections

Neutrinos in the Standard Model interact only via the weak force. Scattering
processes involving a neutrino νl (with flavour l) and a nucleon N (from the atoms
in the detector medium and its surroundings) are discussed in the following to
analyse the possible modes of detecting astrophysical neutrinos. If the interaction
is mediated by the electrically charged bosonW±, one speaks of a charged current
(CC) interaction, if mediated by the Z0 boson it is called a neutral current (NC)
interaction. Lepton number conservation leads to the production of a charged
lepton l in the former and a neutrino in the latter process, keeping the original
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flavour:

νl +N
W±
−−→ l +X (CC)

νl +N
Z0
−−→ νl +X (NC) .

This thesis deals with the search for point sources, relying on an accurate recon-
struction of the neutrino arrival direction. Muons from charged current interac-
tions provide the best opportunity for this, since their tracks can be observed and
reconstructed with the optical Cherenkov technique described in the next section.
The remnant X of an initial nucleon in a neutrino interaction produces a

hadronic shower. This cascade-like energy release can in principle be observed
with the same optical instruments that are used for muon track detection. How-
ever, compared to the typical spacing of tens of meters between detector compo-
nents in neutrino telescopes, this energy release is locally confined and thus makes
it difficult to extract any direction information. In consequence, only charged cur-
rent interactions are considered for neutrino detection in the analysis presented
here.
The cross sections for the deep inelastic scattering processes of neutrinos can be

calculated by making use of the parton distribution functions for nucleons. These
are derived from collider experiments, requiring an extrapolation to describe the
highest energies accessible with neutrino telescopes. A detailed description is
given in [GQRS96], with updated results in [GQRS98] based on tabulated parton
distribution functions from [LHK+97]. Using more recent information on the
nucleon structure from the ZEUS collaboration [C+03], improved results for the
charged current cross sections are provided in [CSS08].
The cross section for neutrino scattering rises with energy, as depicted in Fig.3.1.

Anti-neutrinos interactions have reduced cross sections at low energies, an effect
of the contribution of valence quarks as opposed to the dominance of sea quarks,
explained in [GQRS98]. Neutrino telescopes of the type described below can-
not distinguish between neutrinos and anti-neutrinos and are sensitive to both
contributions. In the following, neutrino always refers to both particles and anti-
particles.
In charged current interactions, the angle between an incoming muon neutrino

and the observable induced muon track is limited to small values due to strong
relativistic boosting of very high energy neutrinos. In an approximate parametri-
sation, the mean scattering angle is given by

〈∆ψνµ〉 = 0.7
(Eν/TeV)0.7 (3.5)

in [LM00]. Already at energies around 20 TeV, the deflection is ≤ 0.1◦. Com-
pared to the limited track reconstruction accuracy on the order of 1◦, discussed in
chapter 5, this inherent uncertainty is negligible for a high energy neutrino search.
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Figure 3.1.: Total CC cross sections for neutrinos (left) and anti-neutrinos
(right) scattering off nucleons. The dashed lines show older results
from [GQRS98] while the solid lines (with 1σ uncertainty bands) are
based on ZEUS structure functions. Plots taken from [CSS08].
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Neutrino-electron scattering can normally be neglected compared to interactions
with nucleons due to the small mass of the electron. An important contribution
for a narrow energy range occurs however around 6.3 PeV, were the mediating
W− boson is resonantly produced in ν̄ee− scattering [Gla60]. With respect to the
addition to the muon flux through ν̄ee− → W− → ν̄µµ, the cross section at this
Glashow resonance is nearly a factor 40 greater than the νµN contribution, but
drops below the latter within one decade in energy, see [GQRS96] for details.

Neutrino absorption inside Earth

For neutrinos below the TeV scale, even a body as large as Earth is basically trans-
parent, but this is not true at higher energies. The reason is the rise of the cross
section with energy for charged current interactions, as shown in Fig. 3.1. The
neutral current cross section has a very similar behaviour, though with absolute
values reduced by a factor of approximately 0.4 or smaller [GQRS98].
It is necessary to study absorption of neutrinos in Earth before they reach the

detector, since a standard approach to neutrino searches is looking for tracks from
below the horizon, using Earth as a filter against other high energy particles. A
measure for the mean distance a neutrino travels before it scatters on a nucleon
is the water equivalent (we) interaction length

Lint = 1
nA · σνN(Eν)

, (3.6)

where Avogadro’s number NA = 6.022 × 1023mol−1 gives the number density of
nA = 6.022× 1023cm−3 for nucleons in water. The resulting interaction length is
shown in Fig. 3.2, together with the Earth radius which equals a column depth
of 1.1 × 1010 cm we. The fact that the interaction length becomes smaller than
this radius for energies exceeding 50 TeV severely limits the search for very high
energy neutrinos from below the horizon.
To compare the chances for so-called up-going neutrinos to reach a detector,

Fig. 3.3 shows survival probabilities, defined as

Pν = exp
(
− x(θ)
Lint(E)

)
, (3.7)

for several energies and track zenith angles θ leading to different column depths
x(θ). An angle of θ = 90◦ describes a neutrino approaching from the horizon, while
a track with θ = 180◦ runs vertically through Earth from the opposite hemisphere
of the detector’s location, which is chosen to lie 2 km below the surface. The
shape of the curves in Fig. 3.3 is determined by the inner structure of Earth,
modeled as spherically symmetric based on the Preliminary Earth Model [Jam89]
as presented in [GQRS96]. The steepening above ∼ 145◦ stems from the passage
of the tracks through the high density core region. Already at particle energies of
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Clearly visible are the increase of absorption with energy due to the
rising cross section as well as the suppression effect of the dense core
of Earth for steeply up-going tracks. Based on data from [GQRS98].

100 TeV, steeply up-going neutrinos have a probability of less than 10% to reach
the detector site without being absorped. Consequences of the shadowing of high
energy neutrinos by Earth for the search for astrophysical neutrinos are discussed
in section 3.3.

It has to be remarked that an up-going flux of tau neutrinos does not suffer
from absorption in the same way as a flux of muon or electron neutrinos. A tau
lepton, produced in a charged current interaction by a tau neutrino, generally
decays before it can be absorbed, thus producing another tau neutrino of lower
energy [HS98]. These prompt decays also lead to a secondary neutrino flux, with
a branching ratio of 18% for the process τ → ντµν̄µ. The maximum contribution
to the muon neutrino flux from this process is calculated in [BCK02] to be 20%
of the tau neutrino flux. Additionally, muons produced directly in the tau decay
can be registered inside the detector if the process occurs close enough.

Due to tau regeneration, the addition to the muon flux is constant over the full
angular range below the horizon, contrary to the energy dependent absorption of
muon neutrinos. Given improved energy reconstruction and better statistics, it
might be worthwhile to search for such a component, but this is not within the
scope of this thesis.
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3.1 Neutrino propagation and detection

Figure 3.4.: Schematic illustration of the emission of Cherenkov radiation. The
circles represent examples for the continuous emission of photons from
the ionisation path which interfere and form the Cherenkov cone. See
text for further description.

3.1.3. Optical detection of neutrino-induced muons

Cherenkov radiation

Current approaches to high energy neutrino astronomy rely on the optical Cheren-
kov technique to detect and reconstruct muon tracks, which stem from neutrino
interactions inside or near the detector. When a charged particle in a dielectric
medium moves faster than the local phase velocity of light, photons emitted due
to the polarisation and relaxation of atoms along the path interfere coherently,
thus producing a light cone called Cherenkov radiation. Explained schematically
in Fig. 3.4, the angle of emission between coherent photons and the track is a
function of the velocity β = v/c and the index of refraction n:

cos(θC) = 1
nβ

. (3.8)

Considering the deep ice properties at the South Pole relevant in IceCube, dis-
cussed in section 4.1.1, an index of refraction of n ≈ 1.31 at a wavelength of
λ = 589 nm leads to θC ≈ 40◦ for particles with β ≈ 1. To calculate the to-
tal Cherenkov emission for a particle of charge z · e, the differential expression
for the number of photons per unit length x and wavelength λ is given by the
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Frank-Tamm formula [Jac96],

d2N

dxdλ
= 2παz

λ2

(
1− 1

β2n(λ)2

)
, (3.9)

with the fine structure constant α = 1/137. Using this formula with an approxi-
mately constant index of refraction for the range of 300 to 600 nm, corresponding
to IceCube photomultiplier sensitivities, one obtains ∼ 3 × 104 photons/m from
a highly relativistic muon. Fixing the velocity at β = 1 is a reasonable approx-
imation for high energy muon tracks to be studied in a neutrino telescope. The
number of Cherenkov photons per track length is therefore basically independent
of energy.
This Cherenkov emission from a TeV muon itself represents only a fraction on

the order of 10−5 of the total energy loss [LM00], due to other processes sum-
marised in he following section. Nevertheless, the total yield of Cherenkov light is
much higher, due to secondary particles produced along the track. These induce
electro-magnetic or hadronic showers with photon emission from all particles with
energies above the Cherenkov threshold defined by β ≥ 1/n, translating into an
energy threshold,

EC ≥ mc2 1√
1− 1/n2

, (3.10)

for a particle of mass m. A parametrisation for the number of emitted Cherenkov
photons can be found in [Wie95], predicting a shower from a GeV particle to emit
several times the light yield which the primary muon radiates per meter track
length.
In contrast to the direct Cherenkov emission from the track, the total light yield

increases with the muon energy since a larger number of secondaries is generated.
This dependence can be used for an approximate energy reconstruction, outlined
in section 5.4.

Muon propagation in matter

The techniques to reconstruct the direction and energy of muon tracks are intro-
duced in chapter 5. Here, the physics determining the track lengths in matter are
discussed in order to estimate the typical scales. For muons travelling through
matter, the energy loss from ionisation of the surrounding medium is constant and
dominates up to GeV energies over other processes, including the loss from the
final decay. Detailed studies in [RC01] show that above a muon energy of 1 TeV
other processes surpass ionisation as the major channels of energy loss, namely
bremsstrahlung, photo-nuclear interactions and e+e−-pair production. While ion-
isation can be treated as quasi-continuous, the other interactions happen in dis-
crete events of a stochastic nature and are thus subject to major fluctuations. The
resulting distribution of survival probabilities and average muon ranges in rock
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3.1 Neutrino propagation and detection

Figure 3.5.: Survival probabilities (left) and average range (right, final energy
≥1 GeV) for muons in rock. The solid and dashed lines refer to
different structure function parametrisations. Both plots are taken
from [DRSS01].

based on Monte Carlo simulations in [DRSS01] are shown in Fig. 3.5.
One can approximate the total energy loss per track length x with a linear

function,
dE

dx
= −a− bE , (3.11)

where the parameter a quantifies ionisation losses and b encompasses all other
processes. Maximum muon ranges can be obtained by solving equation (3.11)
with:

R(Eµ, Emin
µ ) = 1

b
ln a+ bEµ
a+ bEmin

µ

. (3.12)

For a fixed minimum energy threshold, the maximum track length rises logarith-
mically with energy. Therefore, the volume of neutrino interactions from which
muons can be detected gets larger for higher energies. With Emin

µ = 10 GeV
in (3.12) and coefficients a and b from a detailed Monte Carlo approach in [CR04],
water equivalent muon ranges were calculated in [Fra07] which vary from ∼10 km
for 10 TeV to ∼70 km for 1 EeV.
In a neutrino point source source search one reconstructs muon tracks passing

through the detector, without the necessity of knowing the location of the inter-
action vertex. While this approach allows only to set lower limits on the energy
of the original neutrino, it has the advantage of increasing the chances of muon
detection at higher energies due to the larger volume for interactions outside the
detector.
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Apart from inelastic processes, elastic scattering of muons off nucleons from the
surrounding matter can affect the direction of propagation. As has been checked
in [Ack06], the average deviation turns out to be significantly smaller than the
uncertainty due to the emission angle in the neutrino interaction vertex, equa-
tion (3.5). Elastic scattering can thus be regarded as irrelevant in the following
discussion of point source searches.

3.1.4. Atmospheric muons and neutrinos
In the search for an astrophysical flux of neutrinos, and more precisely in a point
source search based on neutrino induced muon track reconstruction, one is faced
with two background components. They are referred to as atmospheric muons
and atmospheric neutrinos. Both fluxes originate in extended particle showers
due to interactions of charged cosmic rays in the atmosphere.
Atmospheric muons are dominantly produced in decays of pions and penetrate

the surface to be detected as a downward going (down-going) flux in an under-
ground Cherenkov detector array, with hundreds or thousands of muons arriving
in narrow bunches called muon bundles. If the spatial resolution of a detector is
too low to resolve the components of these bundles, they have a signature very
similar to a bright single muon as produced by a very high energy neutrino. Atmo-
spheric muon rates surpass expected astrophysical fluxes by at least six orders of
magnitude and form the major background, in particular for studies of down-going
events.
For IceCube, located at a depth larger than 1.5 km below the surface, atmo-

spheric muons with zenith angles θ & 85◦ are absorbed on their way through
Earth. However, due to a non-perfect direction reconstruction efficiency, a large
number of these events appears as upward going (up-going). Suppression of this
background is a major challenge even in analyses focusing exclusively on up-going
muon tracks, as discussed in chapter 5 and 6.
In the same air shower interactions that produce muons, neutrinos are also

generated, mostly in decay chains like the one for pions in equation (2.6). The
neutrinos reach a detector from all sides and are not distinguishable from cosmic
neutrinos of the same energy. The spectrum of atmospheric neutrinos close to and
above the critical energy is softened compared to the incoming primary flux with
dΦ/dE ∝ E−2.7 (see section 2.1.1), due to the interaction and decay processes
of the multiple particles involved. A simplified description of the atmospheric
neutrino flux above E ≥ 100 GeV is a power law ∼ E−3.7. An analytic form
of the conventional flux, including more features, is given in [Vol80] and a more
recent table of flux values for a wide range of energies is presented in [HKK+07].
Figure 3.6 shows the spectrum at very high energies measured with the AMANDA-
II experiment.
Atmospheric neutrinos above an energy of 100 GeV stem mostly from kaon

decays [Gai07]. At the critical energy of εK± = 850 GeV [Ack06], the interaction
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Figure 3.6.: Angle averaged spectrum of atmospheric muon neutrinos (νµ + ν̄µ)
in a 90% confidence level belt with the central best fit given as the
dotted line. A result from Super-Kamiolkande [GGMR06] as well as
predictions from Barr et al. [BGL+04] and Honda et al. [HKK+07]
are also shown. Plot taken from [A+09a].

length for kaons in the atmosphere drops below their decay length. It is therefore
expected that at even higher energies a small fraction of short-lived particles from
these interactions dominates the neutrino production through semileptonic decays
of heavy hadrons containing charm quarks. Predictions for these prompt neutrino
fluxes differ by almost 2 orders of magnitude, see for example [GGV03].
The steep spectrum of atmospheric muons and neutrinos allows a reduction

of this flux component by selecting only events of sufficiently high energy. These
are more likely to stem from astrophysical acceleration processes with their harder
primary spectra, see section 2.1.3. For this reason, neutrino telescopes are designed
to have optimal performance at TeV energies and above. Due to limited statistics
and energy resolution of current neutrino telescopes, the discovery potential for
point source searches is improved by suppressing the background only to a certain
degree, avoiding a too strong impact on the signal efficiency. A search for excesses
of events from individual directions can then be achieved by comparing spatial
clustering of neutrino candidates with averaged background rates. The techniques
will be introduced in the following section and discussed in detail in chapter 7.
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3.2. Instruments and methods of high energy
neutrino astronomy

3.2.1. Neutrino telescopes
Neutrino astronomy in general has to deal with very small event rates due to
the weak interaction cross sections. Solar neutrinos in the MeV energy range are
studied by various experiments and are observed on a level allowing to constrain
parameters of the model for fusion processes in the sun [McD04]. For GeV to low
TeV energies, the Makro [A+01] and Super-Kamiokande [Thr09] collabora-
tions performed point source searches.
At very high energies above the GeV range, the power law behaviour of expected

astrophysical fluxes leads to a situation in which it is necessary to consider detec-
tion volumes of the order of a cubic kilometer, exceeding any artificial structure.
Natural environments which are transparent enough to allow optical detection of
Cherenkov light from muons produced in charged current interactions are water,
in deep lakes or the ocean, and ice, in large glaciers. The attenuation of light
is similarly good in both media. This is due to different properties, though, as
for ocean water the very large scattering length of ∼ 200 m dominates over an
absorption length of 50 to 60 m, while in ice the short scattering length of 10 to
20 m is compensated by an absorption length of ∼ 100 m or greater1, see [LM00].

After the first aborted attempts of the Dumand collaboration [B+90] to install
a neutrino telescope in ocean water close to Hawaii, the first under-water high
energy atmospheric neutrinos where detected with the Baikal experiment [B+00].
It is operated since April 1998 in Lake Baikal, Siberia, at a depth of 1.1 km and
was extended from the original 144 to 200 photo-multiplier tubes (PMTs), with
current plans aiming for considerably larger arrays [HH02].
In the Mediterranean sea, three experiments with different approaches to optical

Cherenkov detector setups are operated. The Nemo initiative has finished a series
of site explorations in the sea near Sicily, Italy [M+08]. The Nestor collaboration
started to deploy a detector with several instrumented floors at a depth of 2 km
off the coast of Southern Greece [A+06c]. The Antares collaboration [A+06d]
has finished the installation of their detector, consisting of 12 lines equipped with
photomultipliers, in 2008. It is located at the bottom of the sea south of Toulon,
France, and has presented first results for different neutrino analyses [S+09].
In the deep ice between 1.5 and 2 km below the surface at the geographical

South Pole, the Amanda collaboration began taking data with a first detector,
called Amanda-B10, in 1997 [A+00]. It was extended to the final Amanda-II

1Contrary to laboratory measurements, absorption lengths in deep polar ice were found to
exceed 200 m in the violet optical band [A+06b]. Optical properties of the South Pole ice
are discussed in section 4.1.1.
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configuration of 677 PMTs on 19 strings and operated successfully as the largest
neutrino telescope since 2000. After serving partially as a testbed for technologies
to be used in its successor, the detector ran as an integrated part of the growing
IceCube Observatory since 2007, until Amanda was finally decomissioned in May
2009. Results from Amanda are still advancing the field of high energy neutrino
astronomy, for example through atmospheric flux measurements [A+09a]. Cur-
rently, IceCube is the largest neutrino telescope, described in detail in section 4.1.
At supra-EeV energies, another window for neutrino astronomy opens via the

observation of extensive air showers. Due to the rising cross section, neutrinos at
these energies can induce large showers inside the atmosphere. With air shower
arrays, it is possible to observe and reconstruct these events if they occur in a
narrow band around the horizon. The HiRes experiment [A+08b] and the Pierre
Auger Observatory [A+09i] have published the best flux limits obtained with
this approach. Such extremely high energies are also covered by searches for radio
emissions from neutrino showers, with recent limits presented by the Rice [K+06]
and Anita [G+09] collaborations.

3.2.2. Effective areas and point source sensitivity
Neutrino effective area

To compare the capabilities for neutrino searches between different experiments
and also separate analyses within the same experimental framework, it is useful
to introduce the concept of neutrino effective areas. As discussed in section 3.1.3,
searches for neutrinos induced muon tracks require only a certain part of the
particle track to go through the instrumented volume. This region can thus be
much smaller than the space of observable interactions defined by muon ranges in
the medium. For point source searches it is therefore more appropriate to compare
the number of detections not per volume but per area. The efficiency depends on
the incoming angle, due to effects of detector geometry, and the energy, defining
muon range and brightness.
The effective area is the equivalent area over which the same number of neutrinos

from a given flux strength would be counted as the one measured in a fixed
analysis or event selection. This definition combines the physics constraints of
weak interactions with detector and cut efficiencies in one parameter. The number
of detected neutrino events ND over a time t for a given flux Φν (in units of
particles per time, area and steradians) from an observable solid angle Ω and for
an infinitesimal interval ∆E around the energy E can then be expressed via the
effective area Aeff :

ND =
∫
dt
∫
dΩ

∫
dE Φν(t,Ω, E)Aeff (Ω, E) . (3.13)

In Monte Carlo simulations for an isotropic flux or a limited angular region, i.e. af-
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ter integration over dΩ, the effective area can be calculated by comparing the
detected number of events ND with the number of generated incoming neutrinos
NG for the true (angle dependent) detection area Atrue via:

Aeff = ND

NG

Atrue . (3.14)

Typical neutrino effective areas for a search based on muon tracks in a cubic
kilometer array are around 0.1 m2 for a neutrino energy of 1 TeV. The effective
area rises above 103 m2 for particle energies of 10 to 100 PeV, motivating the
extension of analyses to this range as outlined in section 3.3.

Point source searches

A point source search for astrophysical neutrinos relies primarily on the identifi-
cation of spatial clustering of track directions. A source can then be detected as a
significant excess of events at a given location compared to the surrounding region
dominated by an isotropic background of atmospheric neutrinos or muons. The
sensitivity depends on the suppression of the background to a level at which event
accumulations for expected source fluxes are visible over statistical background
fluctuations, see chapter 6. Another crucial factor is the experimental angular
resolution discussed in section 5.3.
With an assumption on the spectral shape of a given source or class of candi-

dates, it is possible to use estimated event energies as a parameter to separate
signal from background, since in general the signal spectrum is expected to be
harder than the atmospheric background. In the case of atmospheric muons, also
other qualifiers are used to distinguish events which are induced by a neutrino. In
chapter 6 it is described how cuts on different event characteristics were employed
in this work to reduce the data to an optimised selection. For neutrino candidates
in the resulting final sample only spatial information, and in one dedicated test
also the arrival time, is used to derive significances for event clusters.
In a different approach, a search can rely on a likelihood formalism. At a given

location, the probability for a signal contribution from a neutrino source is eval-
uated. All events in the vicinity of the chosen location are weighted according to
individual direction uncertainty, energies and possibly other variables. A detailed
descriptions is given in [Neu03, NK06] and a recent study in [BDdP+08], but this
method is not applied in the work presented here.
In a binned point source search as the one central to this work (see chapter 7),

the spatial clustering of events in a given direction is determined by counting
events in a small solid angle around the point of reference. This number is com-
pared to the expected average background value. The latter depends not only on
the size of the angular bin, but also on the zenith angle, due to the absorption
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effects described in section 3.1.2.2
The average number of background events is obtained directly from measured

data in the same zenith band to avoid relying on background simulation with its
inherent uncertainties. The probability of an excess of events in a given bin to
be a signal contribution on top of the background can be calculated via Binomial
statistics. Detection probabilities have also to include so-called trial factors to
account for the statistical implications of repeating a test for signal excesses for
many directions in the sky. The details for a scan of the sky with spherical angular
bins are presented in section 7.1.

Flux limits and sensitivity

Only if the probability for a given excess of events to be caused by a background
fluctuation is below a pre-defined threshold3 the result is considered to be a dis-
covery, i.e. a point source of neutrinos. If this is not the case, it is possible to
derive an upper limit on the observable flux from the tested direction. This is
done by constructing confidence belts which comprise the possible outcomes of
a statistical test, here the number n of observed events, in a defined range of
probabilities with respect to all possible outcomes.
In the case of searching for signal neutrinos on a uniform background, event

counts are simulated with a fixed mean background b per bin plus the contribution
of a given point source flux. These signal neutrinos are added as discrete events
following a Poisson distribution [Poi37] with the mean s. For a confidence level
(CL) between 0 and 1, the smallest interval of integer event counts n with the
boundaries [nl, nu] is then determined by the sum of probabilities P (n|s+ b):

CL ≤
nu∑
n=nl

P (n|s+ b) . (3.15)

The experimental result for the number of observed events ne is used to determine
the maximum signal contribution for which this outcome falls into the confidence
interval. This maximum contribution is the mean number of simulated neutrino
signals for which the given observation coincides with the lower boundary of the
confidence interval, see Figure 3.7.
There is no unique prescription in what order the interval is filled with the

simulated outcomes, hence also no universal definition of the precise upper and
lower boundaries nl/u. Many experiments follow the prescription of [FC98] based
on likelihood ratios Rn. Values for for the number of detected events n are added

2Typical neutrino telescopes are symmetric in their azimuthal layout, but not with respect
to the zenith angle, hence also the acceptance and angular resolution depend, to a certain
extent, on the zenith angle.

3A widely used convention is a threshold of five standard deviations from the peak of a one-sided
Gaussian function, equivalent to a probability of ∼ 2.9× 10−7.
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Figure 3.7.: Illustration of the derivation of upper limits from a construction
according to [FC98]. Horizontal lines indicate the 90% confidence
intervals of observed events n for a given mean number of signal events
s according to the Poisson distribution with a background of b = 2
events. The enveloping lines represent the upper and lower limits on
s for each observable event number value, with the one for n = 4
highlighted in red.

to an interval in the order determined by the probability quotient:

Rn = P (n|s+ b)
P (n|smax + b) . (3.16)

P (n|s + b) is the probability of this outcome to occur for the simulated signal
strength, while the denominator describes the probability of the same outcome
given a (physically allowed) signal strength smax that maximises P . A full de-
scription and examples are provided in [SL04].
With the confidence belt method one obtains the maximum number of signal

events µCL that could be hidden in a given observation, while being considered
not significant as a source discovery. Within the defined confidence level, chosen
to be 90% in this work, it is therefore excluded that a neutrino flux from the tested
direction is larger then the one equivalent to this event limit µ90.
To calculate the excluded flux value, the number of observed events NΦ0 in the

detector for a given reference flux Φ0, summed over the time period of the analysis,
is obtained from a full simulation of the experiment. This includes all physical
effects of neutrino propagation and interaction as well as the detector efficiency
and event selection choices. The flux limit Φlim is then derived by scaling the
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reference flux with the measured event limit µ90:

Φlim = µ90

NΦ0

Φ0 . (3.17)

The flux limits obtained within the analysis presented in this thesis are discussed
in chapter 8.
To define a point source sensitivity for comparison between different searches,

and also as a parameter on which to optimise an analysis, an average upper limit
〈µ90〉 is calculated. It is based on the probabilities P (n|b) of many individual
outcomes for searches on simulated background-only samples:

〈µ90〉 =
∑
n

µ90(n, b)P (n|b) . (3.18)

This average upper limit does not depend on a specific experimental result. It
scales with the signal to background ratio. Due to detector acceptance and neu-
trino absorption effects it is generally a function of the zenith angle. In the same
way as for an individual flux limit, equation (3.17) can be used to transform the
average event number limit into a flux limit called sensitivity.

3.2.3. Multi-messenger approaches
Neutrino astronomy makes use of a unique messenger that can propagate without
significant absorption or deflection from the inner regions of cosmic sources to
the detectors. It can therefore substantially increase the knowledge about highly
energetic acceleration processes in the Universe. Nevertheless, information from
other observation channels has to be used to form a complete picture and allow
conclusions about the complex underlying physics.
In a direct multi-messenger approach, measurements with photons or cosmic

rays can help to design neutrino searches that test dedicated neutrino flux pre-
dictions. A good example is the search for neutrinos from gamma-ray bursts, in
which the observed time and location of a burst makes it possible to define a
narrow search window for neutrino excesses, thus reducing the background dra-
matically. In steady source searches, for example data from IACTs are used to
determine promising locations of particle acceleration to TeV energies. The sig-
nificance of neutrino observations from these directions would be boosted due to
the a priori hypothesis.
From the perspective of neutrino telescopes, such approaches involving multiple

messengers are passive, since only previously available data is used. In most
Amanda and IceCube point source analyses, this idea was used to arrive at a
source list, based on photon observation a various wavelengths. It was determined
before the observations, i.e. event counts or likelihood scans, were made. Chapter 7
presents passive multi-messenger concepts of this kind. A direct correlation study
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based on charged cosmic rays and independent of information on astronomical
objects is the topic of a follow-up analysis in chapter 9.
A different possibility to perform multi-messenger astronomy is to use neutrino

searches on the active side as triggers for other observations. Within the IceCube
experiment, one completed and two on-going projects are searches of this kind.
The first was a setup involving the observation of neutrino events from pre-defined
source candidates, which lead to triggers being sent to the Magic telescope.
Results of this so-called gamma-ray target of opportunity are published in [A+07c].
Still in the preparatory phase is a more elaborate successor of this project, with
a recent status report given in [FB09].
The Optical Follow-Up [F+09] programme is currently running and has been

collecting data since April 2008. Observations of two coincident neutrino candi-
dates are used to trigger automatic optical telescopes in the search for supernova
signals.

3.3. Extending point source searches above the
horizon

Neutrino point source searches with the Amanda detector, and now also with the
growing IceCube Observatory and the recently completed Antares experiment
were based on the approach of using Earth as a filter for atmospheric muons.
Samples of events reconstructed as up-going can be reduced to the level of atmo-
spheric neutrinos coming from below the horizon, among which a scan for clusters
of cosmic neutrinos is possible. The absorption effects discussed in section 3.1.2
limit possible neutrino energies to the TeV or low PeV range.
Predictions for astrophysical neutrino production, discussed in chapter 2, make

this energy regime a promising area of study, but in particular AGN models sug-
gest a strong contribution of neutrinos at and above PeV energies. And the most
energetic charged cosmic rays seem to guarantee hadronic acceleration processes
up to EeV energies. The expected power law behaviour with an ∼ E−2 slope
of neutrino fluxes suppresses event rates at these very high energies, but with
the starting era of cubic kilometer scale arrays, at least the PeV range becomes
accessible.
A point source search at such energies has to be focused on the zenith angle

regime at or above the horizon. Only there is the shadowing effect of neutrino
absorption in matter along the path through Earth small enough to permit a
significant signal rate. A particular challenge in this approach are atmospheric
muons from above which can penetrate through several kilometers of water or ice
to the detector, thus increasing the background by several orders of magnitude.
To retain sensitivity to a neutrino signal flux, it is thus necessary to boost the
rejection power. This can be achieved by using energy-sensitive selection methods.
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Figure 3.8.: Schematic view of approximate zenith angle regions of acceptance for
muon-neutrinos in a kilometer-scale neutrino telescope. Limitations
due to background suppression are taken into account, see text for
explanations.

When applying a zenith-dependent threshold on event energy estimators, a
cosmic flux component with an E−2 (or even harder) spectrum could still be
observable above the down-going muon flux. The atmospheric muons are sup-
pressed since they follow a steep ∼ E−3.7 power law discussed in section 3.1.4.
However, bright events with the accumulated light of multiple muons travelling
in close proximity in a muon bundle constitute a background with a fake high en-
ergy appearance. This makes a simple energy cut less effective than expectations
based on the primary spectra would suggest. Here, the event selection described
in chapter 6 demonstrates a way of efficiently separating the down-going muon
background on the basis of characteristic event signatures.
It has to be remarked that, in a study of down-going events, a signal component

might not only stem from neutrinos, but also from very high energy gamma-rays.
An atmospheric shower induced by multi-TeV photons in the atmosphere can
produce a muon that is detected and reconstructed in the same way as neutrino-
induced muons would be. A sufficiently strong photon flux would also be visible
as an excess in the direction of the gamma-ray source, which is discussed for the
case of IceCube in [HH03]. In the case of objects for which an accompanying
gamma-ray flux is possible, flux limits derived solely under the assumption of
neutrino contributions to the atmospheric background have thus to be considered
as conservative estimates. Nevertheless, gamma-rays at PeV energies would be
absorbed through interactions like pair production in photon fields near the source
or in interstellar space. Especially fluxes from extra-galactic objects are therefore
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expected to be strongly suppressed.
Although neutrinos at PeV or higher energies can only be detected as down-

going events, it is sensible to prepare a point source analysis in a continuous way,
including both hemispheres. By defining zenith dependent selection criteria, it is
possible to cover the full range of accessible particle energies from the TeV regime
for up-going events to the EeV range for steeply down-going neutrinos. Figure 3.8
depicts the different angular regions of acceptance for a cubic kilometer scale
experiment at a depth of several kilometers. The upper region near the zenith
is only barely accessible even at the highest energies. Here, the relatively small
amount of matter above the detector does not provide enough interaction volume
for a sufficient number of muons to be induced and detected.
A first study of a neutrino point source search extending above the horizon

was presented in [Fra07, FLBA07], concluding with a sensitivity estimate for the
Amanda-II detector. The first full point source analysis which includes the down-
going regime is the core of this work and was performed with IceCube data as
described in chapters 6 – 8.
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Chapter 4.

The IceCube Observatory
The focus of this chapter lies on the IceCube experiment, currently the largest op-
erating neutrino telescope. After a discussion of its detection medium, the deep ice
in central Antarctica, the layout of the different detector components is presented.
Basic electronic systems and the data taking chain are briefly discussed. The final
section of this chapter provides an overview of the generation and processing of
neutrinos in IceCube Monte Carlo simulations.

4.1. The detector

4.1.1. The South Pole glacier
Overview

The IceCube Observatory is situated at the geographical South Pole in Antarctica.
The natural glacier is used as the detection medium, primarily for Cherenkov
light from charged leptons and their secondaries, produced in neutrino-nucleon
interactions. At this location, the ice shield is approximately 2.7 km thick with its
surface at an altitude of 2.8 km, moving with a horizontal velocity of ∼ 9 m/year
towards North [PWC00].
The relevant particle physics processes with a focus on muon generation and

propagation have been discussed in sections 3.1.2 and 3.1.3. Crucial for the re-
construction of direction and energy of these particles is how accurately photons
can be observed and traced in the ice over distances of tens or hundreds of me-
ters. For wavelengths between ∼ 200 and ∼ 400 nm, ice is the most transparent
solid known [A+95, A+97b], but the polar cap in Antarctica is not a homogeneous
medium. It is interspersed with air bubbles in the shallower regions and layered
dust concentrations in greater depths.
The optical properties of polar ice were measured in detail with the help of

steady and pulsed light sources deployed together with detector components by
the Amanda collaboration. The techniques and results are comprehensively de-
scribed in [A+06b] and a brief overview over optical properties relevant for neutrino
searches with IceCube is given in the following paragraphs.
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Scattering

Photon scattering is the dominant complication for muon track reconstruction
based on measurements with photo-multipliers in ice. The geometric scattering
length, referred to on page 30, is defined as the mean distance between two pho-
ton scatters. Early measurements at the South Pole in a depth of 0.8 to 1 km
showed it to be very small (around 10 to 20 cm) due to residual air trapped in
bubbles [A+97a]. The increasing pressure at greater depths, though, transforms
these bubbles into non-scattering air hydrates, resulting in bubble-free ice below
∼ 1.5 km [PWC00].
Due to these findings, IceCube extends from a depth of 1.5 km downward, where

scattering occurs primarily at micron-sized dust grains. Here, light is not scattered
isotropically but predominantly in the forward direction. Based on dust compo-
sitions from Antarctic ice core measurements, Mie theory was used in [A+06b]
to derive the mean cosine of the scattering angle: 〈cos θ〉 = 0.94. The equality
between the mean cosine after k scatterings with angle θ each and the mean of
one scattering to the power of k,

〈cos θ〉k = 〈cos θ〉k , (4.1)

is stated in [Kir99] as a general relation. Based on this an effective scattering
length λe can be defined. Considering many successive steps n of light transport
without absorption over the scattering length λs, the sum over the projection of
each step onto the initial direction is given by

λe = λs
n∑
i=0
〈cos θ〉i , (4.2)

which for large n leads to
λe = λs

1− 〈cos θ〉 . (4.3)

The effective scattering coefficient is the inverse of λe. As shown in the left
plot in Fig. 4.1, its wavelength dependence is rather small and can be neglected
when compared to the strong depth dependence. A device called dust logger was
lowered into some IceCube deployment holes, to measure the scattering length
with a spatial resolution of < 1 cm [BBW+05]. The comparison to Amanda
measurements in Fig. 4.2 shows excellent agreement between the two approaches
and identifies four major peaks of dust concentration below 1.5 km. The strongest
scattering occurs between 2.0 and 2.1 km in dust layer ’D’. It has a major impact
on Cherenkov light detection at this depth, visible for example in Fig. 6.15 on
page 88. Below this layer, the average amount of impurities is much lower than
above it and the scattering lengths reaches values around 50 m.
IceCube photo-multipliers are deployed by using hot water to melt holes of
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Figure 4.1.: Optical scattering and absorption properties of the ice deep inside
the South Pole glacier, in dependence of depth and wavelength. Plot
taken from [A+06b].

Figure 4.2.: Effective scattering coefficients (upper graph) in the South Pole ice
in comparison to dust concentrations measured with the dust logger
(lower graph) in dependence of depth. Plot taken from [BBW+05].
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2.4 km depth. The refreezing causes conditions inside these holes which are prob-
ably not as good as in the surrounding medium, for example due to bubbles that
solidify only slowly. To allow further studies with artificial light emitters, IceCube
optical modules are equipped with flasher-boards, see section 4.1.3. A calibrated
light source called standard candle has also been deployed [K+07].

Absorption

The absorption length λa is defined as the distance over which the survival prob-
ability of a photon travelling through matter is reduced to 1/e. Its reciprocal,
the absorption coefficient or absorptivity, is shown in the right plot of Fig. 4.1 for
measurements in the deep polar ice.
In [A+06b], a three-component parametrisation identifies three wavelength re-

gimes. Below 200 nm, an exponential decrease of absorptivity is caused by an
electronic band gap in ice crystals, while excitation of the molecules leads to an
exponential rise above 500 nm. Absorption in the intermediate regime is very low
and dominated by impurities from dust. Consequently, the depth dependence of
absorptivity follows very closely that of the scattering coefficient, highlighting the
same dust layers. The rise with bubble concentration towards the surface is not
observed since the enclosed air does not absorb but only scatter photons.

4.1.2. Detector structure
IceCube

IceCube is a high energy energy neutrino Observatory, extending over a volume of
one cubic kilometer when completed. It is currently under construction near the
Amundsen-Scott South Pole station in Antarctica. The main detector component
is called Digital Optical Module (DOM) and houses a photo-multiplier for the
detection of Cherenkov light. DOMs are arranged on vertical strings and deployed
at depths between 1450 and 2450 m that are reached by using hot pressurised water
to drill holes. These remain unfrozen long enough to lower the equipment. Each
string holds 60 DOMs with a uniform vertical separation of 17 m. A total of 80
strings is planned, arranged on a hexagonal pattern, see Fig. 4.3, with a grid point
separation of 125 m in the horizontal direction.
With an energy threshold of 100 GeV, the IceCube experiment is optimised

to detect neutrinos of cosmological origin within the TeV to PeV energy range
[A+06f]. Primary search channels rely on the identification of muon tracks pro-
duced by neutrinos in charged-current interactions and the detection of cascade-
like events from neutrino-induced particle showers. The study of atmospheric
muon and neutrino fluxes is crucial, both for understanding the background of
other analyses and to search for effects of new physics. Various other research
topics related to particle physics include the detection of a muon flux produced
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4.1 The detector

Figure 4.3.: Schematic view of the IceCube Observatory, including in-ice strings,
the Deep Core sub-array and the IceTop stations. Colours indicate the
(planned) times of deployment. The 59 strings and IceTop stations
installed until and including the polar season 2008/2009 comprise, in
chronological order, the spots marked in yellow, green, red, magenta
and violet.
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by dark matter annihilations inside the Sun or Earth or the detection of exotic
particles like magnetic monopoles.

Deep Core

A sub-array with denser DOM spacing called Deep Core was designed to replace
Amanda as an embedded detector with a lower energy threshold [Wie09]. It
consists of six additional strings, arranged around the central IceCube string in a
hexagon with a horizontal spacing of 72 m. The Deep Core strings hold 60 DOMs,
of which ten are located in depths between 1750 and 1850 m to serve as veto layer
against down-going atmospheric muons. The major dust layer and the clearer
ice below it, described in section 4.1.1, motivated the positioning of the other 50
DOMs at greater depths between 2100 and 2450 m with a vertical spacing of 7 m.
Deep Core will make it possible to observe neutrinos from sources in the South-

ern hemisphere at lower energies than the analysis discussed in this thesis. This is
achieved by employing IceCube DOMs as a veto, reducing the need for suppressing
atmospheric events through hard energy cuts. Furthermore, WIMP searches and
the study of neutrino oscillations profit from the lower energy threshold related
to the short inter-DOM distances.

IceTop

Located in the snow just below the surface above the IceCube neutrino telescope
is the IceTop air shower array. The detector components are arranged in tanks
of 1.8 m diameter, filled with ice which is frozen in a process that avoids the
formation of air bubbles. Each tank is instrumented with two DOMs, operated
at different gains to increase the dynamic range. Two tanks with a separation of
10 m form a station, which is located next to each IceCube string.
IceTop is designed to detect secondary particles from extended air showers initi-

ated by charged cosmic rays in the upper atmosphere. Coincident measurements of
the particles at the surface and highly energetic muons penetrating to the IceCube
DOMs in the deep ice allow conclusions about the primary cosmic ray composi-
tion. In particular the part of the spectrum around the knee, see section 2.1.1,
with the assumed transition from galactic to extra-galactic origins is covered by
the IceTop range of sensitivity from approximately 300 TeV to 1 EeV.

Construction Progress

Before the beginning of the 09/10 deployment season, the in-ice part of IceCube
consisted of 58 standard strings and one Deep Core string, comprising a total
of 3540 DOMs. 59 IceTop stations were installed at the surface. The IceCube
Laboratory was completed in 2007, a building at the surface in the centre of the
IceCube area where all cables from the three sub-detectors converge and which
houses the computing equipment. The deployment of new strings and tanks is
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only possible during the austral summer months. Completion of the full array of
86 strings and 80 surface stations is foreseen for early 2011.

4.1.3. Data acquisition
Overview

The IceCube data acquisition (DAQ) can be characterised as a system to capture
and timestamp, with high accuracy, an optical signal registered with a PMT.
Listed below are the components which are part of the chain to generate time-
calibrated digital event records, as described in [A+09f] and [Voi08]:

• The DOMs, situated in the ice to record and digitise light pulses.

• The DOMHub, a computer in the IceCube Laboratory that communicates
with all DOMs.

• The Cable Network, connecting DOMs with each other and with the DOM-
Hub.

• The Master Clock, which distributes a time signal derived from a GPS re-
ceiver.

• The Stringhub, a software that sorts the signals from DOMs on the same
string and synchronises their clocks with the universal time.

• The trigger subsystems, grouping the signals according to time and different
trigger conditions.

• The event builder and filter software, which combines signals to coherent
events and sorts these according to various filter settings.

In the following paragraphs, only some central aspects of the above components
that are relevant for the discussion of data analysis in this thesis are described in
more detail.

Digital Optical Modules

A DOM, depicted schematically in Fig. 4.4, contains a Hamamatsu R7081-02
PMT with a spherical photocathode, 25 cm in diameter, and 10 dynodes. At
-40◦ C, the noise rate is only 200-300 Hz and the maximum quantum efficiency
approximately 25%1. The PMT fills the lower part of the 13 mm thick glass
sphere and is embedded in a Room Temperature Vulcanisation (RTV) gel for
optical coupling and mechanical support. A mu-metal wire cage provides shielding

1The PMTs in the DOMs deployed on the Deep Core strings are the same type, except for a
modified cathode material which improves the quantum efficiency to ∼ 33% [Wie09].
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Figure 4.4.: Schematic view of a Digital Optical Module (DOM) with its main
components.

against the magnetic field of the Earth. Surrounding the upper part of the PMT
are a delay board and the DOM mainboard. The flasher board on top of it houses
twelve powerful Light Emitting Diodes (LED), which can produce light pulses
with 109 photons per pulse and are arranged in a way to simulate the Cherenkov
light pattern of cascade-like showers. A 2 kV high voltage generator and a passive
base for distribution of the voltage to anode and dynodes are situated on top of
the PMT.
The analog signal, a waveform of registered photon pulses, is directed into

three paths on the DOM mainboard. The first leads to a discriminator which
is responsible for the self-triggering of the readout, given a signal which has a
pre-defined strength. This threshold is set to 0.25 photo-electrons (pe), with 1 pe
corresponding to the average charge produced by a single photon in the PMT.
The second path is fed into the main digitisation components, two Analog Tran-

sient Waveform Digitisers (ATWDs). Each has three channels, operated at dif-
ferent amplifications. An ATWD is a switched capacitor array with an analog
memory for 128 samples. The sampling rate is currently set to 3.3 ns/sample,
thus providing in total 420 ns of memory for which the charges are digitised by
128 ADCs. Both ATWDs operate together in a way that during readout, which
can take up to 100 µs, the inactive one can react to a new trigger to minimise
dead time. To allow for longer recording times, the third signal path is fed into
a (fast) ADC (fADC) with a sampling rate of 25 ns/sample over a time of up to
6.4 µs.
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DOMs can communicate with their adjacent neighbours (up and down) by send-
ing digital signals in case of a trigger. Receivers on the mainboard feed these
signals into the trigger logic and relay them further to the next DOM. The system
can be configured to forward recorded waveforms only to the DOMHub if a cer-
tain coincidence requirement is met, called local coincidence. With the settings in
place during data taking for the analysis in this work, at least one of the two next
neighbours up and down2 is required to have photon hits within a time window
of 1 µs. This requirement is meant to favour causally connected photon signals,
thus reducing noise hits which occur randomly in individual DOMs. If the local
coincidence condition is fulfilled, the digitised signal is sent to the surface via a
direct connection with the DOMHub. The local clock of the DOM provides a
timestamp and is calibrated through a timing packet exchange with the Master
Clock.

Trigger and Filter

Currently, several trigger settings are used simultaneously in IceCube, designed
for various types of analyses which rely on different energy regimes and event
topologies. For the analyses described in this thesis, only data from the main
Simple Multiplicity Trigger (SMT) were considered. This trigger requires that at
least 8 in-ice DOMs have detected photon hits within 10 µs, taking into account
the local coincidence condition mentioned above.
The full data of all triggered events is stored at South Pole and becomes only

available for analysis after data tapes have been transported via ship to the North.
However, for most analyses it is sufficient to use data which has been reduced
through on-line filters running at pole and is transmitted daily via satellites to
the North. The requirements for events to pass the individual filters are very
different and often depend on multiple variables, designed according to various
analysis goals. The total data volume grew from ∼35 Gigabytes (GB) per day in
2008 to ∼48 GB/day in 2009. The filter conditions for data from 2007/2008, used
in this work, are discussed in chapter 6.

4.2. Neutrino event simulation
The accurate simulation of neutrino signals and their detection signatures in the
IceCube neutrino telescope is crucial for a point source analysis. Tests of recon-
struction algorithms, like those presented in chapter 5, often rely on the possibility
to compare the processed results with the original event parameters, stored dur-
ing generation. Furthermore, final event rates in the detector can be converted
to neutrino fluxes based on the known relations for injected fluxes of simulated

2The logic recognises cases where the upper or lower end of a string are within this span and
excludes dead or malfunctioning DOMs, if they are registered in the system.
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neutrinos. In chapter 6, the selection of a suitable event sample is discussed and
the optimisation of the efficiency relies also on a simulated signal flux.
Neutrino simulations used in this work were produced in a centralised effort

by the IceCube collaboration. The production can be divided into several parts,
implemented as separate software projects:

1. Monte Carlo generation of neutrinos (of all flavours) and their propagation
and interaction within the programme Neutrino Generator ;

2. Propagation of muons (or taus) through matter by the programme MMC ;

3. Photon tracking from a light source through the ice with the programme
Photonics;

4. Simulation of the full detector response from the PMT to the resulting digital
signals and finally the trigger implementation.

Neutrino Generation

The programme Neutrino Generator provides the incoming muon flux and the
simulation of interactions in the ice or the bedrock near the detector. It is based
on the programme Anis [KA03]. Relevant for this work is the simulation of muon
neutrino primaries, which are generated with energy values according to an E−1

power law spectrum. In the standard Monte Carlo production, neutrinos are
injected from directions that are isotropic in the azimuth angle and can be limited
to a certain zenith angle range. The tracks start at the surface of Earth and are
propagated towards the detector.
In view of the small neutrino cross sections, an interaction in a certain volume

around the detector is enforced in the simulation. Every neutrino produces either
a neutral or a charged current interaction. These do not necessarily lead to a
triggered event, though. This strong oversampling of interaction rates is accounted
for by assigning an interaction weight to each event, following the cross sections
discussed in section 3.1.2. The stored weights allow to rescale the number of
detected events. The interaction volume for the simulated neutrino data used in
this analysis is a cylinder spanning 1.7 km in height and 1.2 km in radius, centred
around the core of the 22-strings configuration. Its zenith angle orientation is
rotated according to the generated incoming angle of a neutrino to provide always
the same injection area, see Fig. 4.5.
All weights which are required to normalise simulated event counts to a given

flux value and spectrum are combined in a single parameter for each event. This
value called OneWeight represents an incoming flux of one neutrino per GeV,
second, cm2 and steradian, taking into account the generated spectrum, track
orientation and injection area. By multiplying it with a desired spectrum, for
example an E−γ power law, flux normalisation factor and observation time and
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Figure 4.5.: Illustration of the interaction volume simulated in Neutrino Gener-
ator around IceCube.

dividing it by the total number of injected neutrinos in the sample, one obtains
the absolute weight for the event.

Muon propagation

The muon path through the ice or bedrock is implemented in the propagation code
MMC [CR04]. Energy loss and light emission occur through the various effects
described in section 3.1.3. These processes are stochastic in nature and can be
treated as such by making use of Monte Carlo methods in MMC. Since the prob-
ability for separate energy loss events diverges when the muon energy approaches
zero, a lower cut is implemented, below which energy losses are simulated in a con-
tinuous way. The full electro-magnetic or hadronic shower components and their
Cherenkov emissions are only simulated if the muon, or a secondary particle, has
an energy above this threshold when the energy loss occurs.

Photon propagation in the ice

In section 4.1.1, the inhomogeneous ice structure and the depth- and wavelength-
dependent scattering and absorption features of the polar glacier were introduced.
It is impossible to individually trace the more than 107 photons from a bright muon
track within the range of the detector through a model of this medium as a regular
processing step, due to computing limitations. Instead, IceCube simulations use
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pre-calculated tables for the mean number of photons per track length and the
arrival time distribution in the DOM for a given Cherenkov light source.
These tables are generated with the programme Photonics [L+07]. Since the

ice structure can be described as a system of layers with different absorption
and scattering properties, it is implemented as a model with constant parameters
in the x-y-plane, featuring only a depth-dependence. The parametrisation for
photon tracing between a given source location (on a muon track) and a DOM is
defined by the track zenith angle, three parameters to describe the position of the
DOM relative to the track origin and the depth of the DOM. Following a Poisson
distribution, the expected number of photons at each DOM is calculated as a
function of these parameters. The arrival time distribution for the hits depends,
in addition to the geometrical parametrisation, on the residual time. This is
defined as the difference between the expected time of arrival without scattering
and the true delayed time and is provided as a pre-calculated distribution.
The Photonics simulation furthermore accounts for the hole ice properties by

an increased scattering coefficient. Included are also the absorption effects of the
glass and gel layers of the DOM and the quantum efficiency of the PMT, all
depending on the incoming angle of the photons.

Detector simulation

The simulation of the IceCube detector hardware and software is designed to
translate the photon pulses in a DOM into an event readout with the same format
as that of a real event record. The process is divided into separate modules within
the simulation project of the IceCube software framework. The photon pattern
from Photonics is first translated into a series of hits in the PMT and noise hits
are added. The PMT response is simulated and passed on to a software module
which accurately reproduces the effects of digitisation and processing of signals
on the DOM mainboard. Finally, a trigger simulation produces an event output
that can be processed further with the same filter and analysis software as used
for actual data.
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Chapter 5.

Reconstruction of neutrino events
Any neutrino analysis in IceCube relies on the possibility to reconstruct the event
properties from the Cherenkov photon distribution, recorded with the detector
modules. For a point source search, the quality of the direction reconstruction is
a crucial measure. Both the reconstruction techniques and the performance with
respect to an analysis dedicated to energies at the PeV scale form the central topic
of this chapter. The section at the end of the chapter introduces an approach to
muon energy reconstruction.

5.1. Basic event characteristics

5.1.1. Waveform pulse extraction
A digitised waveform, produced in each DOM for a detected event, is the record
of the charge and arrival time of at least one photon hit. In general it includes
a series of many, possibly overlapping, pulses with individual charges. To al-
low an interpretation and reconstruction of these waveforms, a standardised but
flexible software for extracting information on charges and leading edge times of
pulses is used in IceCube. The programme FeatureExtractor performs this task
by determining a baseline in each waveform, fitting pulses to the binned charge
distribution and merging the records from ATWD and fADC, see section 4.1.3.
FeatureExtractor depends on the output of a preceding programme, the DOM-
Calibrator, which performs the combination of the three ATWD channels with
their different gains into a single, calibrated waveform. It relies on a database of
calibration records for the individual DOM responses.
Implemented in FeatureExtractor are several options and algorithms for fitting

a single pulse or multiple pulses per waveform. In the following, only settings
relevant for the analysis described in the next chapters are presented.
The baseline of a of a DOM output is estimated from the mean charge of the

first three of the 128 ATWD bins. Ideally it should be zero after the calibration,
but it may be affected by transient phenomena in the recording circuit that could
lead to problems with the definition of a leading edge time and are thus corrected.
In addition, FeatureExtractor has an ADC threshold setting which is expressed in
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Figure 5.1.: Example of an ATWD waveform with FeatureExtractor pulse fits in-
dicated in green.

units of the discriminator threshold to adapt to differences between the DOMs.
Only charges above this threshold are counted, and waveform fluctuations with
lower amplitudes are not fitted as pulses. For the data taking with 22 strings
(IC-22, 2007/2008), the on-line feature-extraction at South Pole was done with a
threshold of 0.4, but then raised to 1.0 for the processing of all filtered data in the
North. The larger value removes more small pulses, mostly related to noise, and
provides more stable results for high energy track reconstructions.
Due to the limited CPU time for on-line processing, only one pulse per waveform

was extracted at pole for the IC-22 runs. A pulse is determined by the first
waveform maximum with a charge above the threshold. Its leading edge time is
defined by finding the maximum slope between two bins before this peak and then
extrapolating linearly backwards to the intersection with the baseline.
In the off-line processing of all transmitted data from the various filters, Fea-

tureExtractor is set to fit multiple pulses per waveform. The method is based on
a pulse template function that is used to iteratively fit each waveform peak with a
procedure called Bayesian unfolding [D’A95, Cow02]. The final feature-extracted
pulse series is a combination of these often overlapping template pulses with their
individual leading edge times, see Fig 5.1 for an example. The pulses have indi-
vidual amplitudes, and the summed charge over the full waveform is distributed
according to these amplitudes to obtain a charge for each pulse.
Feature extraction in the coarser binned fADC is treated in a simplified way.

Basically, the single pulse extraction described above is performed for all suc-
cessive peaks in the fADC record, with a higher threshold set to 5.0 times the
discriminator value of the DOM. The combined output for ATWD and fADC is
a series of pulses, each with a leading edge time relative to the recorded trigger
time and a charge measured in photo-electrons.
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5.1.2. First guess track fit
The likelihood reconstruction algorithms discussed in the next section need a so-
called seed with a first guess for the track direction to allow a fast convergence to
the best fit. Furthermore, many filter implementations running at the pole rely
on estimates of the event zenith angle to adapt cuts to the varying background
flux mentioned in section 3.1.4. In both cases it is useful to have a simple and
fast algorithm that provides a first track fit. Several approaches for this task have
been developed for Amanda and IceCube, see [A+04c].
One of the simplest of these first guess reconstructions is called linefit and is the

only one relevant for later discussions in this thesis. The method ignores the fact
that photons from the track or close secondaries are emitted along a Cherenkov
cone and neither does it take into account any ice properties. The track is simply
fitted as a straight line along which light travels with a velocity ~v. To determine
the orientation, expressed in the vector ~v, and a vertex point ~r at the beginning
of the track, the χ2 of the distances to the N DOM positions ~ri at the times ti of
first photon hits1 has to be minimised:

χ2 =
N∑
i=1

(~ri − ~r − ~v · ti)2 . (5.1)

The minimisation is performed by differentiation with respect to ~r and ~v as the free
parameters. The analytic solution is given in [A+04c]. The normalised velocity
~v/|~v| yields the orientation of the track and thus the zenith angle:

θLF = − arccos
(
vz
|~v|

)
. (5.2)

The absolute value |~v| of the linefit velocity is a mean speed of light signals pro-
jected onto the 1-dimensional track. It is small for cascade-like events (spherical)
or high energy muon tracks (with many showers along the track) but large for low
energy single muons.

5.2. Likelihood reconstruction

5.2.1. Parametrisation
Track parameters

The reconstructions described in the following are based on the simplified assump-
tion of an infinitely long muon track with velocity β = v/c = 1, emitting photons

1In the on-line processing, the leading edge time of the single pulse fit from FeatureExtractor
is used, see section 5.1.1.
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Figure 5.2.: Illustration of track parameters with respect to a muon, travelling
in the direction of ~v and emitting photons in a Cherenkov cone. A
DOM is located at ~pi.

that form a Cherenkov cone. The geometrical parameters required to describe the
position of a DOM relative to such a track are illustrated in Figure 5.2. Since
the velocity is fixed, a total of five variables suffices: Three for the muon posi-
tion ~r at a given time t0 and two for the track orientation, normally expressed
via the angles θ (zenith) and φ (azimuth) of the velocity vector ~v. Depending
on the implementation, it might be convenient to use another set of parameters,
for example including the perpendicular distance di from the track to a DOM at
position ~pi. In the following, any such set of track parameters is represented by
the 5-dimensional vector ~a.

A reconstruction algorithm can find a track fit by maximising the likelihood
function

L(~x|~a) =
∏
i

p(~xi|~a) , (5.3)

with respect to the parameters ~a. The probability density function (p.d.f.) p(~xi|~a)
describes the probability for a given observation ~xi, i.e. photon hits in DOM i, to
occur under the track hypothesis ~a.

A detailed discussion of likelihood reconstruction in Amanda is presented
in [A+04c]. The following sections provide an overview over the relevant details,
which are implemented for application in IceCube within the Gulliver module as
part of the IceCube software framework.
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Residual time

In a simple ansatz, one observation ~xi is only characterised by the arrival time
of one photon in a DOM and the position ~pi of the latter. To compare this to
a simple geometrical expectation, the parameters from Fig. 5.2 can be used to
express the detection time at ~pi for a Cherenkov emission from a muon track as:

tgeo,i = t0 + (~v/v) · (~pi − ~r0) + di tan (θC)
c

. (5.4)

The muon is at position ~r0 at time t0 and travels along the normalised direction
vector ~v/v. It is convenient to define the residual time tres as the difference
between the measured arrival time thit and the expectation,

tres = thit − tgeo , (5.5)

since scattering in the ice delays photons with respect to the Cherenkov cone
assumption. Related to this, the DOM orientation relative to the track has also
to be taken into account, due to the fact that a photomultiplier fills only the lower
half of a DOM. It is possible to modify the definition of the distance di of closest
approach between track and DOM to incorporate this angular dependence of the
acceptance, transforming it into an effective length. The parametrisation is given
in [Ack06].
In general, many additional photons do not follow the Cherenkov cone but

originate in particle showers along the track and thus arrive later. Noise hits,
deviations from the track topology, as in the case of a bundle of multiple muons,
and the PMT jitter can lead to negative residual times. In the time likelihood,

Ltime(x|~a) =
∏
i

p(tres,i, di|~a) , (5.6)

the residual time values closest to zero must have the largest weight for the optimal
track fit, based on the assumption that they are the least scattered and hence form
a Cherenkov cone.

5.2.2. Probability density functions

Pandel function

An analytic expression used for the p.d.f. with respect to residual time tres and
distance to the track d, called Pandel function, was developed in [Pan96]:

p(tres, d) = 1
N(d)

τ−d/λ · td/λ−1
res

Γ(d/λ) · exp−
(
tres ·

(1
τ

+ cmed
λa

)
+ d

λa

)
. (5.7)
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The normalisation is given by

N(d) = e−d/λ ·
(

1 + τ · cmed
λa

)−d/λ
. (5.8)

The free parameters τ and λ were determined empirically with Monte Carlo simu-
lations, incorporating the average ice properties in a constant way. The absorption
length λa is kept at an average value in the IceCube reconstructions discussed here.
cmed = c/n is the phase velocity of light in ice.
The Pandel function is normalised and easy to compute, but it has the disad-

vantage that it is not defined for negative residual times and features a pole at
zero which can lead to numerical problems. One solution is to convolute it with
a Gaussian function around zero, representing the PMT jitter. The width of this
Gaussian was set to 15 ns for the processing of IC-22 data. This is larger than the
average jitter value of ∼ 4 ns, but it is a reasonable conservative estimate consid-
ering other effects like noise hits and deviations from the fixed Pandel parameters
for the ice.
While originally developed for the case of an isotropic, monochromatic and

point-like light source, the Pandel function, with adapted parameters, performs
well for track reconstructions in IceCube. Although depth- and wavelength-
dependence of scattering and absorption are not taken into account, the achieved
angular resolution is already very good, as discussed in section 5.3.

Single- and Multi-photoelectron approach

The Pandel function (5.7) can be used directly as a p.d.f. in the time likeli-
hood (5.6) for the case of a single photon per DOM. The direction reconstruction
based on this likelihood formulation is called single-photoelectron (SPE) and relies
only on the first feature-extracted photon pulse, discussed in section 5.1.1, in each
waveform. It is used as a robust reconstruction algorithm in Amanda as well as
IceCube analyses.
The SPE approach becomes increasingly inaccurate if the average number of

photon hits per DOM is significantly larger then one. In particular at TeV and
higher energies, the radiative processes and muon interactions described on page 27
produce a large number of photons. It is therefore more likely that some of these
photons arrive after less scatterings and therefore produce an earlier first hit than
the average single photon described by the Pandel function.
A slightly more elaborate probability description presented in [A+04c] derives

the arrival time distribution of the first of N photons as:

p1
N(tres, d|~a) = N · p1(tres, d|~a) ·

(∫ ∞
tres

p1(t, d|~a)dt
)N−1

(5.9)

The p.d.f. p1 of a single photon is multiplied with the probability that all other
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photons arrive at times larger than tres, expressed by the integral. Due to indi-
vidual scattering, each photon can be the one detected first, which results in the
factor N for all possible combinations. The approach is called multi-photoelectron
(MPE) method.
Since feature-extracted pulses can also contain more than one photon hit, N

cannot simply be determined by a count of these pulses. In IceCube, N is set
equal to the charge in units of photo-electrons (pe), since a single photon pulse
has an average charge of 1 pe.
The convolution of the Pandel function with a Gaussian function, the latter

representing effects like the PMT jitter, leads to a significant increase of comput-
ing time for the integration over the arrival times in the MPE formula. To avoid
this, processing of IC-22 data was performed with a simplified approach in which
the integration was performed with an unconvoluted Pandel function. The full
expression was only used for the function p1 outside the integral in equation (5.9).
A more recent implementation allows a faster numerical integration after a trans-
formation of the convoluted Pandel function presented in [JR05] and was used
starting with the processing of 40-strings data. Details about the performance of
MPE compared to SPE are presented in section 5.3.

5.2.3. Iterative minimisation
In order to use standard fitting routines, it is easier to transform the likelihood
ansatz from a maximisation problem into a minimisation of − log(L). In the case
of the MPE fit, this leads to:

− ln(LMPE) = −
∑

DOMs
ln
(
Ni · p1(tres, d|~a) ·

(∫ ∞
tres

p1(t, d|~a)dt
)N−1

)
. (5.10)

Inside the IceCube reconstruction softwareGulliver, the minimisation is performed
with Minuit [J+94].
The likelihood space defined in this way often has several local minima, also for

the SPE approach. An established technique to find the global minimum is the
iterative minimisation with new starting conditions in each run. Since a scan of
the full parameter space would consume too much CPU time, it is important to
have a good first track assumption. This is provided by first guess algorithms like
linefit from section 5.1.2 or, as was the case for the processing of IC-22 data, by
running an SPE fit before the MPE reconstruction.
After the first minimisation, a new zenith-azimuth pair is generated randomly,

and along this track orientation, a new starting point r0 is chosen at the position
closest to the centre of gravity of all DOMs with hits in the event. The reference
time t0 for this point is shifted to avoid negative residual times and thus better fit
with the Cherenkov expectation. If the repeated minimisation with this new initial
seed yields a better result than the one before, the newly fitted track parameters
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5 Reconstruction of neutrino events

are stored. The procedure is repeated a pre-defined number of times to allow
convergence to the global minimum.

5.2.4. Bayesian likelihood
The likelihood formulation discussed above can be extended by incorporating in-
formation about the zenith distribution of tracks from atmospheric muons, the
dominating background introduced in section 3.1.4. This is achieved by making
use of Bayes’ Theorem,

P (A|B) = P (B|A)P (A)
P (B) (5.11)

for the probability that A occurs under condition B, see [A+04c]. For the problem
of likelihood reconstruction, A represents the track parameter set ~a and B is
the observation of photon arrival times in a DOM denoted as ~x. Consequently,
the probability P (~a|~x) of a track hypothesis based on the observed photons is
maximised by considering the product P (~x|~a) · P (~a) .2 The prior probability
P (~a) of a track orientation ~a is given by the distribution of events, which are
considered to be exclusively muons from above the horizon. Based on data from
other underground experiments and an adaptation of parameters with the help
of Monte Carlo simulations, a good description of this additional factor in the
likelihood is achieved.
This so-called Bayesian likelihood fit dramatically reduces the number of back-

ground muons falsely reconstructed as up-going. The comparison of the negative
logarithm of the Bayesian likelihood outcome, referred to as log-likelihood, with
that of the standard SPE likelihood fit yields large differences for background
muon tracks reconstructed as up-going and can be used to reject them.

5.2.5. Angular error estimation
Even if the global minimum is found by iterative maximisation of the negative
logarithm of the time likelihood, it does not always correspond to the true track
direction. It is therefore helpful to perform a selection of events based on quality
parameters which are an estimate of the goodness of the fit. One important
parameter of this kind is a measure of the shape near the likelihood minimum,
or more precisely the size of the error ellipse in the azimuth-zenith subspace of
reconstruction parameters.
A semianalytical method to derive this parameter was developed for Amanda

as described in [Neu06] and is used also in IceCube. From the five coordinates
defining a track, only variations in the zenith (θ) and azimuth (φ) angles are

2(P (~x))−1 is a normalisation factor which becomes irrelevant as a constant in the likelihood
function.
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5.3 Direction reconstruction performance

relevant for an estimate of the error in orientation. Therefore, the description of
the likelihood space around the minimum is reduced, by numerical means, to two
parameters. Their correlation, stemming from the location of the reference point,
is retained. In the Gaussian approximation for the behaviour of the likelihood, the
reduced two-dimensional parameter space forms a paraboloid. An analytical fit is
performed to obtain a description of this paraboloid and hence the two angular
uncertainties, which define an error ellipse. Conveniently rotating the coordinate
systems yields the size of the ellipse that represents a space angle uncertainty for
the track fit. This reconstruction parameter is called paraboloid sigma and allows
a quality event selection as discussed in section 6.3.2.

5.3. Direction reconstruction performance
The SPE and MPE likelihood reconstructions discussed above have to be per-
formed in the North due to large CPU expenses. In the case of IC-22 processing,
the less efficient implementation of the MPE-fit made it necessary to reduce the
data before performing this reconstruction, which is the topic of section 6.3.1.
By running 32 iterations of the SPE fit first and using the result as seed track
for MPE, one iteration of minimisation for the latter reconstruction proved to be
enough. Repeated fits did not improve the resolution.
The point spread function (PSF) for both SPE and MPE is discussed in the

following, based on a configuration of 22 strings. To simplify the comparisons, the
performance for a given parameter range is often reduced to one value: the median
angular resolution. According to a convention in the IceCube collaboration, it is
defined as the median of the distribution of the space angle difference between the
true track of a simulated neutrino and the reconstructed muon direction. It thus
includes the irreducible uncertainty due to the angle between neutrino and muon,
see equation (3.5).
To understand the dependence of the angular resolution on different event pa-

rameters, the following study was performed with a sample of simulated neutrinos,
selected according to high level criteria for a point source search. Muon neutrinos
with energies between 10 to 1010 GeV were generated and weighted according to
E−2 and E−1.5 spectra. Generally, the angular resolution depends strongly on the
cuts applied on track quality parameters. To highlight this, two event selection
steps for IC-22 point source searches are compared here. One is called level 4 and
explained in detail in section 6.3.1. Only limited cuts on the track quality were
applied at this stage. In contrast, the final event selection, level 5, enforces strong
requirements on several parameters described in section 6.3.2. A full discussion
of these levels is provided in chapter 6 and all parameter thresholds are listed in
appendix A. Here, the focus lies only on the general improvements of direction
accuracy which are possible with quality cuts. Differences between SPE and MPE
are highlighted, as well as their dependence on event topologies.
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Figure 5.3.: The point spread function given as distributions of angular differences
between true and reconstructed tracks for SPE and MPE algorithms
with E−2 and E−1.5 spectra. The cut level rises from the upper left
to the lower right panel with increasing quality parameter thresholds,
where level 5.0 is equivalent to the final event selection from chapter 6.
In the legend, the angular resolution is given in the form of the median
for each histogram.

In Fig. 5.3, the cuts are raised in four steps by linear scaling them from level
4 to a setting stronger than the final level, denoted as 5.1. Without considering
the individual quality parameters here, the general improvement for both the
SPE and MPE algorithm can be observed as a narrowing of the peak of angular
differences between the true Monte Carlo track and the reconstructed direction.
All histograms are averaged over energy and declination of the events. The lower
right panel displays a cut strength which is higher than the one determined by the
optimisation for a point source search, but still leads to an improved resolution.
This demonstrates the full potential of the reconstructions employed here, but
requires a quality selection that reduces the expected signal events too much.
Clearly visible in Fig. 5.3 is that the advantage of MPE over SPE reconstruc-

tions becomes more pronounced with stronger cuts, which is apparent when one
compares the median angular resolutions given in the legends. The reason for
this is that the SPE resolution worsens with energy, while MPE delivers a stable
result, as shown in Fig. 5.4. Here the resolution versus energy is compared for
levels 4 and 5. This illustrates how the final level cuts significantly reduce the
number of events with large angular deviations at the upper and lower end of the
energy scale. The degrading resolution at the highest energies also explains the
broadened SPE histograms for an E−1.5 power law in Fig. 5.3, due to the larger
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Figure 5.4.: Median angular resolution for SPE and MPE reconstructions as a
function of neutrino energy. The event selection applied to the simu-
lated tracks is equal to level 4 (left) and level 5 (right) of the IceCube
22-strings point source analysis, with cuts listed in appendix A.

number of these events in a hard spectrum. The PSFs for MPE, on the other
hand, show nearly no spectral dependence.
It is of major importance for the point source analysis described in the following

chapters that the MPE reconstruction delivers a very good angular resolution of
1.2◦ to 1.3◦, staying flat over a wide range of energies. This makes it possible to
search for directional event clustering over the full neutrino spectrum accessible
with IceCube.
Related to the energy is the dependence of angular resolution on the number of

hit DOMs in an event, called NChannel for number of readout channels. Figure 5.5
shows that the performance of MPE improves for events with larger NChannel
values and does not saturate before ∼ 250 hit DOMs. Other quality cuts at level
5 lead to better angular resolutions also at lower NChannel values. In the case
of SPE, an improvement of the resolution with the number of channels is not
observed. The advantage of more degrees of freedom and longer leverages for
bright events seems to be irrelevant when multiple hits per DOM are neglected.
The angular resolution as a function of declination3 of the events is depicted

in Fig. 5.6. In the left plot for level 4, a minimum around the horizon is vis-
ible. It is partially related to the fact that the vertical DOM spacing is only
17 m, compared to 125 m in the horizontal direction, which on average allows a
better determination of the z-axis component of a Cherenkov light pattern. The
dominance of very high energy events at negative declinations results in a much
larger resolution value for down-going events, following the trend already seen in

3Due to the location of IceCube at South Pole, declination is equivalent to the local zenith
angle shifted by −π/2.
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Figure 5.5.: Angular resolution for SPE and MPE reconstructions as a function
of number of hit channels (participating DOMs). The event selection
applied to the simulated tracks is equal to level 4 (left) and level 5
(right) of the IceCube 22-strings point source analysis, with cuts listed
in appendix A.
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Figure 5.6.: Angular resolution for SPE and MPE reconstructions as a function of
sinus of true declination. The event selection applied to the simulated
tracks is equal to level 4 (left) and level 5 (right) of the IceCube 22-
strings point source analysis, with cuts listed in appendix A.
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Figure 5.7.: Angular resolution for SPE and MPE reconstructions as a function of
the centre of gravity of hits, projected onto the vertical z-axis (COGZ).
The event selection applied to the simulated tracks is equal to level
4 (left) and level 5 (right) of the IceCube 22-strings point source
analysis, with cuts listed in appendix A.

Fig. 5.4. Quality cuts at level 5 eliminate the declination dependence nearly com-
pletely for the MPE reconstruction, partially by removing events which are not
well constrained within the detector volume. As discussed above, the drawbacks
of the SPE algorithm severely worsen the resolution at high energies and thus at
southern declinations, where cuts are designed to select PeV events.
In Fig. 5.7, the angular resolution as a function of the centre of gravity of hit

DOMs along the vertical z-axis (COGZ) shows a relatively flat behaviour. At level
4, the presence of a certain fraction of events which pass only just above or below
the detector volume results in a degrading angular resolutions for very low or
high COGZ values. Furthermore, low statistics lead to high uncertainties in these
parameter ranges. At level 5, the most important feature here is the improvement
of MPE over SPE in the lower part of the detector. The clearer ice at this depth,
mentioned in section 4.1.1, makes the correct inclusion of later photons via the
MPE-likelihood more powerful. Only in the more diffuse upper layers, the simpler
SPE-likelihood serves equally well.

5.4. Energy reconstruction
An energy reconstruction of muon neutrino events in IceCube is challenging. It
relies on the amount of light emitted by a muon and its secondaries during the
passage through the detector. The stochastic nature of these processes introduces
an inherent uncertainty, as discussed in section 3.1.3. Furthermore, start and end
points of the track are unknown or hard to estimate for the majority of events,
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5 Reconstruction of neutrino events

and additionally the relation between the original neutrino energy and that of
the induced muon is not known. Within the scope of this work, muon event
energies are reconstructed with a technique described below, but are only used as
estimators to provide a basis for adjusting selection cuts.
The energy reconstruction method employed in this work was implemented for

IceCube in the programme Mue, as described in [Chi08]. The underlying method
is a likelihood description which generalises the approach presented in section 5.2.1
to describe k pulses in a given DOM, each comprising a different number of photons
ni while the expectation value of this number due to a given track hypothesis is
µi:4

− ln
( ∏

DOMs
P ({ni}|{µi})

)
=− ln

( ∏
DOMs

k∏
i=1

µni
i

ni!
e−µi

)

=
∑

DOMs

(
k∑
i=1

ni ln
µi
µ

+
k∑
i=1

ln (ni!)− ln (N !)
)

+
∑

DOMs
(−N lnµ+ µ+ ln (N !)) .

(5.12)

This comprehensive description of waveforms, composed of pulses with different
amplitudes, was presented in [G+07]. The expectation µ = ∑k

i=1 µi for the total
number of photons in a DOM, the observed total being N = ∑k

i=1 ni, relies on
five track parameters, see section 5.2.1, and a sixth parameter which relates to
the total light output of the muon. The latter is the energy proxy one wants to
determine. In the formulation described here it represents the total number of
Cherenkov photons per unit track length of a muon in ice, denoted by Nl.
Taking into account the spectral range accessible by the detector, the direct

Cherenkov emission from the muon amounts to approximately 3×104 photons
per meter, see [ZC07]. In addition to this, the contribution of cascade-like radia-
tive processes has to be considered, scaling with the energy according to equa-
tion (3.11). Above a critical energy of about 1 TeV, the linear term dominates
and thus results in a simple proportionality between Nl and the energy. Simu-
lated neutrino events can be used to achieve a much more precise calibration of
this relation. However, such an approach was not employed in this work, since an
uncalibrated energy proxy in the form of Nl suffices as a parameter for determining
selection cuts.
The expected number of photons per DOM is now given as

µ = Nl · µ0(d) (5.13)

4Additional indices on µi, ni, µ and N for the designation of DOM numbers are suppressed for
better readability.
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5.4 Energy reconstruction

and depends on the distance d between the track and a DOM. The function
µ0(d), which parametrises this dependence, is provided in [Chi08]. It connects the
regime of unscattered photon propagation very close to the track with the diffuse
approximation relevant at greater distances.
Equation (5.13) can be used to perform a full maximisation of the waveform

likelihood for all track parameters and the energy estimator. In the implementa-
tion discussed here, a simplified approach was chosen, separating the two terms
in the two last lines of equation (5.12). The first term can be replaced by the
MPE likelihood (5.10), thereby simplifying the dependence on the normalised ex-
pectation µi/µ to one on the p.d.f. of the first photon. In the implementation of
Mue, the result for this pure direction reconstruction is simply imported from a
previously processed MPE reconstruction. Based on this track, the second term
can be analytically minimised to derive the best fit value for Nl, entering via µ
from equation (5.13), thus producing the desired energy estimator.
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Chapter 6.

Event selection for a point source
search above and below the
horizon
A point source search with a neutrino telescope like IceCube crucially depends on
the event selection. The main goal is to suppress the overwhelming background of
muons produced in extensive air showers. To achieve an identification of neutrino
candidates, events have to be rejected or retained based on directional information,
quality of reconstruction and energy estimators. The optimisation and application
of such data reduction steps is generally subdivided into several levels. This
event selection chain for data taken with 22 IceCube strings is discussed in the
following sections. Simulated signal and background events are used to judge the
cut efficiencies with respect to a point source analysis. The chapter concludes with
an overview of characteristic distributions of selected events in the final sample.

6.1. Data sample and Monte Carlo simulation

6.1.1. IceCube data from 22 strings
After the installation of the first 22 IceCube strings, data were taken in this
configuration from 31st of May 2007 to 5th of April 2008. An off-line monitoring
of rates, timing calibration and other stability indicators provided information to
identify and exclude problematic runs1. Deviations in the performance of single
DOMs were treated by excluding only these from further data processing. For
this analysis, the run selection followed that of the point source analysis presented
in [A+09c]. After the exclusion of runs with noted problems in the general run list,
two runs were rejected based on irregularities after a power failure. Furthermore,
runs with less than 20 minutes of livetime were not used since these do not allow
reliable rate checks to guarantee detector stability. Accounting for several small
gaps during data taking in the selected runs, the total livetime of the full IC-22
data sample used here is 275.7 days.

1A run is defined as a continuous data taking period of normally 8 hours.
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6 Event selection for a point source search above and below the horizon

6.1.2. Neutrino simulation

Simulated neutrino events were used to determine the optimal event selection and
calculate sensitivities for this analysis. The datasets were generated in the frame-
work of the centralised Monte Carlo production for the IceCube collaboration.
The methods and software for simulating neutrinos and their secondaries, in par-
ticular muon tracks, were described in section 4.2. Signal fluxes are generated
with an E−1 primary energy spectrum, providing equal event numbers per energy
decade. The reweighting of the spectrum to an atmospheric flux or any desired
signal characteristic is achieved by making use of stored weights for each event,
which represent the total interaction probabilities of individual neutrinos.

As discussed in section 2.1.2, standard assumptions on neutrino production in
astrophysical shock wave scenarios imply a natural power law with an exponent
around −2 as a benchmark for signal expectations. Even harder neutrino spec-
tra can also be considered realistic, emerging from the complex dependencies of
hadronic processes on the environment of photon or matter targets. Since such
harder spectra are of great importance for an analysis aiming at the highest ac-
cessible energies, as outlined here, a second benchmark signal hypothesis with
a spectral index of −1.5 was used. While it is questionable if sources can fea-
ture an unbroken power law from TeV to EeV energies with an index as hard as
−1.5, many models predict such a spectrum in certain limited energy ranges. In
the light of recent studies about absorption of TeV photons from distant AGN,
see [A+06e, A+08h], it is generally considered as an extreme possibility for intrinsic
AGN spectra.

The neutrino simulation does not provide a point source flux but an isotropic
distribution of primary directions. This setup is more appropriate for a study of
cut efficiencies in dependence of zenith angle by providing a uniform coverage of
track orientations. For the atmospheric neutrino spectrum the model of [BGL+04]
was used in the implementation of the flux weights, with an additional prompt
component, see section 3.1.4, based on [FNV01].

No reference flux exists for the expected signal from cosmic sources. Its nor-
malisation can be chosen arbitrarily with respect to the cut optimisation, since it
suffices to compare relative efficiencies based on the number of events before and
after cuts. Nevertheless, to provide an approximate scale of the expected signal
strength relative to the background, the current limits from searches for diffuse
neutrino fluxes were chosen as a reference. If not stated otherwise, in the plots
of this section the E−2 neutrino signal spectrum is scaled to an incoming flux of
E−2 × 10−7 GeV cm−2 s−1 sr−1, and the E−1.5 spectrum to E−1.5 × 10−10 GeV0.5

cm−2 s−1 sr−1, resulting in similar absolute event numbers for both fluxes at filter
level.
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6.1.3. Atmospheric muon simulation
Compared to neutrinos, the simulation of atmospheric muons is based on a dif-
ferent software, generating the charged primary particles and their interactions
in the atmosphere. This is done with the Corsika [HKC+98] package for air
shower simulation, adapted to the requirements for passing events to the IceCube
software. The hadronic interaction model chosen inside the Corsika framework
is Sibyll [FGLS94, FGLS99]. The results are forwarded to the same software for
propagation and detector simulation as described in section 4.2. In the simulation
steps for propagation and detection in the ice2, only the direct muon component
from decays in the atmosphere is considered. The much lower flux of atmospheric
neutrinos is simulated in a dedicated approach, as mentioned in the previous sec-
tion.
A Corsika event in IceCube consists either of a single muon or a muon bundle.

Such a bundle comprises several muons which are not resolved individually with
the standard reconstruction techniques employed in this work and are treated as
one track.
While in the normal simulation only one air shower per event is generated, the

size of the detector often leads to a simultaneous detection of muons or muon
bundles originating in two separate air showers within one trigger time window of
10 µs. The on-line software cannot distinguish between the separate parts of such
an event and combines it into one set of DOM hits. A dedicated simulation effort is
needed to reproduce this type of event with its special characteristics. Internally
named double coincident events, they are shown as separate event samples in
some of the following plots to highlight certain differences with respect to single
air shower events. For the total background expectation they are combined with
the single Corsika event generation, with the appropriate weighting to account
for the different relative rates.
The full Corsika sample, including both the single as well as the double coin-

cident component, has an effective livetime. This is derived from the rate of air
shower events at a given primary energy at the South Pole. If not stated otherwise,
the Corsika data in all plots in this chapter are scaled to match the actual total
observation time of 276 days. This allows a direct comparison of event numbers
and rates between measurement and simulation.

6.2. On-line filter

6.2.1. Filter settings at the South Pole
The trigger rate of the simple multiplicity trigger (see section 4.1.3) in IC-22 data
was 500 Hz, with a corresponding data volume of 130 gigabytes (GB) per day.

2IceTop is disregarded in the following and not used in this analysis
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6 Event selection for a point source search above and below the horizon

Since the transfer of data to the North has to be accomplished via satellites with a
limited bandwidth of approximately 32 GB per day, a filter to reduce data rates is
necessary. Furthermore, it is desirable to achieve a low level selection of different
data samples, so-called filter streams, designed to favour various characteristic
event types based on the physics goals of different analyses. The two filter streams
with the highest rates, filling roughly half the total bandwidth, are the muon and
the cascade filter. They cover the two different types of neutrino interaction
signatures, track-like in the former and particle shower in the latter case.
For the analysis presented here, two filter streams were used, the muon filter

and the extremely high energy (EHE) filter. The muon filter has been designed to
select tracklike events, based on a minimum threshold of 10 DOMs with photon
hits. Due to the limited computing resources available for on-line filters, a simple
linefit reconstruction, see section 5.1.2, was used to estimate the arrival direction
of the event. While the original filter only allowed tracks with a reconstructed
zenith angle larger than 70◦, this was extended further into the down-going region.
The threshold values on the number of hit DOMs (NChannel) were set to rise in
two steps from 10 to 50 to suppress the overwhelming flux of lower energy atmo-
spheric muons. The last of these steps, covering reconstructed zenith angles up to
declination −50◦(40◦ above horizon), was a filter extension designed specifically
to allow detailed studies for the point source analysis presented in this work.
The EHE filter for IC-22 was a simple NChannel-threshold requiring 80 DOMs

to be hit, with all-sky coverage. By using this filter stream in addition to the
muon filter, additional bright events from far above the horizon (zenith angle
≤ 50◦) could be included. The combined on-line filter condition, depending on
the reconstructed linefit zenith angle θ, reads:

NChannel ≥ 80
OR ( NChannel ≥ 50 AND θ ≥ 50◦)
OR ( NChannel ≥ 60 AND θ ≥ 40◦)
OR ( NChannel ≥ 70 AND θ ≥ 10◦) .

6.2.2. Zenith distribution of filtered events
Figure 6.1 compares experimental data with Monte Carlo simulation of muon
background and various neutrino fluxes. Plotted versus cosine of zenith, the struc-
ture of the filter setup is visible in the stepwise suppression of the originally rising
muon rate above the horizon. Even for events reconstructed as up-going, the back-
ground of atmospheric muons dominates by several orders of magnitude over any
atmospheric or possible signal neutrino flux. Since no muon from an air shower
can travel more than a few tens of km inside Earth, see Fig. 3.5, these events at
zenith angles larger than 90◦ are misreconstructions. In particular coincident air
showers are often misreconstructed in this way due to the fact that the simple
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Figure 6.1.: Event rates as a function of zenith angle for IceCube data at on-
line filter level (22 strings, Muon and EHE filter streams) compared
to signal and background Monte Carlo simulation. The angles were
reconstructed with linefit and highlight the stepwise filer cuts.

linefit reconstruction connects photon hits from two separate down-going muons
in one up-going track fit.
To illustrate the efficiency of the on-line filter for neutrino events, Fig. 6.2 shows

the fraction of events passing the cuts as a function of zenith angle. In the low-
threshold region above 70◦, the passing rate is slightly below 90% for an E−2

spectrum and above 90% for a harder E−1.5 spectrum. In the down-going part,
with its strong NChannel cuts, the fraction of selected E−2 events lies between
20% and 30%. Here, only the sample with a harder signal spectrum hypothesis
give passing rates between 30% and 60%, justifying this high energy selection.
Considering the overwhelming contribution from misreconstructed muon events

visible in Fig. 6.1, an improved reconstruction is crucial for background rejection.
For simulated neutrinos with an E−2 spectrum, the angular resolution of linefit,
averaged over the full zenith range, is 10.3◦, hence not yet precise enough to allow
a point source search.

6.2.3. Seasonal background variations
Filter rates are not constant over the year due to seasonal variations in the at-
mosphere which influence air shower interactions and decay and consequently the
number of atmospheric muons in the detector. The main effect relevant here is
the expansion of the atmosphere in austral summer. The lower density leads to
a reduced rate of meson interactions with air molecules in the upper layers of
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Figure 6.2.: Efficiency for Monte Carlo events at the IceCube on-line filter level
(22 strings, Muon and EHE filter streams) as a function of zenith
angle and relative to trigger rates. Above the horizon (on the left) at-
mospheric background is strongly suppressed while high energy signal
neutrinos are retained.

the atmosphere so that more of these air shower mesons decay before they can
interact. This results in a larger number of muons reaching the IceCube detector
and increases the trigger and filter rates. A detailed study of the phenomenology
is presented in [TDK+09].

The Corsika background simulation used for IceCube in-ice analyses uses only
one atmospheric model, equivalent to the South Pole conditions in October. To
estimate the seasonal effects at the filter level described above, Fig. 6.3 compares
this Corsika simulation with four runs, taken on the 15th of June, September and
December 2007, as well as March 2008. The largest changes between summer and
winter months are approximately ±10% of the average. The shape of the zenith
distribution is basically unchanged for the different seasons, generally matching
that of the simulation.

For a time integrated point source search, relatively slow changes of this kind
are irrelevant, since background in each zenith band is measured from the summed
total of data events over the full year, see section 7.1. For time-dependent searches
like the one in section 7.3, it is important to account for seasonal variations.
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seasons over the year. The distributions are shown in dependence of
the zenith angle θ as reconstructed with the linefit first guess algo-
rithm and highlight the step-wise filter cuts.

6.3. Off-line event selection

6.3.1. Low-level background rejection

Level 2

The events that passed the combined muon and EHE filters were processed off-line
to provide better track reconstructions and quantify other event characteristics.
At this stage, a common set of algorithms was used, defined by the collaboration
and applied under the name level 2. For this analysis, the most important addi-
tional information from this processing stage was the track result obtained with
a single iteration of the SPE likelihood fit, see section 5.2.2. The distribution of
the zenith angle θ from this reconstruction is shown in Fig. 6.4, with cos(θ) on
the x-axis to obtain bins representing equal areas. The stepwise structure of the
on-line filter is already washed out due to the improved direction fit compared to
linefit.
The cuts described in the next paragraph are based on the level 2 reconstruction

results. The CPU time necessary to perform the MPE reconstruction, which has
been shown to provide improved angular resolution in section 5.3, does not allow
the processing of the data from the full year before this reduction is performed.
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Figure 6.4.: Event rates as a function of zenith angle. Only on-line filter cuts
are applied, but their structure is smeared out due to the improved
reconstruction with the SPE likelihood fit from level 2 processing.

Level 3

For steeply down-going neutrino events, the 1 km thick ice layer above the de-
tector provides too little interaction volume, as can be seen in the falling signal
expectations in Fig. 6.4. A hard cut was placed on the zenith angle at 40◦ to com-
pletely reject the background from this part of the sky. After the MPE likelihood
fit was performed for all events passing the level 3 criteria, this zenith cut was
applied again, making use of the better reconstruction to reject further events.
The second level 3 cut was a threshold on the number of hit channels, NChannel
≥20, for events with reconstructed zenith angles smaller than 80◦. Considering
that the on-line filter condition includes a stronger cut on all events with linefit
zenith angles smaller than 60◦, this additional requirement has little rejection
power. However, events which were at first reconstructed with larger zenith angles
passed lower NChannel thresholds and can now be identified as down-going with
the level 2 SPE information. This cut guarantees a more uniform rejection of such
events with low brightness.
The third cut was planned as a simple one-parameter cut for background sup-

pression both above and below the horizon. Several variables were compared in
their rejection power for a chosen signal passing rate. A standard IceCube track
quality parameter obtained from the 1-iteration SPE likelihood fit and called re-
duced log-likelihood (rlogl) proved to be the most efficient one. It is computed
as the negative logarithm of the likelihood minimum from the SPE Pandel fit,
see section 5.2.2, divided by the number of degrees of freedom. The latter is
given by the number of hit DOMs minus five, which is the number of track fit
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Figure 6.5.: Reduced log-likelihood distribution (SPE fit quality parameter) after
cuts on the number of hit DOMs and zenith angle θ > 40◦. The
green dashed line indicates the main level 3 cut, selecting events with
reduced log-likelihood ≤ 9.

parameters. This does not fully account for the fact that these parameters are
not completely independent, but works well as a quality cut. The threshold value
chosen as sufficient at this level was: reduced log-likelihood ≤9. Bright events
tend to have smaller reduced log-likelihood values, but this bias is not a problem
for this analysis aimed at high energies. The effect is visible in Fig. 6.5 when
comparing the line for the E−2 signal spectrum hypothesis to the one represent-
ing the hard E−1.5 power law. The distribution of reduced log-likelihood displays
a good agreement between Corsika background simulation and measured data,
with a slight over-estimation of the Monte Carlo events at very large and very low
reduced log-likelihood values.
After the three level 3 cuts the mean data rate, averaged over the full livetime

is 2.7 Hz, 12% of the on-line filter rate. The efficiency for an E−2 neutrino signal
hypothesis is larger than 65% relative to the on-line selection, and around 80% for
primary energies above 105 GeV or an E−1.5 spectrum. One should keep in mind
that these average values represent signal distributions which vary in dependence
of the zenith angle and cover quite different energy regimes in the down-going
part above the horizon versus the up-going fraction from below the horizon. This
is discussed further in the following.

Level 4

Shown in Fig. 6.6 is the zenith angle distribution based on the MPE likelihood
reconstruction which has become available after processing the events selected at
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Figure 6.6.: Event rates as a function of zenith angle, reconstructed with the MPE
fit, after level 3 cuts.

level 3. Due to the steeply rising atmospheric muon background, the rates above
the horizon are more than one order of magnitude larger than those below the
horizon. The up-going background is, at this level, dominated by misreconstructed
muons. The down-going events are mainly well reconstructed muon bundles. As
outlined in section 3.3, they have to be reduced by cuts based on two criteria for
distinction from neutrino-induced events: The soft atmospheric energy spectrum
and differences in the event topologies, i.e. the light distribution of multiple muons
in bundles versus that of single high energy muons.
For the cuts at this level, the MPE fit results as well as an energy estimator from

the Mue module, described in section 5.4, are available. Both reconstructions were
run on all events passing the level 3 cuts. The basic idea of the level 4 selection is
to use these two event variables to define a two-dimensional threshold function for
a topology-related cut parameter. The shape of this function is derived from the
distribution of actual data, dominated by background muons. With this approach,
the cut value is determined as a function of energy and zenith angle for each event
and scales according to the actual background rate that needs to be suppressed.
After comparing different cut variables, the so-called hits per channel was found

to have the strongest background rejection power for down-going events. The
name hits was kept for consistency with IceCube conventions, referring to the
number of pulses extracted from a waveform, see section 4.1.3. Each hit does not
necessarily represent only one photoelectron but can have a higher charge if several
photon pulses are not resolved individually. Nevertheless, this parameter provides
an approximate estimate of the photon multiplicity in each DOM. It also avoids
problems with the charge estimation that occurred in early simulations of 22-
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Figure 6.7.: Left: The remaining fraction of events after a cut on the number of
hits per DOM, relative to level 3. Right: Distribution of measured
data in dependence of zenith angle and Mue energy estimator. A
fit to this shape (mesh) provides the parametrisation for the cut on
average hits per channel at level 4.

strings data. Dividing by the number of channels that were triggered, i.e. DOMs
participating in the event, the resulting number of hits per channel is an event
parameter correlated to the photon density.
Since very high energy air showers predominantly produce multiple muons

traversing the detector in muon bundles, the event topology is different from
single muons induced by cosmic neutrinos. A very energetic single muon produces
not only Cherenkov emission, but also secondary particles in concentrated show-
ers along its track. These event topologies have a narrower, more concentrated
light emission compared to the muons in a bundle which can have the same total
brightness with their combined Cherenkov light, but spread out more homoge-
neously over a wider emission region. Setting lower thresholds on the number of
hits per channel favours the higher photon densities along neutrino-induced muon
tracks. Furthermore, in these high energy signal events, the major light contribu-
tion from cascades of secondary particles is not emitted directly from the muon.
This expanded emission topology leads to more late hits of single photons after
the main Cherenkov cone. Using the number of hits instead of, for example, the
charge of events, one expects a larger weight from this signature of late pulses.
Due to the large spatial separation between DOMs, as well as prevailing uncer-

tainties about light propagation in the ice, a more detailed study of muon bundle
topology within IceCube was not possible within the scope of this thesis. Never-
theless, a check of cut efficiencies for different variables, including comparisons to
those using charge information, corroborated the above explanations. Exploiting
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Figure 6.8.: Event rates as a function of zenith angle, reconstructed with the MPE
fit, after level 4 cuts.

hit time information to count for example late hits showed no improvements over
the use of the number of hits per channel. Further progress on reconstructions
using the full waveform information may lead to future improvements, though.
To illustrate the efficiency of the cut on number of hits per channel, the left part

of Fig. 6.7 highlights the passing rates for rising cut strengths in a logarithmic
plot, with the cumulative passing rate on the y-axis and the threshold value on
the x-axis. The background rejection of this variable behaves like a power law
over several orders of magnitude. The hits per channel also show good agreement
in the rejection power of data and Corsika MC.
To illustrate the scaling of the threshold with a two-parameter function, the

right plot in Fig. 6.7 shows the square root of the background data (events per
day) at level 3 as a two-dimensional histogram over zenith angle (MPE recon-
struction) and energy estimator (uncalibrated Mue reconstruction). Using slices
along the energy-axis, with steps of 0.05 in cos(θ), a Gaussian fit of the back-
ground distribution was performed for each zenith band. The fitted histogram
is displayed as a mesh on top of the distribution. With the goal to reduce the
down-going muon rate to the level of the up-going background rate, ∼ 0.5 Hz at
this stage, this fit to the square root of the background rate defines the cut value.
It is normalised to give a maximum threshold value of approximately 15 hits per
channel. The parametrisation is cut off at the horizon (cos(θ) = 0), since other
variables are known to be more effective to reduce the misreconstructed muons
below the horizon. The actual threshold function is given in appendix A.
The resulting zenith distribution shown in Fig. 6.8 validates that the down-going
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background on the left was suppressed to a reasonably flat level. This actually
shows slightly better agreement between data and simulation when compared to
the up-going regime, were certain features of misreconstructed muons seem not to
be fully reproduced in the Corsika events.
Compared to the previous level, the hits-per-channel cut has reduced the back-

ground in the region above the horizon by a factor of ∼ 10. It should be noted that
the atmospheric muon rate still dominates over any signal expectation by several
orders of magnitude. No further optimisation of the actual threshold scaling was
attempted, for example by using a more elaborate fit or including the signal ex-
pectation, because a dedicated cut optimisation for point source searches follows
in the next step. The level 4 background reduction to an average rate of 0.3 Hz
over the full zenith region from 40◦ to 180◦ was sufficient to run the multi-variate
cut optimisation described in section 6.3.2.
The level 4 cut efficiency for an E−2 signal spectrum is 90% relative to level

3 (58% relative to the on-line filter) and exceeding 96% for an E−1.5 spectrum.
No other cut choices that were tested, with or without scaling to the background,
showed the same or better passing rates for a comparable reduction of the back-
ground.

6.3.2. High-level quality selection
As discussed in section 3.3, very different energy regimes of neutrinos are covered
by observing induced muon tracks if they are up-going compared to down-going.
In combination with the two backgrounds of atmospheric muons from above the
horizon and atmospheric neutrinos from below, this leads to a zenith-dependent
efficiency of selection cuts. Consequently, thresholds for an optimised event se-
lection have to be adjusted as a function of reconstructed zenith angle to achieve
the necessary background suppression. In the final step of event selection for this
analysis, the sky was subdivided into 35 zenith bands with each half of a band
overlapping with the neighbouring one. Cuts on several variables were optimised
in each band to yield the best sensitivity. The sensitivity was calculated based on
the Feldman-Cousins approach as described in section 3.2.2.
After several tests with different sets of event characteristics, five variables were

selected, together with the search bin radius as a sixth free parameter. Using 10 to
20 discrete steps for each parameter range, a programme tested all combinations
of threshold values to find the set of cuts which yield the optimal sensitivity in
each band. This optimisation was performed twice for different reference signals
of simulated neutrinos, one with an E−2 spectrum and one with as a harder
spectrum, E−1.5 . To smoothly combine the results for different zenith bands and
find a compromise between the two results for different signals, a linear function
of the zenith angle was derived for each cut variable.
In the following, the variables for the optimisation are listed with a short de-

scription of their quality as final cutting parameter. In the plots in Fig. 6.9, the
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Figure 6.9.: Results from simultaneous optimisation of five cut parameters based
on E−2 (red) and E−1.5 (orange) signal benchmark spectra. The
parametrisations chosen for the cuts at final level are shown as black
solid lines, for details see appendix A.
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optimal cut values for 35 overlapping zenith bands of width ∆ cos(θ) = 0.1 are
shown.3 The red curves refer to the E−2 spectrum, the orange to E−1.5 and the
black solid line is the chosen linear parametrisation. The latter determines the
cuts applied to data and Monte Carlo for determining the sensitivity and for the
eventual binned search. The actual formulae and values of the parametrisation
are given in appendix A.

Bin Radius

The radius of the angular search bin was varied between 1.5◦ and 3.2◦ in the
optimisation of testing all cut and bin size combinations. Finally, a fixed size
of 2.5◦ was chosen, since the variations with declination showed no particular
potential for an optimisation. This is not surprising, considering that cuts on
quality parameters like the paraboloid sigma error (see below) are more precise
tools for selecting events with good angular resolution.

Bayesian Likelihood Ratio

This variable is the logarithm of the ratio of likelihood values from the SPE track
fit divided by the Bayesian track fit (32 iterations each), see section 5.2 for details.
The Bayesian ansatz is based on the angular distribution of background muons
and the difference between the likelihood values is only large for events which
do not follow this distribution, hence those that are not down-going. Thus, for
horizontal or up-going tracks, a minimum cut value on this ratio is very useful
to reject atmospheric muons produced in air showers. For tracks from above
the horizon this method cannot exploit a fundamental difference in the angular
distribution between signal and background and the parameter should not be used
for a cut, as is obvious in the optimisation plot.

Hits per channel

This variable which counts the number of hits per DOM was used as main cutting
parameter at level 4 and remains very useful to reject down-going muons, relying
in part on a good energy correlation. As expected, the optimisation shows that it
should primarily be used for cuts on the down-going events above the horizon.
It has to be remarked that the final cut optimisation here leads to threshold

functions depending only on zenith angles. The additional inclusion of an energy
estimator, as employed in the parametrisation of the level 4 cut in the previous
section, was not practical with respect to the amount of computing time needed for
the scan over all combinations. Cutting again on hits-per-channel in the simpler
form of a one-dimensional function partially reduces the advantage of the more

3The x-axes show sin(δ), which is the sinus of the declination, spanning −50◦ ≤ δ ≤ +90◦ or
40◦ to 180◦ in zenith angle θ. Hence, sin(δ) is equivalent to − cos(θ).
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6 Event selection for a point source search above and below the horizon

structured cut in the previous selection step. However, considering the computa-
tional limitations, the chosen optimisation approach profits from the introduction
of a larger variety of cut variables. This improves the signal efficiency through an
optimised interplay instead of tuning only one parameter.

Number of channel

The number of hit channels, i.e. DOMs taking part in the event, is a simple energy
estimator. A threshold applied to this variable also serves to improve the angular
resolution by rejecting events with short track lengths and thus generally bad
track fit.

Reduced log-likelihood

The logarithm of the likelihood value of the MPE fit divided by the number of
hit DOMs minus five is a track quality parameter. In the same way as discussed
in section 6.3.1 for level 3, a cut on this variable favours higher energy events and
rejects track fits with large uncertainties. It helps mainly to reduce coincident
background events misreconstructed as up-going tracks.
The linear parametrisation for this cut has been slightly weakened in the up-

going part compared to optimal values. This was done to avoid too low event
numbers and reduce possible systematic effects in a low-statistics regime.

Paraboloid Sigma

The paraboloid reconstruction estimates the angular error ellipse by mapping the
likelihood space near the minimum, see section 5.2.5. The version of the Pandel-
MPE reconstruction employed for this work is known to produce values, called
paraboloid sigma, which are up to two times lower than the true reconstruction
error. Nevertheless, disregarding the absolute scale, the parameter still serves to
estimate relative track quality. A cut on it helps to reject misreconstructed muons
and events which cannot be fitted properly and hence are of less importance in a
point source search. With respect to these scaling uncertainties, the parametrised
cuts have been slightly weakened compared to optimal values to reduce possible
systematic effects.

Number of direct hits

After the optimisation for the five parameters and the bin radius discussed above,
the thresholds were applied as linear parametrisation. In the up-going part, a
comparison of atmospheric neutrino simulations and data showed a slight excess
of measured events after these cuts. This is considered to be a contamination of
misreconstructed atmospheric muons, based on the fact that Corsika simulation,
though statistically limited, predicts a remaining contribution of these background
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Figure 6.10.: Reduction of data and simulated background samples as well as sig-
nal expectation in dependence of the successive application of level
5 cuts. See text for a description of the variables.

events below the horizon. They are not critical for a point source search based on
directional event excesses since they are isotropically distributed. Nevertheless,
achieving a sample with a higher purity of atmospheric neutrino-induced muons
in the up-going part is desirable. The introduction of an additional weak cut for
zenith angles θ ≥ 90◦ reduces these misreconstructed events.
The number of direct hits is a suitable parameter, a prescription to quantify

the number of DOMs hit by practically unscattered photons. Given a track fit,
in this case the MPE-Pandel reconstruction, the residual time between expected
and observed detection of a Cherenkov photon is calculated, see section 5.2.1. If
this time difference does not exceed a given range4, the channel is counted as a
direct hit. A cut on this variable helps to reject misreconstructions. For these, few
direct hits are expected due to the assumption of a wrong track direction. Based
on this motivation, the cut was only applied for up-going declinations δ > 0◦ with
a constant threshold of 30 direct hits.

The background reduction achieved with these six cut parameters is approxi-
mately a factor 3×10−4 compared to the previous level 4 selection, averaged over
all zenith angles and energies. Figure 6.10 illustrates the reduction of data and
Monte Carlo samples with each successive cutting step, as well as the effect on
the signal simulation. Details on the compostion and characteristics of the level

4The range was chosen here to be −15 ns< tres < +250 ns.
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Figure 6.11.: Event rates as a function of zenith angle, reconstructed with the
MPE fit, at the final selection level. Up-going events on the right fol-
low the distribution of atmospheric neutrino simulation. The statis-
tics of the weighted Corsika Monte Carlo sample are limited but ap-
proximately describe the data, in particular in the downward regime
on the left.

5 data sample are discussed in the following section.

6.4. Final event sample characteristics

6.4.1. Zenith angle distribution
The event selection described in the previous section was optimised on various
levels to allow a point source search focusing on neutrinos with energies above 100
TeV and with primary energy spectra of E−2 or harder. Efficiencies and energy
ranges of expected signal events passing the cuts are very dependent on their
incoming zenith angle due to the interaction probabilities in the matter through
which they have to travel before inducing a signal in the detector. All cuts were
determined by the requirements of suppressing different backgrounds of down-
going muons from above the horizon and an isotropic atmospheric neutrino flux.
Applying the cuts to data with 276 days of livetime, the resulting final sample is

composed of 1885 events in a range of reconstructed zenith angles between 40◦and
180◦. This is equivalent to a declination coverage of −50◦ to +90◦ in equatorial
coordinates. Event selection in the northern hemisphere was focused on rejecting
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Figure 6.12.: Distribution of neutrino energies for three simulated spectra at final
selection level.

misreconstructed atmospheric muons resulting in a relatively flat passing rate over
the whole region below the horizon. The right part of Fig. 6.11 shows that data
in this region largely match the expectation from a neutrino flux generated in the
atmosphere by charged cosmic rays. Two Corsika events remain at final level.
One is a simulation of two coincident showers with a high Monte Carlo weight.
Sensitivity studies led to the conclusion that harder cuts, which could eliminate
such background, would lead to a significant reduction in signal efficiency and are
not necessary since the point source method is robust against any background
with an isotropic distribution in right ascension, see section 7.1.
Regarding only the up-going part (δ > 0◦), measured data includes 1099 events.

The simulated contribution of atmospheric neutrinos is 823 with a statistical un-
certainty of ±39, to which weighted Corsika Monte Carlo adds an additional
133± 130 events. This places the measured total at the upper limit of but within
the uncertainty estimate. It is discussed further in section 8.4.
At negative declinations, the down-going subsample as shown on the left of

Fig. 6.11 comprises 786 events. Based on the simulation, only 29 ± 3 events
due to atmospheric neutrinos are expected. Here, down-going muons dominate
the background. This is qualitatively represented in the Corsika simulation,
showing 637± 68 events and hence only slightly less then the measured rate. The
difference is discussed in section 8.4. The uneven zenith distribution is a result
of the cut optimisation with several parameters, which was not tuned to deliver a
particularly flat event sample.
A peak of passing events in the region −0.2 ≤ sin(δ) ≤ −0.1 just above the

horizon is caused by the fact that this zenith band does not only feature the
maximum in the signal expectation for an E−1.5 neutrino spectrum, but also the
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Figure 6.13.: Distribution of primary energies for simulated events in dependence
of true declination. The colour indicates the fraction of events per
angle and energy bin at final selection level.

onset of the rising background of down-going atmospheric muons. For smaller
negative declinations, the stronger thresholds on the number of channels and hits
per channel restrict this background rate much more strongly. The choice of the
cut parametrisation in Fig. 6.9 explains the onset of another rise below about -0.4
in sin(δ), were the limited signal statistics effectively prohibit a fine tuning of cuts
to avoid such fluctuations.

6.4.2. Energy distribution
The background flux of atmospheric neutrinos with its spectral index of ∼ −3.7
(section 3.1.4), is significantly softer than the expected contributions of signal
neutrinos following E−2 or harder power laws. Figure 6.12 represents this fact by
directly comparing the normalised energy distributions, averaged over all simu-
lated events passing the final selection cuts.
As discussed before and based on the considerations in section 3.3, cuts for a

neutrino point source search necessarily have to lead to very different regimes of
covered signal energies above versus below the horizon. To study the effective
energy thresholds introduced by the cuts presented here, Fig. 6.13 shows two-
dimensional histograms with sinus of declination on the x-axis and primary energy
on the y-axis. A Corsika background sample and the atmospheric neutrino
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model as well as the two benchmark signal spectra are compared. The colour
indicates the fraction of events per bin at level 5.
The remaining background from air showers in the Corsika simulation is dom-

inated by down-going muons with cosmic ray primaries above tens of PeV. At-
mospheric neutrinos, on the other hand, can only contribute as up-going events
from the northern hemisphere, displaying a relatively flat energy distribution since
only the quality cuts matter in this region. The two neutrino signal spectra in the
lower part of Fig. 6.13 clearly illustrate the effect of the energy-sensitive cuts. The
lower energy threshold for neutrinos rises from one TeV in the up-going part to
approximately one PeV on the down-going side. Compared to the E−2 spectrum,
the bulk of expected events from the E−1.5 case is shifted to PeV energies and
hence to the region at and below the horizon. The suppression of the highest
energies is visible as a cut-off, scaling with the rising declination.

Another way of quantifying the acceptance of the sample with respect to neu-
trinos is the neutrino effective area, introduced in section 3.2.2. Figure 6.14 shows
these values for equivalent detection areas as functions of energy, separately for
four zenith regions. The rise with energy up to at least the PeV regime is a
common feature, stemming from the detector limitations to measure faint light
signals on the one hand and the increasing cross section on the other. The lines
representing up-going events display a flattening and even a strong decrease for
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Figure 6.15.: Distribution of the centre of gravity of hit DOMs along the z-axis in
dependence of reconstructed declination at final selection level. The
colour indicates the number of events and the three Monte Carlo
samples have the same normalisations as in Fig. 6.11.

the steepest zenith band above 120◦, an effect of the absorption of the most en-
ergetic neutrinos in the Earth. The down-going sample on the other hand has an
increasing effective area up to the highest energies simulated.

6.4.3. Depth dependencies
Figure 6.15 displays background and signal simulation, as well as measured data,
in histograms for the centre of gravity along the y-axis, as derived from the depth
of all DOMs with registered hits, in dependence of the reconstructed declination.
The fact that many down-going muons penetrate the detector only up to a cer-
tain length before they are stopped leads to an accumulation of this background
signature in the top part of the detector, visible in the upper left panel. The
atmospheric neutrino background, on the other hand, mainly appears in the form
of up-going events, which are consequently slightly biased towards the lower part
of the detector.
Section 4.1.1 introduced the detector medium, the South Pole glacier, as a

layered structure which leads to a clear depth dependence of photon detection
efficiencies. A prominent feature is that the ice below approximately -200 m is
clearer then in the shallower layers. This results in a particularly efficient detection
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of up-going muons in this deep part.
The signal simulations show a more uniform efficiency along the z-axis, thereby

highlighting the various dust layers as deficit regions in the lower left panel of
Fig. 6.15. These strong absorption effects are also visible in the histogram for
measured data in the lower right, which overall shows good agreement with the
superposition of muon and neutrino backgrounds.

6.4.4. Angular resolution
The angular resolution and its dependence on different event parameters was dis-
cussed in section 5.3, including the stable performance of the MPE-Pandel recon-
struction over the full range of zenith angles and energies. Here, only two final
average values for the angular resolution are given, 1.3◦ for an E−2 and 1.2◦ for
an E−1.5 neutrino spectrum, and slightly worse 1.4◦ for an atmospheric neutrino
spectrum.
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Chapter 7.

Point source search methods
This chapter provides a detailed account of the strategies and methods used in the
point source analysis of this work. They are applied to the data collected with 22
strings of the IceCube detector after the event selection described in the previous
chapter. The binned search is introduced as a technique to identify or exclude
directional clustering. Its application in a systematic scan of the sky for neutrino
signals is the focus of the first section. The selection of source candidates for a
separate test of pre-defined directions is discussed afterwards. The final section
presents a search for variable neutrino emissions, for which time information is
used to investigate a particular model for hadronic acceleration processes in an
AGN.

As in the previous chapter, all search parameters for the analysis presented here
were optimised and fixed while keeping the directions of individual muon tracks
blinded. Data with randomised right ascensions were used to estimate background
rates in the event sample. The actual celestial coordinates of event directions were
unblinded afterwards. Results of the individual analyses are presented in chap-
ter 8.

7.1. Binned search method

7.1.1. Directional event clusters
Framework

The binned point source search is an established technique in neutrino astronomy,
applied for example in Amanda analyses like [A+07b] and discussed in detail
in [Ack06]. It is designed to measure the local event clustering and compare it to
the background expectation, with the aim to identify excesses due to point-like
signal contributions. In previous Amanda and IceCube searches, this approach
was used only in connection with almost pure samples of atmospheric neutrinos.
In this work, the same method is applied to the full sample discussed in chapter 6
that includes events from above the horizon where the background is dominated
by atmospheric muons. The usage of the binning technique in such an extended
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7 Point source search methods

search is possible since the background events are of different types but still uni-
formly distributed, at least when limited to declination bands as detailed below.
A significant local excess of events is expected to be due to a neutrino flux from

an astrophysical point source. Alternative contributions could include gamma-ray
air showers. As mentioned in section 3.3, though, these fluxes would be strongly
suppressed at energies above ∼ 100 TeV which are the focus of this analysis. A
point-like annihilation signal from accumulations of dark matter, gravitationally
trapped e.g. in our Sun or the centre of the galaxy, would also be limited to ener-
gies below a few TeV according to current bounds. For a discussion of these fluxes
and recent results from dedicated dark matter searches with IceCube see [A+09d].

Excess probabilities

In a binned search, probabilities for excesses of possible signal events are based
only on the reconstructed directions of events in a pre-defined sample. The events
that are located inside a circular bin around a given direction ~d in the sky consti-
tute a spatial clustering that can be compared to background expectations. With
a solid angle α for the bin radius, the condition for an event with direction ~ve to
be counted is expressed via the scalar product

~d · ~ve ≤ cosα . (7.1)

This determines what point-like is in the context of binned neutrino searches,
i.e. an emission angle which is smaller than or equal to the bin size.
To calculate the probability for observing a given number of events inside the

bin assuming no signal contribution, the value has to be compared to the expected
background. It is possible to use the event distribution from data for this calcu-
lation by averaging over all events in the declination band that includes the bin
and has a height equal to the bin’s diameter. It is important that in this way
the declination dependence of the event distribution, discussed in section 6.3.2, is
retained, since it applies to background and signal expectations.
The method implicitly assumes that the distribution along the right ascension

is uniform. This is justified for IceCube with its location at the South Pole, since
asymmetries in the detector-centric azimuth distribution are washed out by the
rotation of the Earth. Only for short live times on the order of days instead of
months, additional considerations are required. After extracting right ascension
values for each event by transforming coordinates from the local to the equatorial
reference frame the distribution averaged over the live time of 276 days shows no
significant directional bias, see Fig. 7.1.
The average number of background events per bin is given by the total number

Nband in the declination band and the size of the solid angle inside the bin, Abin,
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relative to that of the band, Aband:

b = Abin
Aband

Nband . (7.2)

Centred around the declination δd and extending to δd ± α, the solid angle of the
band is

Aband = 2π (sin(δd + α)− sin(δd − α)) (7.3)

and that of the bin
Abin = 2π (1− cos(α)) . (7.4)

To derive the probability for observing n events in a bin given the total number
of events in the band, the expectation b is not used directly, but enters through a
binomial description of accumulating individual events. The probability function
directly depends on the number Nband of events in the band as

P (n|Nband) =
(
Nband

n

)
pn (1− p)Nband−n , (7.5)

with the individual probabilities for an event to be located inside the bin given
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by
p = Abin

Aband
= 1− cos(α)

sin(δd + α)− sin(δd − α) . (7.6)

This prescription involves also the events inside the search bin in the estimation
of background, including a possible signal contribution. The underlying assump-
tion is that the number of signal neutrinos is negligible when compared to the total
background. The general isotropy observed in the right ascension distribution and
the negative results of previous searches justify this approach. If a signal contribu-
tion is present anywhere in the band the background is overestimated, resulting in
conservative probability values for any excess and hence no false discovery claims.

Significances and upper limits

The P (n|Nband) from (7.5) is the probability of observing exactly n events for a
given number of background events. To obtain the more meaningful probability
for an equal or larger excess to occur due to random fluctuations, one has to sum
over all P (n|Nband) values for n ≥ nobs

1:

P-value =
∞∑

n=nobs
P (n|Nband) . (7.7)

This probability is called P-value. When testing a large number of directions,
large excesses and hence very small P-values can occur and it is common practice
to state the results for the largest excesses as − log10(P-value), called the excess
parameter. This value represents the significance of having observed a neutrino
point source if only one direction is tested. A scan over multiple bins requires
to consider trial factors as explained below. The significance can be expressed
in terms of standard deviations of a Gaussian function, determined by the point
from where the area under the one-sided Gaussian tail (to the right) equals the
P-value. An excess with a significance > 3σ would be considered an indication for
a source at the bin’s position, and in the case of a result > 5σ a discovery could
be claimed.
To quantify a flux necessary for a point source detection, one can determine

the number of observed events equivalent to a 5σ excess. Based on the average
background per bin one derives the required signal addition to achieve this 5σ
level in 50% of all trials. Simulated signal neutrinos, generated and processed
as outlined in section 4.2, are used to translate this excess into a neutrino flux
value, in the same way as introduced in section 3.2.2 for limit conversion. Thus
one obtains a discovery potential for the IC-22 event selection in the form of a
required point source flux. This was calculated as a function of declination for
both E−2 and E−1.5 spectra and with a search bin radius of 2.5◦, shown in Fig. 7.2.

1In case of an event deficit, the sum runs over n ≤ nobs.
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Figure 7.2.: Point source flux required for a 5σ discovery in 50% of trials as a
function of declination. The axes are scaled differently for the E−2

spectrum (red solid) on the left side and the E−1.5 spectrum (orange
dashed) on the right.

If a bin contains no significant excess and hence is compatible with the back-
ground hypothesis, one can calculate the maximum signal contribution which
could be present. Section 3.2.2 introduced the prescription for such an event up-
per limit µ90 following the construction of [FC98] with the confidence level (CL)
set to 90%. Relying on a simulated neutrino flux, equation (3.17) allows trans-
forming µ90 into an upper limit Φlim for the point source flux from the direction
of the bin. The same method can be applied if an event excess is a significant
indication for a signal contribution. In this case, both the lower and upper limits
from the confidence belt construction can be used to derive a range of estimated
neutrino fluxes.

The average upper limit on the flux, obtained from a pure background sample,
is called sensitivity and was defined in equation (3.18). It was already used to
optimise the cuts and bin radius in chapter 6. In Fig. 7.3 the sensitivity is shown
as a curve in dependence of declination. It follows the behaviour of the discovery
potential in Fig. 7.2, mainly determined by absorption of high energy neutrinos in
the up-going regime (on the right) and the background suppression cuts increasing
with the angle above the horizon (on the left).
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Figure 7.3.: Point source sensitivity as a function of declination. The axes are
scaled differently for the E−2 spectrum (red solid) on the left side and
the E−1.5 spectrum (orange dashed) on the right.

7.1.2. Sky map scan

Except for the Sun and supernova 1987A (see e.g. [MSS+04] for details), no astro-
physical neutrino point source has yet been identified. At GeV or higher energies,
no direct indication for any neutrino source exists. This motivates an unbiased
search in the accessible part of the sky. For the IceCube analysis presented here,
the field of view encompasses the northern hemisphere as well as, for the first time,
a large part of the southern hemisphere, down to −50◦ declination, as discussed
in section 6.3.1.
In the binned approach the sky is covered with circular search areas (bins),

their centres defined by a grid. The radius of each bin is 2.5◦, fixed after an
optimisation procedure described in section 6.3.2. To cover every part of the sky,
the bins overlap with each other. The distance between bin centres is chosen to
be small enough to provide a precise sampling of possible point source locations.
Since signal neutrino directions would be distributed around a source according to
the point spread function of the track reconstruction, a given bin position might
only contain part of the events with origins between grid points. This would
reduce the chance of discovery, since it could be that none of the bins contains
all detected neutrinos from this source. To avoid this, a smaller separation is
preferable, resulting in a denser grid than required for a simple coverage of the
full area.
A closer spacing also increases the number of search bins and one could ex-

pect that accounting for these additional trials would reduce the significance of an
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observation too much at some point. Nevertheless, as discussed in [Hau04], the
strong correlation between counts in overlapping bins does not change the prob-
abilities much, and the necessary corrections, called trial factors, are included in
the treatment presented in the following section.
The optimal grid spacing was studied further in [Ack06], and showed a broad

range of stable discovery potential for separations smaller than the bin size. Since
the angular resolution (minimum ∼ 1.5◦) and the number of events (∼ 4000) were
similar to those of the IceCube search, the same value of 0.5◦ separation between
two bin centres in right ascension and declination was adopted here.
The probability for observing n events in a bin depends on the number Nband of

(background) events in a declination band according to equation (7.5). This re-
lation introduces a statistical uncertainty on the total background rate per band.
Furthermore, it precludes the application of the binned method, or any method
relying on the comparison to measured background, in the northernmost regions,
where the total space angle per band becomes too small. Consequently, declina-
tions > 85◦ are excluded from the search. This reduces the number of events in
the final sample for IC-22 from 1885 to 1877.

7.1.3. Trial correction
To correctly calculate significances for event excesses, the number of repeated
observations (called trials) has to be taken into account. The P-value of each
binned event count as described in equation (7.7) is referred to as pre-trial prob-
ability. When performing a number of independent tests, which here applies to
non-overlapping bins, the post-trial probability for observing np ≥ n events at
least once can be easily expressed. For k trials and a fixed background N in the
band it is

Pk(np > n) = 1−
(
n−1∑
i=1

P (i|N)
)k

, (7.8)

where P (i|N) is the binomial probability from (7.5). In the case of the sky map
search, this simple expression is not applicable, since overlapping bins lead to
correlated probabilities in the summation over individual possibilities. While an
analytical calculation is in principle possible, as outlined in [Ack06], the large num-
ber of bins on the order of 10,000 would lead to extreme computational demands
for such an approach.
A more practical method is to use Monte Carlo techniques to generate ran-

domised sky maps, on which the same point source search can be performed.
In each case, right ascension angles in the final sample are replaced by random
values, thus retaining the declination dependence but erasing any possible signal
accumulation in the event distribution. By determining the fraction of generated
maps featuring a lower chance probability for the maximum excess than a given
observation, the post-trial significance for the bin with the strongest clustering
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can be evaluated.

7.2. Selection of source candidates

7.2.1. Motivation and outline
In chapter 2, various scenarios for astrophysical neutrino production were intro-
duced. They can be used to compile a list of known astronomical objects that are
good candidates for neutrino generation above TeV energies. Testing the hypoth-
esis of having a neutrino point source among these objects significantly reduces
the trial factors compared to the full sky map search discussed in the previous
section. It is therefore reasonable to perform such a separate search on a sample of
promising source candidates. The binned technique described above is applied by
taking each astronomical source position as centre of a search bin and calculating
individual significances and limits based on the event count.
With respect to the full sky, a scan of an a priori selected list of objects is a

test of a separate hypothesis, related to specific model predictions. Thus, the
final P-value from each search is considered to determine the overall compatibility
with background as the lowest of these, but the trials have to be counted. The
correlation between the two can be neglected, since even a list of tens of sources
covers only a very small fraction of the total number of directions in the sky. The
trial corrected significance for the largest excess from both searches is calculated
by inverting the probability for having twice a value below the one observed. With
Pl as the lowest P-value from both searches, this leads to:

1− (1− Pl)2 ≈ 2 · Pl for Pl � 1 . (7.9)

This trial factor, accounting for two tests of the overall background hypothesis,
would have to be further corrected with respect to other separate searches on the
same sample, as those described later. However, the total correction on the order
of a few is small compared to the 5σ threshold for discovery (∼ 10−7). It thus
needs to be considered only if a final P-value is close to the 5σ threshold. In
contrast to this, the trial corrections from scanning various directions or sources
in one test are much larger and are always taken into account.

The event selection for this work focuses on optimal performance for very high
energies (roughly > 100 TeV), in particular above the horizon where less energetic
signals are suppressed together with the background. As discussed in chapter 2,
extra-galactic sources are likely to contribute significantly to the cosmic ray and
neutrino flux at these energies, with AGN as prime candidates. Consequently,
the source list described in the following was designed as a systematic selection of
such objects, based on gamma-ray observations and other photon data.
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A list compiled for a separate point source search also using IC-22 data, ana-
lysing only upward going tracks [A+09c], included many sources detected at TeV
energies by IACTs. While particle acceleration up to very high energies is guaran-
teed in these objects, the fact that a significant part of the TeV photons escapes
the local environment of the source might indicate that proton-photon interactions
are not very efficient. The result would be only a low neutrino flux, as argued
for example in [NS02]. For this reason and to provide a complementary selection
to [A+09c], TeV gamma-ray observations were not considered as a criterion for
the compilation of source candidates here.

7.2.2. Systematic selection of bright gamma-ray sources
The theoretical motivation for the source selection presented in the following is
given by hadronic acceleration models for AGN with a special focus on blazars,
as introduced in section 2.2. The interactions of high energy protons with photon
fields, see section 2.1.3, lead to a decay chain producing gamma-rays and neutrinos,
possibly up to EeV energies.
Calculations of spectral energy distributions (SEDs) for photons and the pro-

spects of neutrino emission from low-luminosity blazars (BL Lac objects) according
to [MPE+03] were described in section 2.2.3. As discussed on p. 16, photon target
densities in HBLs seem to be so low that accelerated protons lose their energy
primarily through synchrotron radiation and thus do not allow efficient neutrino
production. LBLs on the other hand are more likely to provide conditions that
generate a detectable neutrino flux. In this case, a significant gamma-ray flux at
GeV up to TeV energies is expected, primarily due to synchrotron or pion cascade
radiation originating from the hadronic acceleration processes.
Model predictions for high-luminosity blazars classified as Flat Spectrum Radio

Quasars (FSRQ) are presented in [AD04], as introduced on p. 16. In contrast
to BL Lac objects, the existence of UV and soft X-ray radiation fields produced
near the accretion disk of an FSRQ guarantees more target photons for photo-
production of mesons which then decay into neutrinos. These radiation fields are
called external since they are not produced through particle acceleration processes.
Internal photon fields vary with time in dependence of the changing jet structures,
while external targets are always present and lead to a steady neutrino rate. The
calculations in [AD04] for FSRQs predict gamma-rays with a spectral cut-off at
GeV energies, hence in general one does not expect a large TeV photon flux. This
is supported by the fact that only two such sources have been discovered by IACTs,
see also section 7.3.
The two hadronic models for BL Lac objects and FSRQs reviewed here both

feature GeV gamma-ray fluxes scaling with the same hadronic interaction rate
that induces neutrino generation. Thus, a correlation of the amplitudes from
both emissions is expected and a list of promising candidates for neutrino searches
among FSRQs and LBLs can be composed by using gamma-ray fluxes as a main
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Figure 7.4.: Distributions of the average (left) and maximum (right) gamma-ray
fluxes of 57 sources detected by Egret with confirmed AGN counter-
parts and declinations δ > −45◦. The red lines indicate the thresholds
chosen for the point source search selection.

selection criterion.
At the time the source selection was finalised (November 2008), the most com-

prehensive catalogue of objects with gamma-ray emissions at GeV energies was
the third Egret catalogue [H+99]. The data collected with the Egret exper-
iment on the Compton Gamma Ray Observatory satellite contain 67 confirmed
AGN observations, defined as gamma-ray flux measurements for which an extra-
galactic counterpart object could be identified at 95% confidence level. For each
of these sources, flux measurements from several viewing periods are available. A
classification for these confirmed AGN is given in [N+07] and can be used to select
BL Lac objects and FSRQs, which make up 62 out of 67 detections.
This list of bright blazars was used as a starting point for a systematic appli-

cation of simple selection criteria. Only objects with declinations > −45◦ were
selected to guarantee that a bin around each would be fully within field of view of
this analysis. Without modelling individual source spectra, two generic thresholds
on the gamma-ray flux were defined, one on the maximum amplitude to identify
the strongest emitters and one on the average flux over all observations periods
to guarantee a certain baseline emission. The latter is important for a steady
search covering the time span of one year that is less sensitive to large but short
fluctuations. The distributions of these parameters are shown in Fig. 7.4. The
threshold values of 15×108 cm−2 s−1 for the average and 40×108 cm−2 s−1 for the
maximum flux at energies > 100 MeV were simply chosen to select a reasonably
large fraction of the sources, in lack of precise theoretical criteria. The resulting 23
objects are listed in Table 7.1 together with the additions from the next section.
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object Egret type redshift r.a. [◦] dec. [◦]identifier
Egretselection
PKS 0537-441 J0540-4402 LBL 0.89 85.02 −44.05
PKS 1622-297 J1625-2955 FSRQ 0.82 246.36 −29.92
PKS 1622-253 J1626-2519 FSRQ 0.79 246.50 −25.32
PKS 1830-210 J1832-2110 FSRQ 1.00 278.10 −21.18
PKS 1730-130 J1733-1313 FSRQ 0.90 263.46 −13.23
PKS 1510-089 J1512-0849 FSRQ 0.36 228.17 −8.83
PKS 1406-076 J1409-0745 FSRQ 1.49 212.42 −7.75
QSO B2022-077 J2025-0744 FSRQ 1.39 306.36 −7.75
3C 279 J1255-0549 FSRQ 0.54 193.98 −5.82
PKS 0336-01 J0340-0201 FSRQ 0.85 55.04 −2.02
PKS 0420-01 J0422-0102 FSRQ 0.91 65.65 −1.04
3C 273 J1229+0210 FSRQ 0.16 187.25 2.17
4C +10.45 J1608+1055 FSRQ 1.20 242.12 10.93
4C +11.69 J2232+1147 FSRQ 1.04 338.11 11.80
PKS 0528+134 J0530+1323 FSRQ 2.06 82.74 13.38
3C 454.3 J2254+1601 FSRQ 0.86 343.51 16.02
PKS 0235+164 J0237+1635 LBL 0.94 39.36 16.59
QSO B0827+2421 J0829+2413 FSRQ 2.05 127.49 24.22
QSO B0430+2859 J0433+2908 LBL 0.97 68.40 29.14
QSO B1611+3420 J1614+3424 FSRQ 1.40 243.54 34.40
4C +38.41 J1635+3813 FSRQ 1.81 248.92 38.22
4C 51.37 J1738+5203 FSRQ 1.38 264.64 52.05
8C 0716+714 J0721+7120 LBL 0.30 110.43 71.34
additions
PKS 1454-354 - FSRQ 1.42 224.36 −35.65
PKS 1502+106 - FSRQ 0.56 226.10 10.49
M87 - radio galaxy 0.0043 187.71 12.39
Centaurus A J1324-4314 radio galaxy 0.0018 201.37 −43.02
Sgr A∗ J1746-2851 galactic centre - 266.42 −29.01

Table 7.1.: Source list composed of 23 blazars, selected based on GeV gamma-ray
measurements with Egret, and five additional promising neutrino
source candidates.
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7.2.3. Individually selected candidates
In addition to the third Egret catalogue, the results Agile [T+01, M+00] and
Fermi [RMM07] satellite gamma-ray experiments presented by November 2008
were scanned for further blazar observations. As no repeated measurements and
hence average fluxes were available, only the threshold on the maximum flux of
photons with energies > 100 MeV was applied, as well as the requirements that
the source object could be identified as a blazar and lies within the field of view
of this IceCube analysis. This led to two additions to the source list, the FSRQs
PKS 1454-354 and PKS 1502+106, reported by the Fermi LAT collaboration
in [Cip08] and [Mar08].
Two AGN were added even though they are not blazars, having jets that are

not pointing towards Earth. One is M87, a radio galaxy that lies at a distance of
∼ 16 Mpc and thus relatively close to our galaxy. The misalignment between the
jet and the axis of observation might be small enough to allow for a measurable
neutrino flux due to hadronic acceleration based on the blazar model discussed
in [PDR03]. This prediction features very high energy neutrinos with a large
contribution above 10 PeV. The position of the source at 12.4◦ below the horizon
would lead to absorption of a large fraction of these neutrinos inside the Earth.
Nevertheless, this unique object is a promising candidate in a dedicated search
at high energies. Furthermore, the object was observed in TeV gamma-rays by
several IACTs, first reported in [A+04b].
The second AGN addition is the radio galaxy Centaurus A. In contrast to M87

it is included in the third Egret catalogue as an identified source, but with a
flux slightly below the threshold values chosen for the systematic selection above.
The decision to make it part of the source list relies mainly on the report on an
anisotropy in the charged cosmic ray distribution at energies above ∼ 56 EeV by
the Pierre Auger collaboration in [A+07a, A+08d]. The direction of Centaurus A is
correlated with an event accumulation that can be considered a ‘hotspot’ of cosmic
rays. In addition, it was recently revealed as a TeV gamma-ray emitter [A+09k]
and is the closest known AGN, at a distance of ∼ 3.8 Mpc [HRH09]. All this makes
Centaurus A a prime candidate for being a cosmic ray source. With a declination
of −43◦, Centaurus A is an object of the southern sky. Thus, extending the field
of view for point sources above the horizon is crucial for including it in IceCube
searches.
Finally, the presumptive super-massive black hole Sgr A∗ at the centre of our

galaxy was also included in the list of candidates. As the only galactic object, it is
assumed to be the least likely object in this selection to produce a large neutrino
flux at PeV energies or above. Nevertheless, it is considered a promising candidate,
with neutrino predictions for example in [AN05]. Its position at a declination of
−29◦ prevented it from being observed in any previous point source analysis with
Amanda or IceCube.
In total, 28 neutrino source candidates were selected, of which all but three are
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blazars, chosen due to their strong GeV gamma-ray emission.

7.3. Time dependent analysis of 3C279

7.3.1. Motivation
Flare search

For many AGN observed at GeV to TeV energies, the measured photon fluxes at
all wavelengths exhibit strong variability, on time scales sometimes as short as an
hour or less. Short outbreaks of this kind are called flares. If one assumes a di-
rect correlation of these emissions to hadronic particle acceleration, as motivated
above, neutrino flares should happen in the same time periods. The possibility
of small time shifts would still be possible, depending on the details of the ac-
celeration process. By using the arrival time of each event in the final IceCube
sample, the search for neutrino excesses can be limited to the most promising
time windows. They are determined based on the available data on fluctuations
in the photon flux at various wavelengths. This approach significantly reduces the
number of background events compared to those accumulated for the live time
over a full year. Thus, the sensitivity to short, strong bursts of neutrinos in these
periods is increased, allowing better tests of models that predict flux correlations
for known flares.

Source selection

The hadronic model from [AD04], see section 7.2, highlights FSRQs as one of the
most promising source classes for neutrino astronomy. The calculations them-
selves rely on data related to a gamma-ray flare and provide motivation for a
time-dependent search for neutrino emission in correlation with periods of raised
photon fluxes for objects of this type. Predicted neutrino spectra have strong con-
tributions above 105 GeV and extend to EeV energies. This suggests to restrict
the dedicated flare analysis to objects with declinations near or above the horizon,
where absorption does not preclude detection of neutrinos with such energies. Of
all bright FSRQ candidates in the field of view, only for one sufficient data at var-
ious wavelengths was publicly available: the quasar 3C279 located in the southern
hemisphere at a declination of −5.8◦. Therefore, the flare search for the IC-22
data sample presented here focuses only on this one source.
The quasar 3C279 stands out among all other systematically selected Egret

AGN as the first FSRQ that has been observed as a TeV gamma-ray source, re-
ported by Magic in [A+08h]. Also the fact that it is the most distant very high
energy (VHE) gamma-ray observation, at a redshift of 0.54, makes it a remarkable
source. The GeV gamma-ray data from Egret and a large amount of measure-
ments in other wavebands from different experiments present a chance to study
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Figure 7.5.: X-ray fluxes of 3C279 measured by the RXTE satellite between June
and September 2007. The areas shaded in orange mark the period se-
lection for the neutrino flare search based on a flux threshold indicated
in red. Plot based on data from [L+08] provided by A. Marscher.

the variability of 3C279 in the context of correlations between different photon
energies.
By using observations in the optical and X-ray bands taken simultaneously with

the Magic measurements, an attempt to fit the SED of 3C279 with models that
are either leptonically or hadronically dominated was presented in [BRM09], see
also Fig. 2.5. A leptonic scenario explaining the VHE gamma-rays with Compton
up-scattering of internal or external photons based on a single emission region does
not plausibly reproduce the observed spectrum. Only a more complex approach
with multiple zones for acceleration in the jet gives better fits to the measurements.
On the other hand, a hadronic model along the lines of the synchrotron proton
blazar (see p. 2.2.3) and with a single emission region can also accommodate the
different observations. The latter scenario from [BRM09] was expanded in [Rei09]
by calculating neutrino flux predictions which are the main motivation for the
flare search presented here.

7.3.2. Definition of flare search parameters
The selection of search periods for 3C279 was based on X-ray and optical mea-
surements published in [L+08] and shown in Fig. 7.5. Only the overlap with the
IC-22 live time (May 2007 to April 2008) is of interest here and thus results in a
restriction of the considered search periods to the months May to September 2007.
Following the discussion in [BRM09], X-ray high states were used as the major
selection criterion and led to two periods of interest, one in June and one in Au-
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gust to September. The optical data is sparser, in particular after July where the
source was located too close to the Sun to allow observations. Based on gradual
changes in the optical light curve it was extrapolated that a high state observed
in July prevailed until August and possibly up to September. The level of optical
photon flux is high though not flaring. The same behaviour was observed during
the gamma-ray flare detected by Magic and discussed in [BRM09].
Since the Magic discovery was made in 2006 and no GeV data was taken in

2007, gamma-ray observations of 3C279 were not publicly available for the time
covered by IC-22 data. Finally, only the X-ray data were used to define the pre-
cise search periods. These data, taken with the Rossi X-ray Timing Explorer
(RXTE) satellite instrument, cover energies between 2.4 and 10 keV. By interpo-
lating between sampling points, lying up to 3 days apart in the periods of interest,
a threshold of 1× 10−11 erg cm−2 s−1 was used to identify states of highest emis-
sion, see Fig. 7.5. Lower thresholds did not yield additional obvious flare-like
structure and were dismissed. The length of a neutrino flare and possible shifts
with respect to the X-ray high states can not be extracted from the model, since
they might well depend on jet flow parameters that change from one event to the
other. Nevertheless, one can reasonably assume time scales on the order of days
as in the case of the observed gamma-ray flare. A minimum window of one day
before and after each selected X-ray flux point was chosen. The selection led to
four periods given here in Modified Julian Days (MJDs)2,

• 54258.6 to 54260.6,

• 54307.0 to 54314.5,

• 54324.1 to 54339.9,

• 54348.0 to 54350.0,

adding up to a total of 25.4 days if integrated over the actual detector live time
of IceCube.
The reduction of analysis live time compared to the 276 days covered by the

full IC-22 sample results in a lower number of background events. This change
in the signal to noise ratio made it desirable to re-optimise the bin size. For the
assumption of continuous neutrino emission during the selected time window of
25.4 days, a bin radius of 4◦ was found to yield the best sensitivity. The cumulative
plot of angular differences between true and reconstructed directions for simulated
neutrinos in Fig. 7.6 shows that more than 90% of the events from E−2 or E−1.5

signal spectra have deviations less than 4◦.

2Julian Days (JDs) are an astronomical time scale, counting days since January 1, 4713 BC
Greenwich noon. An MJD date is defined as JD minus 2400000.5 .
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Figure 7.6.: Angular deviations for MPE-reconstruction of simulated neutrinos
near the location of 3C279 (dec. −5.8◦). On the left, the differ-
ence between true and reconstructed direction is shown as cumulative
fraction of events, on the right the point spread function is illustrated.
The chosen bin radius of 4◦ is indicated.

7.3.3. Application to the event sample

In general, the determination of significances and event or flux limits for a flare
search is the same as described in section 7.1, only applied to a further restricted
data sample. The one aspect that needs to be revised is the estimation of back-
ground event numbers. A more elaborate method than a simple averaging is
necessary due to two causes for systematic deviations on small time scales. These
are the seasonal variations discussed on page 71 of section 6.2, here applying to
the muon background at the location of 3C279, and the azimuthal detector asym-
metry displayed in Fig. 7.1. Both average out over the live time of a full year,
the former by integration over a full cycle and the latter through the rotation of
the Earth. But depending on the detector orientation, they lead to significant
deviations in the event distributions on time scales on the order of a few days or
less.
To cope with these time structures, a fit of the full year data can be used to

model the changing rates in dependence of time during the year and right ascension
of the tested directions. This allows to derive precise background estimates for
specific time periods. The method was described in [BABL09] in the context of a
more general neutrino flare search, for which it was developed. It was used here
to derive an individual background estimate for each of the four search periods
described above. This leads to a total background expectation of 0.52 events
within a search bin of 4◦ radius.
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For the hadronic model of [AD04], a neutrino flux prediction was presented
in [Rei09]. Using this as input for a sample of simulated neutrinos (with a full
detector processing chain, see section 4.2), a signal expectation of 0.13 events was
derived under the assumption of continuous emission during the search periods.
Accordingly, the probability for a deviation from the background-only value that
would be equivalent to five standard deviations is very slim, around 10−6. Only a
flux about 100 times larger would lead to a discovery potential of the order of a
few percent.
Even with large model uncertainties this is probably not realistic. On the other

hand, the flare detected by Magic indicates a large emission of TeV photons,
requiring a relatively high transparency. Changing the model conditions in the
acceleration region might well produce higher photon-proton interaction rates,
resulting in less TeV photons but a higher neutrino rate with a larger discovery
potential. Independent of the expected fluxes, this dedicated test is the first
neutrino flare search for this object and guarantees new limits extending into the
PeV energy range.
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Chapter 8.

Point source search results
In the following sections, the results from applying the search methods described
in the previous chapter to the data taken with IceCube with 22 strings in opera-
tion are presented. First, the largest excesses of binned event counts and overall
significance distributions from the sky map search and the test of 28 candidate
neutrino sources are discussed. The subsequent section presents the results from
the time-dependent analysis of potential flare periods for the blazar 3C279.
The systematic uncertainties with respect to the background composition and

the signal simulation accuracy are studied and summarised. Final flux limits
are discussed in the last section in relation to astrophysical neutrino production
models.

8.1. Sky map results

8.1.1. Largest excesses
The sky map of unblinded event coordinates, reconstructed with the MPE like-
lihood algorithm, is shown in Fig. 8.1. Each black dot represents the direction
of one of the 1877 reconstructed muon tracks, predominantly produced by at-
mospheric neutrinos from the northern and air shower muons from the southern
hemisphere.
For each bin used to scan this map, the probability that the same or a larger

number of events accumulates in this search area is calculated according to equa-
tion (7.7). Its negative logarithm, the excess parameter, corresponds to the colour
of each bin in Fig. 8.1, pointing to the deviations from the background-only hy-
pothesis.
The largest excess can be found in the two overlapping bins centred at right

ascension (r.a.) 103.0◦/103.5◦ (6.9 h) and declination (dec.) 1.0◦, close to the
celestial equator. They each contain 8 events with a background expectation of
1.19, based on 109 events in the full declination band. This results in a pre-trial
P-value of 2.9×10−5 which translates to an excess parameter of − log10(P-value) =
4.54 equivalent to 4.02σ in units of standard deviations for a one-sided Gaussian
tail.
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8.2 Source list results

The post-trial probability for such a maximum excess was calculated by scan-
ning 390,000 right ascension scrambled sky maps for excesses with the same or
larger significances. The resulting post-trial probability for compatibility with a
background fluctuation is 37.4%, leading to the conclusion that this observation
is not significant as an indication of a neutrino signal.
It is worth mentioning that the next largest excess value is located at r.a.

154.5◦ and dec. 11.5◦, since this is close to the position of the largest upward
deviation (at r.a. 153.4◦ and dec. 11.4◦) in the likelihood analysis limited to the
northern hemisphere in [A+09c], based on the same IceCube raw data from 22
strings. This independent point source search covers the same time period as the
data discussed here but the event selection was performed with different cuts.
The resulting final sample is larger, consisting of 5114 events, though including
only declinations > −5◦. Its optimisation was also based on an E−2 spectrum
expectation for neutrino signals, favouring highly energetic muon tracks. In con-
sequence, it is understandable that a particular accumulation of such events is
identified in both approaches. The background probability for this largest excess
in [A+09c] is 1.34%, based on a likelihood calculation that includes the use of an
energy estimator to weight the impact of each observed event. This is relatively
low but compatible with background, at the level of 2.2σ after conversion to a
one-sided Gaussian tail. In conclusion, both searches in the northern hemisphere
are consistent with respect to their negative search results. The identification
of the same large upward fluctuation in both analysis is a good indication that
robust procedures for the selection of highly energetic events were used.

8.1.2. Significance distribution
To perform a check of the significance distribution on the sky map for consistency
with an isotropic background assumption, the excess parameters from all bins in
100,000 scrambled maps were calculated. Figure 8.2 shows a histogram of the
averaged distribution. The P-value used here is the probability for the same or a
larger excess in case of upward fluctuations, or for the same or a lower number of
events per bin in case of a downward fluctuation. The comparison to the measured
values from the real sky map shows good agreement within statistical limitations,
corroborating the conclusion that no significant point source signal is present in
the data.

8.2. Source list results
For each of the 28 source candidates selected according to the procedure described
in section 7.2, the number of events in a bin of 2.5◦ radius around its position was
determined. All values are listed in Table 8.1. Depending on the observed number
being an excess or a deficit compared to the expected values, the significance is
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Figure 8.2.: Excess parameter distribution of the sky map search compared to
averaged results from 100,000 maps with scrambled right ascensions.

calculated in the form of the P-value for either an upward or downward fluctuation
of the background.
No evidence for a neutrino flux from any of the source candidates was found.

The largest deviation from background expectation is an excess for the source
PKS 1622-297 (Egret identifier 3EG J1625-2955) at r.a. 246.53◦ (16.44 h) and
dec. −29.86◦ in the southern hemisphere. But with one observed event over an
expectation of 0.25, the P-value is 22% and thus clearly not significant. The study
of 390,000 randomised sky maps leads to a trial-corrected probability of 97.7% for
a random fluctuation.
In the same way as for the sky map search, a comparison between the measured

distribution of P-values and the one obtained from 100,000 simulated event dis-
tributions with randomised right ascensions was performed. Figure 8.3 shows the
resulting histograms of excess parameters, − log (P-value). There is good agree-
ment between observations and the background-only scenario.

8.3. Flare search results for 3C279
The four selected periods, 25.4 days in total, with high X-ray and optical flux
states of 3C279 were tested for neutrino flares by counting events detected in
these time windows. No events were found within a maximum angular distance
of 4◦ from the source location. The upper limit at 90% confidence level on the
average signal flux is 1.92 events, based on a background expectation of 0.52, see
section 7.3.
This limit is a factor 15 larger than the expectation of 0.13 neutrinos derived
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8.3 Flare search results for 3C279

source name r.a. [◦] dec. [◦] Nobs Nexp Nband P-value
PKS 0537-441 85.02 −44.05 0 0.77 51 0.46
PKS 1622-297 246.36 −−−29.92 1 0.25 20 0.22
PKS 1622-253 246.50 −25.32 0 0.16 13 0.85
PKS 1830-210 278.10 −21.18 0 0.30 26 0.74
PKS 1730-130 263.46 −13.23 2 1.23 110 0.35
PKS 1510-089 228.17 −8.83 2 2.44 221 0.56
PKS 1406-076 212.42 −7.75 3 3.21 291 0.60
QSO B2022-077 306.36 −7.75 2 3.24 294 0.37
3C 279 193.98 −5.82 3 3.38 308 0.56
PKS 0336-01 55.04 −2.02 1 1.29 118 0.63
PKS 0420-01 65.65 −1.04 1 1.19 109 0.67
3C 273 187.25 2.17 0 1.22 112 0.29
4C +10.45 242.12 10.93 1 0.95 86 0.62
4C +11.69 338.11 11.80 1 0.89 80 0.59
PKS 0528+134 82.74 13.38 0 0.97 86 0.38
3C 454.3 343.51 16.02 1 0.82 72 0.56
PKS 0235+164 39.36 16.59 1 0.83 73 0.57
QSO B0827+2421 127.49 24.22 1 0.77 64 0.54
QSO B0430+2859 68.40 29.14 1 0.60 48 0.45
QSO B1611+3420 243.54 34.40 2 0.91 69 0.23
4C +38.41 248.92 38.22 1 1.03 74 0.73
4C 51.37 264.64 52.05 1 1.41 79 0.59
8C 0716+714 110.43 71.34 0 1.33 39 0.26
PKS 1454-354 224.36 −35.65 0 0.54 40 0.58
PKS 1502+106 226.10 10.49 0 0.95 86 0.38
M87 187.71 12.39 0 0.87 78 0.42
Centaurus A 201.37 −43.02 1 0.61 41 0.46
Sgr A∗ 266.42 −29.01 0 0.26 21 0.77

Table 8.1.: Results for the directions in the list of source candidates with event
numbers observed (Nobs), expected on average in the bin (Nexp) and
summed over the full declination band (Nband). The P-value is the
probability of the upward or downward fluctuation appearing in a
background-only scenario.
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Figure 8.3.: Excess parameter distribution of the source list search compared to
results from 100,000 maps with scrambled right ascensions. The latter
are averaged to be of the same scale.

from the hadronic acceleration model of [Rei09] for flares in 3C279. An exclusion
of the prediction is not possible with this sensitivity, but a flux limit can be
obtained with the prescription from equation 3.17. It is shown in Fig. 8.4, following
the shape of the model spectrum. Adopting an IceCube convention, the limit is
considered to be valid only in the central energy range containing 90% of the signal
events. The least and most energetic 5% of simulated events are thus excluded
from the interpretation to avoid larger uncertainties due to low statistics. For
3C279, the resulting energy interval spans from 6.3 × 105 to 9.1 × 107 GeV. To
obtain an integrated limit for the tested periods, one integrates the energy flux
E · dE/dΦ over the 90% energy range and the time of tp = 25.4 days:

Ful =
∫ tp

t0
dt
∫ E1

E0
dE E

dΦ
dE

. (8.1)

After including the systematic uncertainties as discussed in the following section,
the result for the upper flux limit is Ful = 2.1 GeV cm−2.

8.4. Systematic uncertainties
In the point source search presented here, the probability for an excess from a
given direction was calculated by comparison to the true number of events in
the same declination band. Consequently, the derived significances are directly
based on the measured background level and thus very robust against any kind of
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Figure 8.4.: The muon neutrino limit from the flare analysis for 3C279 covering a
summed total of 25.4 days live time. The reference flux model (black
line) represents the prediction from [Rei09, BRM09].

systematic effect.
To check the assumption that the background is dominated by muons originat-

ing in known air shower interactions, section 8.4.1 deals with the normalisation
of the corresponding models. The only uncertainty in the background estimation
that has an impact on the resulting limits stems from the limited number of events
in each declination band. This effect is discussed in section 8.4.3.
Independent of the background, systematic uncertainties have to be considered

when deriving flux limits from the event counts. This calculation relies on the
accurate simulation of interaction, detection and reconstruction of high energy
neutrinos, and the different sources and magnitudes of possible errors are the
topic of section 8.4.2.

8.4.1. Consistency of atmospheric background fluxes
The discussion of the zenith distribution in Fig. 6.11 on page 84 already demon-
strated the overall compatibility of the observed atmospheric neutrino flux from
the northern hemisphere with model expectations. The statistical uncertainties of
the event sample discussed here are too large to attempt a study of the different
contributions from atmospheric decay chains mentioned in section 3.1.4. A more
detailed comparison remains the topic of separate analyses like [Chi09], based
on studies of atmospheric neutrino fluxes also at lower energies and unfolding
methods for the determination of spectral shapes.
The background from above the horizon is dominated by atmospheric muons

from air showers induced by charged cosmic rays in the upper atmosphere. While
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the energy spectrum of the primary particles is measured up to 1010 GeV, the
chemical composition at ultra-high energies is poorly known. Since the number as
well as the zenith and energy distribution of muons detected in IceCube depend
on the types and interactions of incoming nuclei, the cosmic ray composition is a
major source of flux uncertainties.
The standard IceCube background Monte Carlo data that was used here re-

lies on the Corsika as described in section 6.1. Interactions in the atmosphere
are simulated for all nuclei up to iron. Their different relative amounts are ex-
trapolated from measurements at, following the poly-gonato model [Hoe04]. This
model serves only to reproduce the galactic component of the cosmic ray flux. Fur-
thermore, nuclei heavier than iron are not simulated in the Corsika version. For
these reasons, the IceCube Monte Carlo does not correctly reproduce the observed
spectrum for energies above ∼ 108 GeV and underestimates the total flux.
Reweighting the iron component to mimic the missing events at these energies

as in [Ber09] overcomes this deficit. This method was applied to the IceCube
Corsika sample at the final cut level of this analysis. The following comparison
with the standard background sample is considered to be a rough estimate of nor-
malisation uncertainties of the atmospheric muon component. Double coincident
events, discussed on page 69, are not regarded in these checks, since at final level
only one coincident CORSIKA event survives all the cuts, thus having a statistical
error of ±100%.
In the region above the horizon, declination δ < 0◦, the Corsika Monte Carlo

data shown in Fig. 6.11 on page 84 corresponds to 637± 68 events. The changed
composition leads to a new summed weight of 958 ± 73, i.e. an increase by 50%.
When compared to the observed number of 786 events with reconstructed direc-
tions from the southern hemisphere, which include an expected 29±3 atmospheric
neutrinos, the changed composition weighting turns the deficit of muons in the
Monte Carlo data into a surplus.
These total event numbers nicely bracket the measured value. Nevertheless, it

has to be remarked that also a shift in the zenith distribution of the background
can be observed for the two composition schemes. A pronounced deficit of simu-
lated muons from horizontal directions remains in both cases. As can be seen from
Fig. 6.11, the statistical limitations of this sample prohibit a more detailed study.
The direction-dependent disagreements between measurement and simulation are
in all likelihood related to an inaccurate description of light propagation in the
ice layers discussed in section 4.1.1.
The conclusion from this simple background consistency check is that composi-

tion model variations and a lack of simulated events at the highest energies have
a large effect on the atmospheric muon event rates at final level, of order ≥ 50%.
The assumption of a background-dominated data sample, with atmospheric muons
from above and atmospheric neutrinos from below the horizon, is consistent within
the uncertainties. This justifies to base a point source search on excesses over a
background level obtained from data.
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8.4.2. Neutrino signal uncertainties
Point source results that do not constitute a discovery, which applies to all the
observations presented above, can be translated into upper limits on the signal
event number. They are defined by a 90% confidence level according to [FC98] as
introduced in section 3.2.2. To obtain the corresponding neutrino flux limit via
equation (3.17), one needs to calculate the expected number of detected neutrinos
at final selection level for a given reference flux strength. This is achieved through
Monte Carlo simulations, and the various systematic uncertainties are discussed
and quantified in the following.

General simulation parameters

In the time since the neutrino Monte Carlo data for the IC-22 analyses was pro-
duced and processed, several changes were implemented in the simulation software.
Probably the most important of these are new Photonics tables, see section 4.2,
with finer sampling of the parameter space for photon propagation in ice. The
impact on distributions of high energy neutrino signals turned out to be limited.
Instead of using only the latest simulation results as reference, the difference to
the previous version was considered as an estimate of systematic uncertainties
due to simulation parameters in general. All reconstruction processing and event
selection cuts were applied to the new Monte Carlo data to derive fractional devi-
ations in the neutrino yield. This was done for three declination bands (−50◦ to
−10◦, −10◦ to 0◦, 0◦ to 90◦) to account for zenith dependence. For both E−2 and
E−1.5 source spectra, the largest deviations between the Monte Carlo expectations
of detectable signal neutrinos were ±5%, which was used as uncertainty value.

Light propagation in the ice

A major source of uncertainty is the simulation of light propagation in the ice, re-
lying on the parametrisation of photon paths with the Photonics tables introduced
in section 4.2. For a simplified uncertainty estimation, the measured scattering
and absorption lengths, see page 40, can be combined in the effective propaga-
tion length, λp =

√
λeλa/3. This allows to express the relative photon yield at a

distance d as:
N(d) ∝ 1

d
exp

(
− d

λp

)
. (8.2)

To estimate the impact of an uncertainty of λp on the order of 10%, one has
to evaluate the relative change of N(d) for a characteristic photon travel length
d. The distance of closest approach between the reconstructed track and the
centre of gravity of all hit DOMs is smaller than 20 m for 60–90% of all events,
depending on energy and declination, as shown in Fig. 8.5 for simulated neutrinos.
This demonstrates that the sample is not dominated by bright tracks outside the
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Figure 8.5.: The distance of closest approach between the reconstructed track and
the centre of gravity (COG) of all hit DOMs, displayed as cumulative
fraction for different simulated neutrino spectra.

detector volume but by those really passing in between the strings. For d = 20
m and a variation of ±10% for the effective propagation length around a mean of
λp = 30 m, one obtains a relative shift in the light yield of less than 10% in both
directions.
A simple way to estimate the effect of this uncertainty on Monte Carlo neutrino

fluxes is using a dedicated simulation with modified DOM efficiencies. Two such
Monte Carlo datasets of muon neutrinos with DOM efficiencies changed by ±10%
were produced, covering the assumed scale of variations in light yield, i.e. detected
photons. After applying the same processing and cutting scheme as in the actual
analysis, the simulation with 90% nominal DOM efficiency showed an average
deviation of −4.4% in the number of expected neutrinos from an E−2 flux. The
upward change was slightly larger, with the neutrino count increased by 6.3% (E−2

) for the Monte Carlo data with 110% DOM efficiency. Weighting the events to
an E−1.5 spectrum led to deviations of only −1.0% and +4.1%, probably due to
the reduced impact of these changes on selection criteria for bright events.
Due to ice transparency differences, the relative light yield of a DOM varies by

more than 10% in dependence of its depth. These variations are included in the
simulation, but some disagreement is observed when studying depth-dependent
event rates of data and background Corsika Monte Carlo. In another muon
neutrino analysis [A+09e], these deviations were used directly in the simulation
to define a depth-dependent rescaling of relative DOM efficiencies that covers the
observed differences. These changes led to a decrease of the observable neutrino
flux strength by 16% for an E−2 spectrum. In lack of a new simulation for re-
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8.4 Systematic uncertainties

peating this calculation, the same value is used here, relying on the observation
that differences in the event selection have little impact on such light propagation
effects. Possible small effects of deviations from the nominal acceptance of the
photomultipliers themselves are covered by the uncertainties described above.

Biases in simulation and reconstruction

For the reconstruction of simulated events, exactly the same algorithms as ap-
plied to measured data are used. Nevertheless, inaccuracies in the simulation
might systematically bias the results such that cuts on the various parameters do
not behave exactly as expected for actual data. Examples for such critical steps
in the Monte Carlo approach are the extraction of pulses from a waveform, see
section 5.1.1, or error estimates of likelihood reconstructions, see section 5.2.
To test the validity of generation and reconstruction of Monte Carlo neutrino

events, it is possible to make a direct comparison with the up-going half of the
event sample, which consists predominantly of atmospheric neutrinos. By at-
tributing any deviations to systematic biases in the reconstruction of simulated
events, one can derive a conservative estimate of their effect on the signal predic-
tion. This is a simple but direct form of neutrino simulation calibration, because
the same simulated events, differently weighted, are used to describe both mea-
sured atmospheric neutrinos and expected signal fluxes. For down-going events,
the lack of atmospheric neutrinos precludes to perform a separate check along the
same lines. There is enough reason, though, to assume that the same biases apply
also to these events, for example in view of the uniform quality of the direction
reconstruction with declination.
Since purity of the up-going sample was not a major concern during cut optimi-

sation, the final level sample is still contaminated by misreconstructed atmospheric
muon events. To remove this residual background before the comparison with a
simulated atmospheric neutrino spectrum, slightly stronger cuts were applied.
Specifically, these were the exclusion of the region at the horizon below declina-
tion +10◦ (zenith angle θ = 100◦) and a harder cut on the reduced log-likelihood
of rlogl ≤7.3. The resulting event distribution is shown in Fig. 8.6.
After applying these additional cuts, the distributions of simulated atmospheric

neutrinos and data were compared for each of the variables used in the level
5 event selection. For the number of hit DOMs (NChannel), pulses per DOM
(NHits/NCh) and the error ellipse size from the MPE likelihood (Paraboloid-
Sigma), these comparisons were done separately for the regions above and below
the dust layer (COG-Z > 0m and < −200m), to account for the known differences
in simulation of light propagation. In each case, a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was
applied to the two histograms, yielding the probability for both having the same
underlying distribution (with a maximum value of 1.0). Simple scaling factors,
and in two cases also a shift, of the variable were found to improve the agreement
between data and Monte Carlo distributions. This scaling cannot be considered
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Figure 8.6.: Zenith angle event distributions for data and atmospheric neutrinos.
The final level sample (dashed) is compared to an upward-only se-
lection with additional quality cuts for reduced muon background
contamination.

as an attempt to correct the atmospheric background simulation, but rather as
a way of quantifying the deviations. This was done by applying the level 5 cuts
based on the rescaled variables and determining the difference in Monte Carlo
neutrino numbers.
Figure 8.7 presents an example for this method, using the number of chan-

nels. In the histograms for the upper detector region, the agreement cannot be
improved, but in the region of deep COG-Z a scaling is applied: vs = 1.17 · v, v
representing the value of the channel count. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov probability
for the Monte Carlo data to be distributed according to the measured atmospheric
neutrinos was 1.0 after scaling compared to 0.04 before it.
The largest deviations were observed for the number of hits per channel. These

are probably related to inaccuracies in the simulation of waveforms and in fitting
individual photon pulses (the hits). In this case, the corrected values were derived
from two scalings, one based on the ratio of hits over channels (NHits/NCh scaled
as ratio) and one obtained from treating the distributions of hits and channels
separately (NHits/NCh scaled separately).
All scaling factors are listed in Table 8.2. To estimate the change in signal rates

due to the assumed simulation bias, the level 5 cuts were applied to the rescaled
variables. The resulting number of signal events using each modified variable was
compared to the original value obtained without scaling. Table 8.2 shows these
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Figure 8.7.: Distribution of the number of hit DOMs (NChannel) for data and
simulated atmospheric neutrinos, after application of the cuts for in-
creased neutrino purity (see 8.6). The rescaling of NChannel in the
simulated sample leads to better agreement.

deviations as percentages for both E−2 and E−1.5 neutrino spectra. The values
are given separately for up-going (δ < 0◦) and down-going (δ > 0◦) tracks, to
highlight different impacts.
The relatively small deviations related to the reduced log-likelihood cuts give

confidence that the the additional quality cuts on this parameter have not signif-
icantly changed the bias effects. Since the variations are not independent from
each other but induced by general reconstruction biases, only the largest uncer-
tainty value from all variables and both hemispheres is taken as the final estimate
for the magnitude of this effect. For an E−2 spectrum, this amounts to a relative
uncertainty of −3.6% / +8.7% on the muon neutrino flux. The results for the
E−1.5 spectrum, −3.4% / +5.9% are smaller.

Theoretical uncertainties

Neutrino interactions implemented in Neutrino Generator are based on the CTEQ
structure functions, for which [P+02] provides a way to estimate inherent uncer-
tainties. A calculation for the northern sky point source analysis [A+09c] led to
an error margin of 2% for the cross section and therefore also the measured neu-
trino flux. While the density of the ice is well known, that of the bedrock below
the antarctic glacier is less certain. This aspect is discussed in [Ack06], and the
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cut variable scaling E−2 E−1.5

δ < 0◦ δ > 0◦ δ < 0◦ δ > 0◦

NCh 1.0 for z > 0 −2.3% +2.7% −3.4% +1.1%1.17, z < −200
NHits/NCh 1.0, z > 0 +8.7% 0.0% +5.9% 0.0%scaled as ratio 1.4 (shift −1.0), z < −200
NHits/NCh 1.0, z > 0 −3.6% 0.0% −2.5% 0.0%scaled separately 0.95, z < −200

Paraboloid σ 0.97, z > 0 −1.6% −2.7% −1.8% −2.2%1.55 (shift -0.25), z < −200

red. log-llh. 1.004 0.0% −1.0% −0.4% −1.0%

Bayesian ratio 0.96 −2.6% −1.5% −1.9% −2.4%

NDir 0.9 +0.3% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Table 8.2.: Result from the comparison of up-going events with atmospheric neu-
trino simulation. The scaling factors and shifts for the final level cut
parameters are shown, separately for centre of gravity below and above
the dust layer where necessary. The impact of these uncertainties on
the event selection is shown as a change of neutrino signal expectation.

estimate of its impact on simulated neutrino fluxes in IceCube data for 22 strings
(see [A+09c]) is an uncertainty of 2%. For the muon propagation, based on the
energy loss discussed in section 3.1.3, the authors of the programme MMC give
an uncertainty of 3% on the survival rates in [CR04].

Total uncertainties

The individual uncertainty estimates are listed in Table 8.3. They express the
relative change in the observable muon neutrino flux, and the inverse values cor-
respond to the shift in the limits. The E−1.5 spectrum is not considered separately,
since in all cases the uncertainties were equal or smaller compared to those for
E−2 . Also, since an unbroken E−1.5 power law cannot be expected for a very
large energy range, it is appropriate to use a more conservative estimate. The
quadratic sum of all these systematic uncertainties on the signal flux amounts to
−18% / +13% relative to the simulated neutrino yield.

8.4.3. Uncertainties on flux limits
The conversion from a given number of observed events in a bin to a neutrino
flux limit is achieved by constructing confidence belts to determine the upper
limit on the number of signal events. A comparison to the expected value from
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uncertainty neutrino flux deviation
general simulation parameters ±5%
light propagation length −4% / + 6%
light propagation in layers −16%
reconstruction bias −4% / + 9%
muon propagation ±3%
neutrino cross section ±2%
bedrock density ±3%
total −18% / + 13%−18% / + 13%−18% / + 13%

Table 8.3.: Overview of the systematic uncertainties on muon neutrino fluxes in
this IceCube 22-strings point source analysis. The square root of the
quadratic sum is the total flux uncertainty.

simulation then serves to scale a reference flux, see page 33. This approach relies
on the Poisson probability P (n|s + b) from equation (3.15). Single bin values
can be replaced by an integral over a range of probabilities for different signal
(s) and background (b) numbers, weighted with a distribution that reflects the
uncertainties on s and b. A detailed description is provided in [Ack06].
For the number of background events, the statistical uncertainty was derived

individually in each declination band from the total number of events. This was
implemented in the probability via a Gaussian distribution around the true value.
The systematic uncertainty on the signal, as presented in the previous section,
required a choice of shape for the distribution of deviations. Following the pre-
scription in [Ack06], a Gaussian distribution was used, since the true shape is
unknown. To accommodate the asymmetric relative errors r+

sys and r−sys in this
scheme, the expected number of signal neutrinos from Monte Carlo simulation
sMC was rescaled to be centred in this uncertainty interval:

sexp = sMC
1
2
(
(1 + r+

sys) + (1− r−sys)
)
. (8.3)

Correspondingly, the symmetric relative uncertainty,

rs = σs
sexp

= 1
sexp

r+
sys + r−sys

2 sMC =
r+

sys + r−sys

2 + r+
sys − r−sys

≈ 16% , (8.4)

determined the width of the Gaussian representing the systematic uncertainties of
each binned observation result. The value of 16% was obtained by conservatively
rounding the exact value.
An integration over these symmetric intervals for statistical and systematic un-

certainties was performed for the product of Gaussian weights and the Poisson
probability P (n|s + b). The resulting distribution function of signal and back-
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Figure 8.8.: Sensitivities, equivalent to right ascension averaged flux limits, to-
gether with individual source candidate limits for two signal spec-
trum hypotheses, E−2 (solid red, circles, left axis) and E−1.5 (dashed
orange, triangles, right axis).

ground event counts is the input for equation (3.15) which is used to derive upper
limits according to [FC98]. This direct inclusion of uncertainties in the upper
limits was described in [CBHdlH03] and implemented in the programme Pole
that was used in this work for the calculation.
The translation of neutrino event limits into muon neutrino flux limits was

done through comparison to a spectrum-dependent Monte Carlo reference flux as
in equation (3.17) with NΦ0 = sexp. The scaling quotient µ90/sexp is referred to
as the model rejection factor (MRF). If its value is smaller than one, the model
predicting a flux Φ0 is excluded.

8.5. Neutrino flux limits
The individual neutrino flux limit for each bin depends on the exact number of ob-
served and expected events. Variations due to background fluctuations are visible
in the significance distribution in Fig. 8.1. The overall level of sensitivity, shown in
Fig. 7.3, varies on a larger scale, mostly as a result of the declination dependence
of cuts and absorption characteristics. This sensitivity as a function of declination
was adjusted by including systematic uncertainties as discussed above. Figure 8.8
presents the final mean upper limits for E−2 and E−1.5 signal spectra. The limits
for the 28 source candidates are included as points and illustrate fluctuations from
the mean due to actual measured event numbers. Excluded muon neutrino fluxes
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the Super-Kamiokande collaboration in [Thr09] and the Antares
study [AS07].

are listed in Table 8.4.
The E−1.5 sensitivity can be considered a benchmark for spectral indices harder

than −2.0, illustrating that the sensitivity to such fluxes is as good for sources
above the horizon as for those at mirrored angles below the horizon, due to the
importance of higher energy events.
A comparison of the E−2 sensitivity to those of other point source searches is

presented in Fig. 8.9. The likelihood analysis of IC-22 data in [A+09c] provides
slightly better average values for declinations in the northern sky, but is limited
to that hemisphere. For the comparison to the average limit from the Super-
Kamiokande point source search [Thr09] and the estimate of the Antares sen-
sitivity with one year of data [AS07], one has to consider the difference in energy
coverage. These experiments scan the southern sky1 with up-going events that
cannot exceed PeV energies due to absorption and are also more sensitive to low
TeV energies. Consequently, the Super-Kamiokande and Antares limits on
neutrino fluxes at negative declinations are complementary to the results of the
analysis presented here, with its higher thresholds above hundreds of TeV, see

1The location of the detectors in Japan and in the Mediterranean sea actually permits a partial
coverage of both the southern as well as the northern sky with up-going events, as illustrated
in the plot.
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8 Point source search results

source name dec. [◦] µ90 Φ−2 ∆E−2 [GeV] Φ−1.5 ∆E−1.5 [GeV]×109 ×1012

PKS 0537-441 −44.1 1.8 281.3 106.5 – 108.8 38.1 106.8 – 109.7

PKS 1622-297 −29.9 4.0 442.8 106.4 – 108.8 55.2 106.8 – 109.7

PKS 1622-253 −25.5 2.4 218.3 106.4 – 108.8 27.6 106.8 – 109.7

PKS 1830-210 −21.1 2.3 135.5 106.1 – 108.8 20.0 106.7 – 109.7

PKS 1730-130 −13.1 4.6 92.4 105.6 – 108.4 20.8 106.2 – 109.7

PKS 1510-089 −9.1 3.4 38.3 105.1 – 108.3 10.4 106.0 – 109.7

PKS 1406-076 −7.9 4.2 38.2 104.9 – 108.2 11.2 105.9 – 109.7

QSO B2022-077 −7.6 2.8 24.8 104.9 – 108.2 7.3 105.9 – 109.7

3C279 −5.8 4.0 27.1 104.8 – 108.2 8.7 105.7 – 109.7

PKS 0336-01 −1.8 3.0 14.7 104.4 – 108.0 5.9 105.5 – 109.7

PKS 0420-01 −1.3 3.1 14.7 104.4 – 108.0 6.0 105.5 – 109.7

3C 273 2.0 1.5 5.7 104.4 – 107.6 3.1 105.3 – 109.6

PKS 1502+106 10.5 1.6 5.8 104.3 – 106.8 7.1 104.8 – 107.8

4C +10.45 10.5 3.3 11.9 104.3 – 106.8 14.7 104.8 – 107.8

4C +11.69 11.7 3.4 12.6 104.2 – 106.8 16.7 104.8 – 107.7

PKS 0528+134 13.5 1.6 6.7 104.2 – 106.7 9.3 104.8 – 107.6

3C 454.3 16.1 3.5 16.2 104.1 – 106.6 24.5 104.7 – 107.4

PKS 0235+164 16.6 3.5 16.3 104.2 – 106.6 25.0 104.7 – 107.4

QSO B0827+2421 24.2 3.5 19.3 104.0 – 106.3 38.7 104.5 – 107.0

QSO B0430+2859 29.1 3.7 24.0 104.0 – 106.2 53.2 104.4 – 106.7

QSO B1611+3420 34.2 5.0 33.9 103.8 – 106.1 83.1 104.4 – 106.8

4C +38.41 38.1 3.3 23.3 103.9 – 106.0 61.2 104.3 – 106.7

4C +51.37 52.2 2.9 24.5 103.6 – 105.7 85.5 104.0 – 106.3

8C 0716+714 71.3 1.4 16.0 103.3 – 105.5 75.9 103.9 – 105.9

PKS 1454-354 −35.6 2.0 238.9 106.0 – 108.8 31.8 106.8 – 109.7

PKS 1502+106 10.5 1.6 5.8 104.3 – 106.8 7.1 104.8 – 107.8

M87 12.4 1.7 6.4 104.2 – 106.8 8.6 104.8 – 107.6

Centaurus A −43.0 3.7 556.7 106.5 – 108.8 74.7 106.8 – 109.6

Sgr A∗ −29.0 2.3 244.3 106.4 – 108.8 30.2 106.8 – 109.7

Table 8.4.: Upper limits on muon neutrino event numbers (µ90) and fluxes for
the 28 objects of the pre-defined source candidate list. The limits
for the two signal spectrum hypotheses, γ = −2 and γ = −1.5, are
given as normalisation constants for the differential flux dΦ/dE ≤
Φγ(E/GeV)γ GeV−1cm−2s−1. Systematic uncertainties are included in
all limits. The energy ranges ∆Eγ describe the intervals containing
90% of simulated signal neutrinos, excluding the highest and lowest
5% of events. See also Table 7.1 for more information on the objects.
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8.5 Neutrino flux limits
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Figure 8.10.: Muon neutrino limits for nine selected blazars. Differences in energy
coverage are due to varying declinations, indicated by the last digits
of the names. The spectral shape reflects the prediction for emis-
sion with an opening angle of 1◦ (black dashed) or 5◦ (black solid)
from [NSAK02].

Table 8.4.

Blazar models

The model from [NSAK02] for proton acceleration in AGN cores mentioned in
section 2.2.2 was used in [NS02] as a basis for selecting blazars that are promising
neutrino source candidates. The argument is based on jet orientation and ultra-
violet photons as seed particles for pion production. Since the authors also use
GeV gamma-ray emissions of blazars detected by Egret as a starting point to
apply their selection criteria, the final list has a large overlap with the source
candidates chosen in section 7.2. Nine out of fourteen objects preferred in this
model were tested in the analysis presented here. Figure 8.10 shows the muon
neutrino limits for these blazars based on the generic spectrum from [NS02]. Two
different opening angles for neutrino emissions are discussed by the authors, the
larger one corresponding to the level of collimation observed for gamma rays. For
many of the tested sources, the optimistic neutrino scenario with a 1◦ opening is
ruled out by the observed flux limits.
Apart from the restrictions placed on this model, Fig. 8.10 also illustrates the

different energy ranges of sensitivity for sources below the horizon, listed on the
left, and the four objects above the horizon on the right. The limits are shown for
the energy intervals containing 90% of the signal expectation, which only for the
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8 Point source search results

Figure 8.11.: Muon neutrino limits for the radio galaxy M87. The reference model
fluxes are derived in [PDR03] under the assumption of the source
being a misaligned blazar with LBL-like (black solid) or HBL-like
(black dashed) characteristics. The error bars represent theoretical
uncertainties.

four blazars at negative declinations covers the full PeV range.

M87

The radio galaxy M87 is not classified as a blazar due to the orientation of its
jet axis, which does not point directly at Earth. Nevertheless, it is proposed
in [PDR03] that this object might feature the acceleration characteristics of a BL
Lac object based on the model from [MPE+03]. Two dedicated muon neutrino
emission spectra are presented and reproduced in Fig. 8.11. The lower dashed
curve represents a model based on fits of photon data to a synchrotron spectrum
following an average HBL-like behaviour, while the upper one results from an
LBL-like modelling. For the latter, the limit obtained in this analysis allows a
flux constraint that falls within the upper error margin indicated by the authors
for their model. The absorption of neutrinos during passage through Earth at
energies exceeding tens of PeV at the object’s position of dec. +12.4◦ does not
permit to fully probe the favoured energy range for neutrino emissions.

Centaurus A

As discussed in section 7.2, the radio galaxy Centaurus A could be the source of
charged cosmic rays in the context of results from the Pierre Auger Obser-
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Figure 8.12.: Muon neutrino limits for the radio galaxy Centaurus A. The
two spectral shapes represent the emission models from [CH08]
and [KOT09].

vatory (PAO) [A+07a, A+08d]. An emission model published in [CH08] uses
this input to derive a neutrino spectrum prediction shown in Fig. 8.12. It was
reduced to the muon neutrino component assuming full flavour mixing as in sec-
tion 3.1.1. The flux limit for this spectral shape derived from the IC-22 search
results is approximately two orders of magnitude higher and thus cannot constrain
this prediction.
Additionally, Fig. 8.12 includes a neutrino flux prediction presented in [KOT09].

Out of the range of model parametrisation discussed there, it is the case with the
highest neutrino rate not excluded by the recent TeV gamma-ray measurements
with Hess for Centaurus A [A+09k]. The sensitivity of the IC-22 search is not
enough to probe the predicted flux level. Nevertheless, these are the first neutrino
limits in the PeV to EeV energy range for Centaurus A.

Galactic centre

For the object Sgr A∗, considered to be a super-massive black hole at the centre
of our galaxy, the lower energy threshold in this analysis lies above 1 PeV. The
neutrino flux upper limit, shown in Table 8.4, is the first for this source that covers
this energy range, made possible by the observation of down-going events from
the southern sky.
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Chapter 9.

Correlations between neutrinos
and charged cosmic rays

In addition to the search for individual neutrino point sources, presented in the
previous chapters, the IceCube event sample defined in this work can also be
used for all-sky studies of correlations with other cosmic ray observations. In the
following, such a multi-messenger analysis is presented, using the directions of
charged particle events at ultra-high energies. These data stem from air shower
experiments, introduced in the first section. The correlation search method and
the simulations necessary for its optimisation with respect to the discovery poten-
tial are discussed in the second part. The chapter concludes with the results from
applying this analysis to the IceCube 22-strings event sample.

9.1. Charged cosmic ray observations

9.1.1. Motivation for a correlation study

In section 3.2.3 the concept of multi-messenger searches was introduced. The sig-
nificance of an excess of potential cosmic neutrinos can be enhanced by finding
directional correlations between the events and other observations of particles as-
sumed to originate in the same sources. A natural choice for these complementary
messengers are protons or heavier charged cosmic rays, because they are expected
to generate a secondary neutrino flux in or near their sources, see section 2.1.3.
Due to deflection in astrophysical magnetic fields, only charged particles with
ultra-high energies larger than several EeV can be traced back to their source
regions.
In the approach presented here, publicly available data on ultra-high energy

cosmic rays (UHECR) are used as a set of reference directions. Around these, up
to a pre-defined distance, the number of neutrino candidates from the IceCube
event sample is determined. The significance of this event count can be calculated
by comparing its value to expectations from randomised maps of the IceCube
data.
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9 Correlations between neutrinos and charged cosmic rays

9.1.2. Air shower experiments

Data from two extensive air shower detectors currently provide the majority of in-
formation on UHECR: The High Resolution Fly’s Eye (HiRes) experiment,
decomissioned in 2006, and the currently operating southern Pierre Auger Ob-
servatory (PAO). A brief overview of their techniques and results relevant for
a correlation study is given in the following. For this search, only fully analysed
and published air shower data were used.

The HiRes experiment

The HiRes experiment was operated for nine years between 1997 and 2004 in the
desert of Utah, USA. In moonless nights, extensive air showers within a radius of
35 km were detected and reconstructed by measuring the fluorescence emission
along their paths through the atmosphere. Since 1999 two detectors, located at
a relative distance of 12.6 km from each other, were operated together, one con-
taining 21 and the other 42 telescopes. Each telescope had a spherical mirror area
of 5.1 m2 and directed light onto a camera consisting of 256 photo-multipliers.
Coincident stereo operation of both sites resulted in a total of 3460 hours live-
time [A+09g]. For a full description of the experiment see [AZ+99, BKMS02].

The Pierre Auger Observatory

The Pierre Auger Observatory [A+04a] was designed as an experiment with
two sites in different hemispheres where air showers are measured with a hybrid
technique of fluorescence telescopes and particle detectors. While the northern
part is still in the planning phase, the PAO South array near the city of Malargüe,
Argentina, is running in a stable data taking mode since 2004. The construction of
this array is now completed. 1600 surface detectors are distributed over an area of
3000 km2 with a triangular grid spacing of 1.5 km. These components are tanks,
each containing 12 tons of purified water in which three photo-multipliers detect
Cherenkov light from through-going shower particles. Geometric and calorimetric
information from an event allows the reconstruction of energy and direction of the
primary particle initiating a shower in the upper atmosphere.
Additionally, fluorescence detectors, similar to those of HiRes, are located at 4

sites at the edges of the array, each containing 6 independent telescopes with seg-
mented primary mirrors. A single mirror has an area of ∼13 m2. Under favourable
weather conditions and sufficiently low moonlight at night, the measured fluores-
cence light is used to reconstruct showers, giving the possibility to verify and
complement the surface detector data [A+09j].
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9.1 Charged cosmic ray observations

Figure 9.1.: Arrival directions of UHECRs in equatorial coordinates for the IC-22
field of view: 22 events from PAO (red) and 13 events from HiRes
(blue).

UHECR data samples

The published PAO data on arrival directions from UHECRs comprise 27 events
above an energy of 6 × 1019 eV, collected between January 2004 and August
2007 [A+08d]. The precise energy threshold of 56 EeV was optimised in a search for
correlations with nearby AGN from an astronomical catalogue [VCV06], together
with two other search parameters as described in [A+07a]. In that analysis, the
hypothesis of an isotropic distribution of UHECRs was rejected with a probability
of 99% and a correlation with the AGN sample was claimed. Recently, the results
were updated in [H+09] with 31 additional events detected until March 2009. The
degree of correlation in the full sample has decreased, because the new data does
not show a significant excess of UHECRs close to AGN from the chosen catalogue.
The possible correlation of the PAO data with AGN has no impact on the

neutrino analysis presented in this work. Only the reported coordinates of UHECR
arrival directions themselves are considered here. Since the 31 events from [H+09]
have not been made publicly available, only the original 27 directions are used.
22 of these have declinations above −50◦ and thus lie inside the field of view of
the IceCube sample defined in chapter 6, see Fig. 9.1.
Following the PAO reports on correlations with AGN, the HiRes collaboration

applied the same energy threshold as in the PAO study to all their events col-
lected in stereo mode. They found 13 events and published the arrival directions
in [A+08c]. HiRes could not confirm a correlation with the AGN catalogue. Fur-
thermore, a second test with a different event selection optimisation did not show
evidence for anisotropy. Due to the location of the experiment, this search covered
mainly the northern celestial hemisphere, in contrast to the PAO observations of
the southern sky.
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Figure 9.2.: Expected distribution of total event counts in bins of 3.0◦ radius
around PAO & HiRes UHECR directions for background-only sim-
ulations. The histogram was obtained from 1 million randomised
maps and is shown with a Gaussian fit.

All 13 arrival directions of UHECRs above 6 × 1019 eV reported by HiRes lie
inside the field of view of the IceCube 22-strings event selection, see Fig. 9.1. They
can be tested for correlations together with the 22 PAO events with the method
described in the following.

9.2. Directional correlations

9.2.1. Correlation method
A possible correlation between UHECR directions and the IceCube data can be
tested by counting the neutrino candidates in circular bins of a pre-defined radius
centred on the arrival directions of the charged cosmic rays. In [Pet09], an appli-
cation of such an approach to generic neutrino and UHECR data samples is dis-
cussed. To calculate the significance of the observed sum of events over all bins, it
has to be compared to the expectation from pure background samples. Figure 9.2
shows a histogram of event counts for 106 sky maps, generated by randomising
the right ascension of each each of the 1885 events in the IceCube 22-strings sam-
ple. The declination distribution was kept unchanged, see also page 92. The bin
locations refer to the combined PAO and HiRes UHECR samples, comprising 35
directions. The bin radius of 3.0◦ is a result of the optimisation discussed in the
following section.
The event count over all bins is performed by testing for each IceCube event

if the minimum angular distance to any UHECR direction is smaller than the
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9.2 Directional correlations

fixed bin radius. This guarantees that events in overlapping bins are not counted
more than once. The distribution of counting results in background samples is
well approximated by a Gaussian function around a mean of 44.2 events with a
width of 6.4 . By integrating the background distribution over all event numbers
larger than the one which is eventually observed, one obtains the probability for
the measured outcome to appear in a background-only scenario.
The optimisation of the search parameters, discussed in the following, was based

on neutrino simulations as well as data with scrambled direction information. This
was done to avoid observational biases in accordance with the IceCube blindness
policy. The application of the fixed analysis prescription to unscrambled event
coordinates leads to the final probability value. No trial factors have to be con-
sidered.

9.2.2. Signal simulation
Magnetic deflection

The above method for a search for correlations between two sets of event directions
is independent of model assumptions on the signal. However, a neutrino signal
simulation is necessary to assess the discovery potential and optimise the analysis
for realistic expectations.
The UHECR directions are used as references for simulated neutrino sources.

Contrary to the neutral neutrinos, charged protons or nuclei are affected by mag-
netic fields that have to be taken into account even for particles energies above
6×1019 eV. There are few established facts about astrophysical magnetic fields and
predictions vary concerning their strengths and orientations. Discussions on their
impact on the propagation of proton UHECRs above tens of EeV are presented
for example in the following publications:

• The PAO collaboration assumes deviations around 3◦ and up to 7◦, as dis-
cussed in [A+08d] and references therein;

• The authors of [KST06] derive average deflections on the order of 1◦ to 3◦,
based on different galactic field models. Only one of these models produces
deviations exceeding 10◦ for tracks going directly through the galactic centre;

• Galactic magnetic field models discussed in [TS09] cause deflections of up
to 8◦, but with average values ∼ 4◦;

• In [DGST05], extensive simulations of magnetic fields in galaxy clusters are
described, with the conclusion that the impact of extra-galactic fields on
UHECR propagation is negligible.

These and other references with similar conclusions imply average deflections on
the order of a few degrees for UHECRs in the energy range under consideration.
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9 Correlations between neutrinos and charged cosmic rays

To account for these magnetic deflections in the simulation, neutrino sources were
individually shifted with respect to the UHECR directions. An average width of
3◦ was chosen for a Gaussian function according to which angular displacements
values were generated. For each simulated map, individual shifts together with
random orientations were produced for each of the 35 PAO or HiRes directions.
The cited predictions on the degree of deflection are derived under the assump-

tion that UHECRs are dominated by protons. Deviations for heavier nuclei are
expected to be significantly larger, due to a dependence on the charge. Such condi-
tions would then strongly limit the advantages of a neutrino correlation approach
compared to an unbiased all-sky search. For the purpose of the optimisation
performed in this analysis, a proton domination is assumed, which seems to be
favoured by some recent experimental results like [A+10b].
The angular resolution of the air shower reconstruction for the chosen data is
∼ 0.8◦ for HiRes [A+08c] and ∼ 0.9◦ for PAO [A+08d] and was not considered as
a separate effect, since not only magnetic deflections but also the IceCube angular
resolution, discussed in the next section, cause larger uncertainties.

Neutrino simulation

In absence of any information that would allow a calculation of individual neu-
trino expectations for the hypothetical cosmic ray sources, equal point source
fluxes from all 35 UHECR directions were assumed in the simulation. Based on
the discussion of astrophysical particle acceleration in section 2.1.2, the neutrino
emission was modeled according to an E−2 power law. In contrast to these uni-
form source conditions, the IceCube sensitivity varies with declination and energy.
This is a result of energy cuts for down-going events from the southern hemisphere
and absorption of up-going events, see section 6.4. A full neutrino simulation, in-
cluding these effects, was used to determine the average number of neutrinos in
the IceCube 22-strings final level selection which would be detected from each
source direction for the total livetime of 276 days. Based on these mean values,
neutrino event numbers for each source were generated in each trial according to
a Poisson distribution.
The simulated events were distributed around the 35 source positions with the

above prescription for magnetic shifts. An angular deviation was introduced for
each event, following the IceCube point spread function from section 5.3. These
deviations depend on declination and were implemented via a fitted function of
azimuth and zenith errors from reconstruction results for simulated neutrinos. A
detailed description is provided in [Mah09]. The generated signal events were
placed into a background map, produced by scrambling the right ascensions of
the 1885 measured events. To retain the original statistics, equal numbers of
background events were removed, randomly chosen from the same declination
bands as the added source neutrinos. Figure 9.3 shows a comparison between
the resulting event count distributions with and without signal addition. In both
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Figure 9.3.: Histograms of total event counts in bins of 3.0◦ radius around PAO
& HiRes UHECR directions. The distribution from Fig 9.2 is com-
pared to three cases with added neutrino signals, obtained from 10,000
scrambled maps each. One map contain 35 simulated sources, with a
different flux strength Φ0 per source in each case.

cases, the search bin centres were defined by the measured, not the randomly
shifted UHECR directions.

9.2.3. Search bin optimisation
The radius of the search bin, the only free parameter in the actual analysis pre-
scription, was optimised with respect to the discovery potential. Histograms of
the event counts for scrambled background distributions as shown in Fig. 9.2 were
produced for different bin radii between 0.5◦ and 5.0◦. From these, one obtained
individual thresholds at which the chance probability of a counting result drops
below the probability equivalent to a 5σ deviation for a one-sided Gaussian tail.
The previously described simulations of sources with E−2 spectra were then used
to calculate the probability of observing total event numbers in excess of these
thresholds in presence of a signal.
Figure 9.4 shows the resulting probabilities as a function of the bin radius.

These curves make it possible to derive the optimal bin size. Since the statistics
for maps with excesses above the 5σ threshold are limited even with 106 trial runs,
the discovery probability was also calculated at the 3σ level, to better estimate
the position of the maximum. In conclusion, the simulations indicate an optimal
radius of 3.0◦ for the correlation search.
For the discovery probabilities displayed in Fig. 9.4, the signal flux normalisation

in dΦ/dE = Φ0E
−2 was chosen as Φ0 = 1× 10−8 GeV cm−2 s−1. An investigation
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Figure 9.4.: Left: Discovery probability at 5σ and 3σ as a function of bin size,
with polynomial fits. Right: Dependence of the optimal bin radius on
variations of simulated magnetic deflection.

of the dependence of the optimisation on the flux strength per source showed only
small variations for values up to Φ0 = 2× 10−8 GeV cm−2 s−1. For larger fluxes,
the number of signal events approaches the total background number in some
declination bands, which is obviously unrealistic.
To test the influence of weaker or stronger magnetic deflections, the same sim-

ulations were performed with different source shifts, based on Gaussian distance
distributions with widths varying between 0◦ and 5◦. The right part of Fig. 9.4
shows the resulting optimised bin radii for these varying degrees of simulated
magnetic deflection. The curves flatten out for mean deflections > 3◦. This
demonstrates that a larger bin size is not optimal even for increased probabilities
of sources lying outside the search area. The explanation for this behaviour is the
worse signal-to-background ratio for too large bins.
An optimisation for a low flux per source would lead to slightly smaller bins

than 3◦, but the following section shows that a value Φ0 < 1 × 10−8 GeV cm−2

s−1 would anyway reduce the chances of discovery below 50%. In summary, the
tests with varying simulation parameters confirm the conclusion of 3.0◦ being the
optimal value.

9.2.4. Discovery potential
After fixing the bin size, the E−2 neutrino flux per source required for a 5σ dis-
covery in 50% of trials was determined by calculating the discovery probability for
different flux normalizations, as shown in Fig. 9.5. The comparison of the curve
with the chosen bin radius of 3◦ to those for 2.5◦ and 3.5◦ illustrates that small
changes of the bin size do not strongly influence the final discovery probability.
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Figure 9.5.: Discovery probability (at 5σ) in dependence of the signal flux strength
per source. The curves for 2.5◦ and 3.5◦ are shown for comparison to
the chosen optimal bin radius of 3◦.

The discovery potential defined in this way corresponds to a flux per source of
Φ0 = 1.0× 10−8 GeV cm−2 s−1, resulting in an average number of 76 signal events
in the full event sample. Summing over the limited search areas of the 35 bins,
one would then expect on average a contribution of 36.8 signal neutrinos on a
background of 40.9 events.
The total signal contribution from all sources can be compared to the diffuse

flux limit for muon neutrinos to understand if the flux required for a 5σ detection
has already been excluded by other analyses. The solid angle integration for the
IceCube 22 strings field of view results in a value of Ω = 3.6× π sr, hence it has
to be checked if the inequality

35× Φ0 < Φlim,µ × 3.6× π (9.1)

is fulfilled. The best published flux limit for an E−2 neutrino spectrum is provided
in the Amanda-II analysis in [A+08g] with an all-flavour value of Φlim = 2.7×10−7

GeV cm−2 s−1 sr−1. It is valid in the energy range 105 to 109 GeV, which is
comparable to the one for this event sample, see section 6.13. Assuming equal
flavour ratios according to section 3.1.1, the flux limit is divided by 3 to obtain a
value for muon neutrinos only. This leads to an upper limit on the average flux
per source:

Φ0 <
Φlim × 3.6× π sr

3× 35 = 2.9× 10−8 GeV cm−2 s−1 . (9.2)

Thus, the flux levels necessary for a 5σ detection are still below the excluded
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Figure 9.6.: Zoomed sky map regions around the 35 unblinded UHECR directions
(blue and red dots) with indicated bin areas (3◦ radius) and IceCube
events (crosses). The x-axes show right ascension, the y-axes declina-
tion, both in degrees.

limits.

9.3. Results
After applying the analysis prescription to the IceCube data by scanning the 35
bins of 3◦ radius, a total of 60 events were observed. The mean background
expectation based on scrambled sky maps was 43.7 events. The probability for
an excess of the same or a larger magnitude within the background-only scenario
is 0.0098, i.e. 2.3σ as one-sided Gaussian equivalent. In conclusion, this result is
regarded as being compatible with a background fluctuation.
A check of the event count in each bin showed the largest individual upward

fluctuation to be 7 events where 2.3 were expected, within a 3◦ radius around
the direction 267.1◦ r.a., -11.4◦ dec. On its own, this would correspond to a
significance of 2.4σ. No particularly strong clustering of IceCube events on a
smaller scale than the bin size was observed in any tested direction, see Fig. 9.6.
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Figure 9.7.: Estimated energies in dependence of declination for the 60 events
(black dots) correlated with UHECR directions. The coloured con-
tours highlight the distribution of all events in the final sample, while
the red lines indicate the upper and lower boundaries within which
90% of an E−2 neutrino signal flux is expected.

The muon energies calculated with Mue, introduced in section 5.4, for the 60
IceCube events were inspected but no unusual values were observed. Figure 9.7
shows that the distribution of this energy estimator versus declination basically
matches that of the background data.
Under the emission hypothesis of equal neutrino fluxes from all 35 PAO and

HiRes UHECR directions, the result can be used to derive an upper limit on
the flux normalisation per source. Confidence belts for the total event counts
were constructed with the method of [FC98] introduced in section 3.2.2. Given
the observed 60 events, a limit of Φlim = 0.9 × 10−8 GeV cm−2 s−1 on the muon
neutrino flux per source was obtained, assuming a mean magnetic deflection of 3◦.
Since this uniform emission scenario is only a simplified framework for interpreting
the event counts, the limit should be considered only as an average value for the
level of excluded fluxes.
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Chapter 10.

Summary and outlook
“We all live under the same sky,
but we do not all have the same
horizon.”

Aesop, ca. 600 BC

Measurements of charged cosmic rays with energies up to 1020 eV provide strong
evidence for the existence of efficient astrophysical acceleration of particles that
are expected to generate a flux of secondary neutrinos. Observing such neutrinos
from point-like origins would be a robust way of identifying sources of hadronic
cosmic rays. In particular in the range between TeV and low EeV energies, where
photons from extra-galactic sources suffer strong absorption and charged particles
are scrambled by galactic magnetic fields, neutrinos are unique cosmic messengers.
Neutrino astronomy is still a young field of research, and the first discovery of

high energy neutrinos from astrophysical sources has yet to be established. The
IceCube Observatory, even in the configuration of 22 strings, only a quarter of the
final extension, is the largest operating neutrino telescope. In this work, a new
analysis approach was introduced that increases the sensitivity of IceCube both
in energy and sky coverage and provides new astrophysical flux limits.
The established technique to detect high energy neutrinos and reconstruct their

tracks relies on the precise measurement of Cherenkov light with extended sub-
surface arrays of photo-multipliers. Muon neutrinos undergoing a charged current
interaction inside, or in the vicinity of, the detector volume produce muons which
emit Cherenkov radiation, directly and via showers of secondary particles. In Ice-
Cube, a nanosecond resolution for detecting these photons makes it possible to
reconstruct the track directions. The precision is limited mostly by the scattering
of light in the ice. It was shown in this work that an extended likelihood algo-
rithm significantly improves the reconstruction performance at PeV energies. This
extended probability density function for the detection time of the first photon
pulse takes into account the total number of photoelectrons in the same mod-
ule, instead of simply ignoring later hits as was done in track reconstructions for
previous point source searches with IceCube and Amanda. The resulting angu-
lar resolution with the IceCube 22-strings configuration is ∼ 1.3◦ for a quality
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10 Summary and outlook

selection of neutrino events with an E−2 energy spectrum signal hypothesis.
The background of atmospheric muons, produced in extensive air showers and

penetrating to the IceCube detector depth, is 106 times larger than any signal
expectation and thus a major challenge when performing a neutrino analysis. An
established method to suppress these events is the exclusive selection of tracks
which are upward going and hence must stem from neutrinos travelling through
Earth. A point-like signal can then be searched for among the small remaining
background flux of atmospheric neutrinos, generated also in air showers. However,
since the relevant interaction cross sections of the weak force rise with energy,
Earth becomes opaque for neutrinos at PeV energies. Furthermore, with IceCube
located at the South Pole, the upward-only approach does not permit to study
the southern hemisphere.
In this work it was shown that selection methods sensitive to energy and light

distribution provide the means to reduce also the downward going muon back-
ground. It can be suppressed to a level which makes it possible to search for
excesses due to neutrinos from astrophysical point sources. Selection cuts, vary-
ing with track zenith angles, were used to define a final event sample covering the
region below the horizon as well as a large part of the sky above the horizon. The
lower energy threshold rises from the TeV level for the up-going to PeV energies
for the down-going directions. Neutrinos from the southern hemisphere, for which
absorption in Earth plays no role, can reach IceCube even up to EeV energies and
thus make the search sensitive to a previously uncovered regime.
After the definition of the event selection and analysis strategy, following a

strict blindness procedure, the reconstructed directions of the tracks from the
final sample were used to search for directional clustering of neutrinos. The grid
search, covering the sky with overlapping circular bins between declinations −50◦
and +85◦, showed no significant excesses above fluctuations expected from the
background event distribution.
A separate test was performed for a list of 28 pre-defined candidates, mostly

AGN classified as blazars for which strong gamma-ray emissions have been re-
ported. For none of these directions did the observed neutrino numbers lie above
values expected from the background-only hypothesis. After accounting for sys-
tematic uncertainties, new upper limits on the neutrino fluxes from the chosen
source candidates were derived. Many of these constitute the best existing neu-
trino bounds in the covered energy range, in particular for southern hemisphere
objects such as the AGN Centaurus A and the centre of our galaxy Sgr A∗.
For the blazar 3C279, variable photon fluxes in different wavebands motivated

a dedicated search for neutrino flares by including timing information, as opposed
to the time-integrated search for steady sources. Based on available light curves,
four intervals spanning a total of 25.4 days were selected as promising for neutrino
emissions, but no IceCube events could be found in these periods. The first upper
limit on neutrino fluxes above TeV energies from 3C279 was derived and discussed
in the context of a specific model prediction.
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The sample of high energy IceCube events was also used to study directional
correlations between these neutrino candidates and charged cosmic rays measured
by the HiRes experiment and the Pierre Auger Observatory at energies
above 6×1019 eV. These data were used as reference directions in a binned search.
Magnetic deflection of the charged particles has to be considered but is likely to
be small enough to allow in principal an identification of common source regions
of neutrinos and UHECRs. Counting IceCube events within 3◦ angular distance
of 35 cosmic ray directions revealed 60 coincidences while on average 44 were ex-
pected. This result is compatible with the background hypothesis at a level of
∼ 1% probability.

The extension of IceCube point source searches to the southern sky opened a
new observation window for high energy neutrino astronomy. The results from
the point source search and candidate source tests obtained in the work presented
here have been published in a refereed journal [A+09b]. Using an energy-sensitive
suppression of the atmospheric muon background from above the horizon and
performing a unified point source analysis over both hemispheres has already
been adopted in the IceCube collaboration as a new standard approach for future
searches. A point source search on new IceCube data, taken between spring 2008
and spring 2009 with a configuration of 40 strings, has been prepared in this
fashion, with the unblinding of the actual track directions to be expected for early
2010.
The inclusion of downward going events in such analyses provides the oppor-

tunity to probe possible neutrino sources at and above PeV energies. This new
data helps to test models of astrophysical particle acceleration and increases the
chances of finding the first cosmic neutrino signals. It should be possible to adopt
the analysis technique presented here for application in other neutrino telescopes,
for example Antares or the planned cubic kilometer scale detector in the Mediter-
ranean sea. Being instruments in the northern hemisphere, they would then pro-
vide a complementary sky coverage with a reversed meaning of above and below
the horizon. These and other experimental efforts can thus contribute in unique
ways to neutrino astronomy and help establish it as a new window into the high
energy Universe.
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Appendix A.

Event selection cuts
Listed in the following are all event selection cuts used for the analysis presented
in this work. They were applied to SMT-triggered data, taken in the 22-strings
IceCube configuration between May 2007 and April 2008. Details are described
in chapter 6.

Level 1
{ NChannel ≥ 80 }

OR { NChannel ≥ 50 AND θ ≥ 50◦ }
OR { NChannel ≥ 60 AND θ ≥ 40◦ }
OR { NChannel ≥ 70 AND θ ≥ 10◦ }

The zenith angle θ is based on linefit reconstruction. Median angular resolution,
averaged over all energies for an E−2 spectrum, is ∼ 10◦ at this level. The average
data rate is 23.6 Hz.

Level 2
No cuts applied
Processing of SPE reconstruction.
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A Event selection cuts

Level 3
{ zenith angle θ ≥ 40◦ }

AND { NChannel ≥ 20 AND θ < 80◦ }
AND { reduced log-likelihood ≤ 9 }

The zenith angle θ is based on SPE reconstruction. Cuts were reapplied after
processing of the MPE fit, with an improved median angular resolution of 2.8◦ at
this level. The average data rate is 2.7 Hz.

Level 4
{NHits/NCh ≥ 0.1667 · (26.099315 · exp((Y−4.167702)2/(2 · 0.642915)))

AND (X ≥ −0.80 AND X < −0.75)}
OR {NHits/NCh ≥ 0.1667 · (50.172586 · exp((Y−4.160476)2/(2 · 0.637656)))

AND (X ≥ −0.75 AND X < −0.70)}
OR {NHits/NCh ≥ 0.1667 · (53.156619 · exp((Y−4.111670)2/(2 · 0.630833)))

AND (X ≥ −0.70 AND X < −0.65)}
OR {NHits/NCh ≥ 0.1667 · (63.001920 · exp((Y−4.059982)2/(2 · 0.596489)))

AND (X ≥ −0.65 AND X < −0.60)}
OR {NHits/NCh ≥ 0.1667 · (64.525712 · exp((Y−4.034918)2/(2 · 0.584852)))

AND (X ≥ −0.60 AND X < −0.55)}
OR {NHits/NCh ≥ 0.1667 · (63.524860 · exp((Y−3.997122)2/(2 · 0.580141)))

AND (X ≥ −0.55 AND X < −0.50)}
OR {NHits/NCh ≥ 0.1667 · (63.957859 · exp((Y−3.935059)2/(2 · 0.573148)))

AND (X ≥ −0.50 AND X < −0.45)}
OR {NHits/NCh ≥ 0.1667 · (59.022136 · exp((Y−3.850516)2/(2 · 0.615833)))

AND (X ≥ −0.45 AND X < −0.40)}
OR {NHits/NCh ≥ 0.1667 · (61.329891 · exp((Y−3.763927)2/(2 · 0.573127)))

AND (X ≥ −0.40 AND X < −0.35)}
OR {NHits/NCh ≥ 0.1667 · (62.652994 · exp((Y−3.662792)2/(2 · 0.547664)))

AND (X ≥ −0.35 AND X < −0.30)}
OR {NHits/NCh ≥ 0.1667 · (51.334448 · exp((Y−3.647328)2/(2 · 0.542361)))

AND (X ≥ −0.30 AND X < −0.25)}
OR {NHits/NCh ≥ 0.1667 · (34.489781 · exp((Y−3.675171)2/(2 · 0.565939)))

AND (X ≥ −0.25 AND X < −0.20)}
OR {NHits/NCh ≥ 0.1667 · (22.675467 · exp((Y−3.684569)2/(2 · 0.631203)))

AND (X ≥ −0.20 AND X < −0.15)}
OR {NHits/NCh ≥ 0.1667 · (15.888966 · exp((Y−3.713399)2/(2 · 0.701842)))

AND (X ≥ −0.15 AND X < −0.10)}
OR {NHits/NCh ≥ 0.1667 · (12.552754 · exp((Y−3.824859)2/(2 · 0.677800)))

AND (X ≥ −0.10 AND X < −0.05)}
OR {NHits/NCh ≥ 0.1667 · (11.101543 · exp((Y−3.847754)2/(2 · 0.686220)))

AND (X ≥ −0.05 AND X < 0.00)}

X = − cos (θ) and Y = Mue energy estimator
The zenith angle θ is based on MPE reconstruction with 2.8◦ median angular
resolution at this level. The average data rate is 0.3 Hz.
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Level 5
{ ( bayes-ratio ≥ 0.0 AND z < −0.3 )

OR ( bayes-ratio ≥ 100.0 · z + 30.0 AND z ≥ −0.3 AND z < 0.0 )
OR ( bayes-ratio ≥ 30.0 AND z ≥ 0.0 ) }

AND
{ ( NHits/NCh≥ 22.0 AND z < −0.4 )

OR ( NHits/NCh≥ −60.0 · z − 2.0 AND z ≥ −0.4 AND z < −0.05 )
OR ( NHits/NCh≥ 1.0 AND z ≥ −0.05 ) }

AND
{ ( NCh ≥ 83 AND z < −0.2 )

OR ( NCh ≥ −240 · z + 35 AND z ≥ −0.2 AND z < −0.0 )
OR ( NCh ≥ −9 · z + 35 AND z ≥ 0.0 ) }

AND
{ ( red. log-llh ≤ −3.0 · z + 7.6 AND z < 0.0 )

OR ( red. log-llh ≤ 7.6 · z AND z ≥ 0.0 ) }
AND
{ ( parab. σ ≤ 1.5 AND z < 0.0 )

OR ( parab. σ ≤ 1.0 · z + 1.5 AND z ≥ 0.0 ) }
AND
{ ( NDir ≥ 0.0 AND z < 0.0 )

OR ( NDir ≥ 30.0 AND z ≥ 0.0 ) }

z = − cos (θ)
Median angular resolution is 1.3◦ at final level. The average data rate is 8× 10−5

Hz.
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